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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation examines individual innovation adoption; an actor's 
response to the introduction of a new object into his situation. Interest 
in this human "problem solving" behavior has been wide-spread among schol­
arly disciplines and public and private sectors of society. Individuals 
are constantly being introduced to stimuli, some of which are new. The way 
an individual responds to new stimuli, the relationships of factors influ­
encing his response, and his ultimate decision about what response to make 
have been major topics in this inquiry. 
A common approach has been to identify a number of characteristics of 
the individual and to determine their relationships with his adoption de­
cision. Havens (1962) has inventoried several attempts of this kind con­
ducted in the period 1930 to I960 in rural problematics. Another approach 
to explanation of behavior, in general, has used contextual or situational 
influences with individual characteristics. Lipset et al. (1956), for in­
stance, examined "institutional factors" of a large social unit (a union) 
in their polit ics! consequences and effects or. individual nieribers. Other 
notable studies making corresponding inquires have included Stouffer et al. 
(1949), Berelson et al. (1954), and Sil ls (1961). A third approach has been 
to combine social structure or "system" with individual influences in order 
to explain behavior. Investigation of social norming led to this approach 
in which one typically aggregates from individual characteristics a social 
unit characteristic. If the individuals are found to vary concomitantly 
with the social unit of which they are a part, then i t is inferred there is 
a "group effect" (Durkheim, 1897; Robinson, 1950; Blau, I960) or a "norming 
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effect" (Marsh and Coleman, 1956; van den Ban, I960; Young and Coleman, 
1962; Rogers and Burge, 1962; Saxena, 1970; Flinn, 1970). 
The present study wil l examine situational (contextual), social (sys­
tem), and individual influences on the adoption behavior of individuals. 
Further, these influences wil l be considered in regard to their relation­
ships on one another and the overall causal sequence in which they may be 
thought to occur. 
The dissertation uses a "theory construction" approach in which atten­
tion is given to building an explanatTon of phenomena utîlîzing both theo­
retical abstractions and empirical realit ies. It is to be emphasized that 
this is a "theory building" attempt rather than a "theory testing" activity 
here. That is, while empirical data is brought to bear on the theoretical 
notions developed, secondary procedures such as gathering another data set 
or using powerful measurement techniques l ike split measures, split samples, 
etc. are not used. Because only the f irst steps are being taken the results 
are to be considered as preliminary and not the product of full empirical 
testing. The difference is important for the claims to validity and f inality 
that are possible. 
Object i  ves 
The dissertation has the following objectives: 
( 1 )  To develop a conceptual framework from which concepts relevant to 
innovation adoption can be elaborated and causal relationships can 
be pos i  ted. 
(2) To select analytical frameworks which can be combined with the con­
ceptual framework as alternative models of innovation adoption. 
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(3) To empirically test and interpret the alternative models. 
(4) To compare the models as tested and determine a f inal model offer­
ing the most complete causal explanation of innovation adoption. 
Dissertation Outline 
Chapter 2 presents the conceptual framework to be used in the disser­
tation. As a prelude, notions of theory construction and causality are dis­
cussed as used herein. The operationalization of the abstract concepts, the 
data collection and sampling procedures are included in Chapter 3 on meth­
odology. Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 wil l present f ive alternative models 
of innovation adoption. Each includes a discussion of the model as the com­
bined product of the general conceptual framework and a specific analytical 
technique, statement of hypotheses to be tested, findings from the empirical 
test of the model, interpretations of the findings and modification of the 
model, and conclusions. In Chapter 4 the simplest model is presented; the 
two-variable model. The model in Chapter 5 is the simultaneous multiple 
variable model. Chapter 6 contains a path analysis model considered at the 
general level. Chpater 7 considers a path analysis model including the con­
cept of neighborhood norming at a general level. And Chapter 8 presents a 
complete path analysis model using selected variables and relationships sug­
gested by f indings from earlier models. Chapter 9 wil l summarize the models 
and draw conclusions in reference to the conceptual framework. 
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Introduct ion 
A requirement of a scientif ic inquiry is its theory. Theory is used to 
organize the social phenomena being examined and directs the related empir­
ical investigations. Without a theoretical framework the understanding one 
is able to achieve of the examined phenomena is l ikely to be superficial and 
the methodological activit ies to be a mere collection of isolated probes. 
I t is the purpose of this chapter to present a general conceptual framework 
for the study in this dissertation. A discussion of theory construction and 
sociological models init iates this presentation. A general theory of social 
action is elaborated as i t  applies to the innovation adoption situation of 
the individual actor. In the course of this presentation the sub-general 
hypotheses of the study are introduced. 
Theory Construction in Sociology 
The concern in sociology over highly abstract theory incapable of being 
tested, on one hand, and empirical data collection without regard to a for­
mal system, on the other, has led to an interest in the "theory construc­
tion" approach. Homans (1950) was one of the earliest to both advocate and 
perform such an activity. His attempt to systematically develop a theory 
of human group behavior through the use of both abstract ideas and empirical 
data in an "analysis-synthesis" strategy has led to many subsequent ap­
proaches .  
Theory construction recognizes that scientif ic knowledge must be simul­
taneously theoretical and empirical (Wilier, .  In so doing i t uti l izes 
certain distinctions from a philosophy of science tradition. "Concepts," 
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"propositions," "hypotheses," "operational definit ions," "explanation," 
"prediction," and "causation" are only a few of these (Kaplan, 1964; Zetter-
berg, 1965; Mull ins, 1971). While extreme concern with these distinctions 
has in some instances led to less enlightened empirical investigation, as 
charged by Stinchcombe (1968), i t  is because the users were not masters of 
both the theoretical and empirical worlds. And while this latter condition 
may describe many, or even most, of those who use theory construction, the 
approach can yet be defended. When the same scholar considers theoretical 
notions and empirical observations there is the distinct advantage that 
their connection wil l at least be attempted. But when there is a division 
of labor the correspondence may not be more than superfically acknowledged. 
One kind of theory construction wil l be included in this dissertation. 
Like theory construction in general, i t  uses both abstract theoretical no­
tions and empirical data. These are connected in what is labelled here as 
a series of f ive alternative "models." While i t  has i ts own peculiarit ies, 
the present approach follows the work of Wilier (1967), Blalock (1964, 
1969), and Duncan (1966). 
Wilier outlines a "theory-model" method with the following definit ions: 
A theory is an integrated set of relationships with a certain level 
of validity. Before validation i t is improper to refer to this 
set of statements as "theory," regardless of their purity of form. 
Instead i t is much better to call them "a set of hypotheses," re­
serving the label "theory" for validated hypotheses . . . In a 
theoretical structure these hypotheses exist in two forms, f irst 
3S 3 formal system of propositions and second as an operational 
system which is formed by the addition of the proper operational 
definit ions to the formal system. (Wilier, 1967:9) 
A model is a conceptualization of a group of phenomena, con­
structed by means of a rationale, where the ultimate purpose is 
to furnish the terms and relations, the propositions, of a formal 
system which, i f  validated becomes theory. (Wilier, 1967:15) 
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A model, then, organizes conceptions of phenomena into a set of hypotheti­
cal relationships which can be tested empirically and, i f  supported, can be 
tentatively called theory. The model includes what is commonly understood 
to be the "conceptual framework." But i t  also includes the analytical 
framework used in the testing procedure since i t too is based on assumed 
relationships among the phenomena. 
Blalock appears to support this view of theory construction when he 
describes i t as: 
the processes of measurement and conceptualization, and the 
testing and estimation procedures used in evaluating theories. 
(1969;iv) 
Blalock (1964) adds to this general approach the notion of causality. 
This addition to social inquiry is not unique to Blalock, however. Causal­
i ty has been an issue in the philosophy of science since Aristotle (Mueller, 
1967) but only very recently has an attempt been made by sociologists to in­
clude i t In their formal theories and research (Lee, 1969). Contemporary 
interest in causality is reflected in the theoretical works of Bunge (1959) 
and Francis (1961) and in the methodological and measurement contributions 
of Wright (1921, 1934, 1954), Blalock (1964, 1969), Simon (1957), and Lerner 
(1965), to name only a few. 
Prior to most of this activity the position of Nagel (1965) seems to 
have predominated in modern science (Mueller, 1967). I t was that causal ex­
planation is unnecessary to scientif ic explanation and that examination of 
causal relations was also unnecessary for meeting the objective of scien­
t if ic prediction. 
Frank ( I 9 6 I )  suggests that a different view now is generally accepted. 
Causal explanation is a "working assumption" of the scientist on which he 
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bases his conceptual framework and then tests his theory. Findings which 
support the causal relations of the theory are concluded to support the 
basic causality assumption. Findings that reject the causal relations of 
the theory are interpreted to mean the specific relations are incorrect and 
other causal relations need to be posited. Francis (1961) would seem to 
agree with this understanding when he claims causality is l ike any other 
proposition in science; i t  can be put into a deductive framework and tested 
as a hypothesis. 
Notions of cause and effect are included in this dissertation. At the 
theoretical level Blalock (19&4) argues that thinking in any terms other 
than causal is very diff icult. Lerner (1965) claims causal notions are nec­
essary when the relationship between variables is thought to be symmetrical 
for the only other alternative is a spurious explanation. Hyman (1955) con­
curs. Such support is claimed for the position taken here. This is in 
spite of the fact that the senior author of the basic conceptual framework 
to be used (the general theory of action) denies causality is essential to 
thinking theoretically (Parsons, 1965). 
The f ive alternative models of innovation adoption each draw from a 
single conceptual framework which is considered to suggest causal relation­
ships. The analytical frameworks in each model differ in the extent to 
which they allow testing of the causal relationships. They are presented 
in order of increasing complexity so that while the f irst model examines 
only very simple causal notions about innovation adoption the last includes 
relatively intricate causal orderings. Even though the f irst models are 
simplistic and l imited they yet yield information that is useful as the 
more complex relationships are examined. Thus, rather than being considered 
in isolation the models are also integrated into a theory "building" ap­
proach such that latter models include the findings of the previous ones. 
Notions of causality are not the sole source of complexity here. In 
fact, only one-way causation is being considered. The concern is to con­
struct causal models of innovation adoption that include individual, system, 
and social antecedents. Efforts at causal analysis of the antecedents to 
individual adoption behavior using a battery of individual attributes have 
been attempted (e.g.. Coward, 1969; Edwards, 1969). Some have used both 
individual and "system" or social structure variables to predict innovation 
adoption (Saxena, 1970; Blau, I960; Flinn, 1970). And others have used 
situational or contextual influences with individual characteristics to ex­
plain individual behavior (Lipset et al., 1956; Stouffer et al., 19^9; 
Berelson et al., 1954). Coleman et al. (1966) has used variables from sev­
eral levels to investigate educational opportunity. Each of these investi­
gations conclude that i t  is more useful to combine some other category with 
individual characteristics than to consider i t  alone. It is reasoned here 
that all three distinctions may be useful to suggest causal orderings lead­
ing to individual adoption. The semantic confusion over these terms necessi 
tates definit ions here. "System" concepts wil l refer to structural aspects 
(integral variables) of the context in which an individual acts. "Social" 
concepts wil l refer to the influence that other actors may have on the in­
dividual .  These wil l be aggregated variables. And "individual" concepts 
are characteristics, orientations, and overt behaviors of individual actors. 
These definit ions wil l become more clear in the conceptual framework that 
fo11ows. 
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Diff iculties can arise when variables representing different levels of 
analysis are used together. Confusion may occur as one applies analytical 
techniques combining these concepts (e.g., the "ecological fallacy," Robin­
son, 1950) and then attempts to infer influence across levels (Lipset, 1956) 
I t is here contended that the main problem in all such cases is the lack of 
a theoretical framework that considers several levels of analysis simultan­
eously and with integration. Hopefully, the general conceptual framework 
to be used wil l alleviate this problem to a large extent. I t is purposely 
chosen and elaborated to meet this objective. 
Basic Human Social Behavior 
Lee (1969) has identif ied six assumptions of human behavior: 
(1) i t  is learned (Newcomb, 1950) 
( 2 )  i t is social because of the subjective meaning attached to i t 
i t and the practice of taking account of others (Parsons and 
Shi Is, 1965; Weber, 1930) 
(3) i t  is goal-oriented (Parsons and Shi Is, 1965; Shibutani, 1961) 
(4) i t  : s adaptive in the sense that i t  seeks to satisfy the 
needs of the organism and to meet the demands of the environ­
ments (Berelson and Steiner, 1964) 
(5) i t  is communicative due to human abil ity to deal with symbols 
(Berelson and Steiner, 1964; Boh 1 en and Beal, 1961) 
(6) and as a sequence of adjustments to constantly changing envi­
ronments i t  is cumulative (Berelson and Steiner, 1964; 
Shibutani, 1961). 
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For the sociologist a basic assumption of human behavior is that i t is 
social. The individual behaves in a way that evidences the influence of 
other persons, collectivit ies and objects In hts social situation. All be­
havior takes place within a social situation that in various degrees l imits 
and shapes i t . The pervasiveness of the social situation Ts a matter of 
varied speculation that ranges from complete determinism to individual au­
tonomy .  
Westie (1964:583) explains the former in his discussion of racial and 
ethnic prejudice: 
One of the f irst principles defining the relationship between 
culture and the individual is: The culture of a particular gen­
eration in a given society is not a product of the people now l iv­
ing in that society so much as the men are a product of that 
culture. The culture in which individuals find themselves com­
pletely immersed, which is as pervasive and penetrating as the 
air they breathe, existed ready-made for them at the time of their 
birth. The degree to which any one individual shapes or alters 
his culture is infini tesimally small. On the other hand, the way 
in which culture affects him is immeasureably huge. 
The intense influence of one's cultural situation on his thoughts and 
behavior was recognized by early sociologist to be a warning to avoid ethno-
centrîsm (Sumner, 1906) and instead adopt 3 position of cultural relativism 
(Comte, 1830-1842; Spencer, 1873). Catton's (1964:928) summarization of 
this norm for sociologists indicates the extent to which the cultural sit­
uation is thought to determine one's values: 
Cultural relativism has become a basic working conception in 
sociological thought. ! t is not that the sociologist as a per­
son has no values; he makes an effort to suspend his values 
which he knows are absorbed from his own culture and subcultures. 
He makes this effort because he recognizes that his values, the 
values of his culture, operate as perceptual f i l ters. If he is 
to make accurate observations of social and cultural phenomena, 
he knows he must penetrate these f i l ters. He realizes, of 
course, that he can never wholely succeed, but his observations 
can only contribute to a science of sociology i f the efforts are 
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at least partially successful and are augmented by the pari tally 
and differently successful efforts of his colleagues. 
If human behavior is completely the result of situational influences, 
then valid identif ication of those influences should explain the behavior 
of each individual. Individuals who behave differently would be found to be 
in different social situations. However, one can observe differences in be­
havior among individuals who are acting in apparently sîmilar situations 
(Coward, 1969), e.g., within a single cultural situation. 
W. I . Thomas (1923, 1937) suggested that discrepancies in the behavior 
of individuals within the same social situation is explained by their sub­
jective definit ions of that situation. Each defines the situation within 
which he is acting in his own and somewhat different manner. Before he de­
cides how to adjust to the situation the individual interprets i t, decides 
what adjustment effort he should make, and then decides to act. Thus, the 
individual's behavior is the result of his own view of his situation. 
This position is supported by more contemporary writers. In their 
examination of the unit act, Bohlen and Beal (1961) identify (1) the stim­
ulus received, (2) the interpretation of the stimulus and circumstances un­
der which i t was received, and (3) the response or action. The interpre­
tation phase corresponds to Thomas's notion of subjectively assigning mean­
ing to the situation which then leads to a response. Thus, in this view 
the stimulus does not directly and determinantly produce the response; 
rather i t  is indirect through a process of interpretation. 
In Mead's (1938) four stage view of human behavior (impulse, percep­
tion, manipulation, and consummation) the perception stage is defined in 
terms of the way various environmental aspects are organized by the actor 
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after he receives a stimulus. The process of "sizing-up" the situation 
prior to action outlined by Newcomb (1950) is considered to be a way the 
individual assigns meaning to his situation. And the work of Berelson and 
Steiner (1964) also indicates human behavior includes some activity which 
accounts for the individual's environment before he decides to take overt 
action. 
Further development of Thomas' view is augmented by the work of Parsons 
and Shi Is as a general theory af action (Parsons and Shi Is, 1965). Their 
extension conceptualizes human behavior taking place in a situation of ac­
tion to which the individual orients. More directly, there are four basic 
components to the Parsons and Shi Is framework; ( l) an actor, (2) in a sit-
uation of action, (3) who has an orientation to the situation and (4) who 
takes some action as a result of his situation and orientation to i t. While 
the action is the behavior of major interest, the activity prior to action 
that is of prime importance is the actor's orientation: 
Action has an orientation when i t  is guided by the meaning  which 
the actor attaches to i t in its relationship to his goals and 
interests. (Parsons and Shi Is, 1965:4.) 
To connect the Thomas framework and the Parsons and Shi Is framework, the 
subjective definit ion given to the situation is a consequence of the indi­
vidual's goals and interests as he perceives their satisfaction in the sit­
uation. The adjustment he choses to make in his situation is the action 
behavior in focus here. 
The emphasis placed on the "orientation" activity or the "subjective 
definit ion" of the situation in either of these frameworks has been ex­
tremely dominant. While the position widely accepted before Thomas was 
"situational determinism," after him and after the Parsons and Shi Is 
viewpoint gained prominence, behavior seems to have been explained as the 
result of complete "subjective orientâtionism." To this author both posi­
tions appear to be overstatements. Human behavior need not be conceptu­
alized to be exclusively the result of either situation or orientation. 
Rather, i t  seems reasonable to consider i t  the product of both. 
The rationale for expecting behavior to result from one's orientation 
is well-supported, as indicated above. Here i t  is also claimed that one's 
situation has a direct and objective influence on his behavior. The sit­
uation in which one acts contains objects which can exert direct influence 
on behavior. The objects have their own init iative and can effect the ac­
tor's behavior exclusive of his subjective interpretation of those objects. 
And further, the situation can l imit the possible orientations one develops 
both by controll ing to an extent the number and kinds of objects in one's 
situation there are to orient toward and by their own pervasiveness. Fear­
ing (1964:64) supports this conclusion: 
There is .  . . a l imit to the meanings which can be projected 
outward. The world out there has i ts cv/n organization. It is 
f i l led with objects and people that have structure, shape, con­
tour, solidarity and, unless we are hallucinated, these may not 
be evaded. 
In this view, thus, situation is thought to effect behavior directly and 
also indirectly through its effects on orientation. 
Three general level hypotheses are then suggested in this dissertation 
General Hypothesis 1 :  The situation of action has a direct effect on 
the actor's ultimate action. 
General Hypothesis 2; The actor's orientation has a direct effect on 
his ultimate action. 
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General Hypothesis 3: The situation of action has ? direct effect on 
the actor's orientation to i t. 
These general relationships are represented in Figure 2.1. Therein the ac 
tor is shown as part of his own situation of action and the hypothesized 
relationships are indicated by the unidirectional arrows. 
SITUATION ACTION 
ACTOR 
fOR I  ENTAT I ON 
\ TO 
\SI TUAT I  ON/ 
Figure 2.1. Model of basic components of human behavior 
With these general hypotheses in mind, the general conceptual frame-
word of the dissertation can be elaborated. This discussion follows close­
ly selected portions of the Parsons and Shi Is' general theory of action but 
expands i t  to include all three of the general hypotheses. 
The Actor 
The actor (individual or social collectivity) is the unit of analysis 
designated in any inquiry. Elaboration of the actor's behavior indicates 
there are three possible configurations. First, there is the action of any 
one given actor. This system of behavior is the personality system. It 
includes the single actor's orientation and motivation for action in an or­
ganized set. Second, there is the action of a plurality of actors in a 
common situation. This is a process of interaction which, when 
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differentiated and integrated, forms a social system. While a part of this 
system is the relationships of individuals, ît is primarily organized about 
the interactions of the plurality. The personality and social systems, al­
though highly related, are separate and distinguishable. And the social 
system is not to be understood as a simple composite of several personal­
it ies. The third configuration Is the cultural system. Like the other two, 
the cultural system has its own unique forms and problems of integration. 
It, however, is not in itself organized as a system of action. In this 
reference i t is merely a body of artifacts and system of symbols. 
The personality and social systems each have psychological, social, and 
cultural aspects. These are the motivational properties of the actors In 
each system (psychological) which are to be described as cognitive, cathex-
ic, or evaluative. The conditions which are imposed on the Interaction of 
actors is a part of each system (social). And there Is a cultural tradition 
to which the actors orient and a cultural pattern they follow, both which 
are crucial to a description of either system. 
The emphasis here is on the personality system: the single actor. In 
the innovation adoption situation the actor is the Individual making the 
decision to accept or reject the innovation. In abbreviated terminology, 
he is the adoption unit. 
The actor's own personality is important because i t Is a part of his 
situation of action. His personal characteristics (age, sex, educational 
level, marital situation, financial resources, etc.). In part, determine 
the situation to which he orients and about which he acts. They are his 
"status-roles"; the achieved and ascribed positions an actor has within a 
system of positions which require certain modes of behavior (Himes, 1968). 
Since an actor several status-roles they form a substantial part of his 
situation. Each demands certain behavior of the actor so that variation? 
in behavior that may be observed might be the result of the particular role 
he is attempting to perform (Yarbrough, 1968). 
Sub-general hypothesis of the actor 
The elaboration of the actor as the single individual in the innova­
tion adoption indicated one set of major objects he brings to his own sit­
uation of action is his personal status-roles. These behavior patterns are 
expected to directly effect the individual's adoption action. This expecta­
tion can be stated as the f irst of several sub-general hypotheses in the 
study: 
Sub-General Hypothesis 1: There is a relationship between personal 
status-roles and the individual's innovation adoption action. 
The Situation of Action 
The behavior of the individual takes place within a situation unique 
to him. It includes all those external forces impinging on him at a par­
ticular point in time as well as his own personality; i t  is the "situational 
context" within which he acts. 
The situation is composed of a set of "objects of orientation." 
These are objects which are relevant in the situation because 
they afford alternative possibil it ies and impose l imitations on 
the modes of gratifying the needs and achieving the goals of the 
actor or actors. (Parsons and Shi Is, 1965:4} 
Some of the objects affect the actor's behavior directly while to others the 
actor f irst orients and then acts. The objects are categorized into two 
major classes; there are nonsocial objects and social objects. Nonsocial 
objects are the physical objects in a situation and the accumulated cultural 
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resources. Social objects are other individual actors and collectivit ies of 
actors. A major social object is the actor himself as discussed above. 
But the personalit ies of other actors are also primary social objects In the 
actor's situation. The basis of the distinction between nonsocîal and so­
cial objects is their capacity for interaction with the actor. Only social 
objects have this abil ity. While the actor orients to nonsocîal objects in 
various ways he cannot interact with them. That is, he may respond to or 
be effected by nonsoical objects in his situation but he cannot communicate 
via shared symbols with them. 
The actor does not consistently relate to the objects, though, on the 
basis of their objective social or nonsocial character. Coward's (1969:70) 
note on this point seems especially insightful; 
The theory of action assumes that the attributes of an object of 
orientation may change from situation to situation and from 
actor to actor. The same object may in one situation be related 
to as social and in another as non-social. The same object may be 
related to as an object of qualit ies by one actor and by another 
as an object of performance. Likewise, the scope-of-significance 
may change as situations and actors change. The implication of 
this variabil ity of object properties as perceived by different 
actors j_s_ that different sets of properties assigned by actors to 
the same objects of orientâtior, result ;r. actors holding different 
orientations to the same si tuation and may lead to different 
patterns of social action by the actors. 
This author concurs in this interpretation. Indeed, i t  is this subjective 
orientation behavior of the actor in the Parsons and Sh'ls framework that 
identif ies i t so closely with that of Thomas as mentioned above. 
In selecting which objects he wil l orient to the actor chooses those 
that appear to be most beneficial for goal attainment. In this way he has 
alternative action possibil it ies. There are four situational objects of 
major interest in the conceptual framework here: (I) the problem, (2) the 
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innovation, (3) the change agent, and (4) other actors. Each may be 
simple or a complex set of objects. 
The problem 
The problem object in a single actor's situation may be non-socîal or 
social. I t may be a physical object or cultural object, i t  may be another 
individual actor or i t  may be a collective of other actors and the attend­
ing personalit ies of either. In any case, the problem object is the prTmary 
object of any situation because i t  provides the impetus for social action. 
The reason the actor attends to certain other objects in his situation and 
selects particular kinds of orientations is to take that social action which 
wil l neutralize the threat to equil ibrium created by the problem object. 
The purpose of the actor's social action is to "solve" the conditions intro­
duced by the problem object. 
In the innovation adoption situation the actor is confronted by a prob­
lem which might be resolved through his adoption of the innovation. The 
problem may be relative (innovation adoption may create a "better" situa­
tion) or absolute (innovation adoption is necessary for continued satisfac­
tory existence). The problem may be personal for the actor alone or i t may 
be social or cultural, effecting several actors similarly and collectively. 
The problem may also appear prior to the innovation so that the actor is al­
ready "searching" for a solution when the innovation is introduced to his 
situation. Or the problem may not be evident to the actor unti l the innova­
tion also is known to the actor. Each of these alternatives wil l influence 
the actor's orientations and his ultimate action. The complexity of the 
influence f rem the interaction of these alternatives is enormous. But, in 
brief, a problem that is absolute, social or cultural, and existing prior 
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to the innovation would enhance the actor's l ikelihood to adopt the innova­
tion. This, of course, ignores the actual and perceived characteristics of 
the innovation itself. 
The innovation 
The innovation is that situational object which is thought to provide 
a resolution to the problem object. Through its adoption the actor may void 
the conditions created by the problem object. It is the object to which 
the adjustment action of the actor is oriented. As an aspect of the sit­
uation the innovation may be defined as a set of objects newly introduced 
to the actor. Innovations may be described by a number of characteristics. 
Rogers (1962b:124-133) has outlined five he believes effect their adoption. 
They are (1) the relative advantage of the innovation (the degree to which 
an innovation is superior to other problem-solving objects); (2) the com­
patibil i ty of the innovation (the degree to which i t is consistent with 
existing values and past experiences of the actor); (3) the complexity of 
the innovation (the degree to which i t is relatively diff icult to under­
stand and to use); (4) the divisibil ity of the innovation (the degree to 
which i t may be segmented and tried on a l imited basis as a problem solu­
tion); and (5) the communicabi1ity of the innovation (the degree to which 
the results of an innovation may be diffused to others). It would be ex­
pected that innovations which have high relative advantage, high compatabil-
i ty, low complexity, high divisibil ity, and high communicabi1ity would be 
more l ikely to be accepted by the actor. 
Further conceptualization of an innovation reveals i t to have ooten-
t ially two components, an idea component and a tangible object 
component. Innovations may be universally considered to contain an Idea 
component. That is, all innovations have an identif iable set of correspond­
ing ideas associated with them. The majority of innovations taken as the 
focus of research studies also seem to have very prominent tangible object 
components. This component is the set of physical and material qualit ies 
of the innovation. For example, new items of agricultural production, drugs 
and other items of medical technology, contemporary management techniques, 
and new classroom teaching methods all have both idea and tangible object 
compondents which comprise the innovation and are to be accepted by the ac­
tor for problem solution. 
The change agent or agency 
A third major object in the situation of action is the change agent or 
agency. A change agent is an actor in the situation who attempts to in­
fluence the behavior of other actors in a direction he believes is desir­
able. This influence centers around the innovation object which he is pro­
moting as a solution to the problem object. Through his promotional 
efforts, largely communication inputs, the change agent is attempting to 
persuade the actor to accept the innovation. His major task is to demon­
strate the problem-solving character of the innovation by simultaneously 
bringing the two objects (problem and innovation) to the attention of the 
actor in a convincing manner. 
This notion-was f irst discussed in the following paper: Bealet al., 
1966. The notion has been further developed in Klonglon and Coward, 1970. 
Often the change agent is actually a change agency; structured plural­
ity of actors who have selected as a goal to promote change în the action of 
target actors. Rogers (1962b:255) characterizes change agents to be commun-
ity-level bureaucrats "whose purpose is to inject a cosmopolite influence 
to innovate into a client social systems." Mulford et al. (1971) describe 
this role as a local coordinator in a vertical (bureaucratic) and horizontal 
(community) system. 
Because the change agent operates in these two social systems he has 
competing role demands. The change agency bureaucracy demands certain "pro­
fessional" behavior and attitudes aimed at maximum innovation adoption of . 
the target actors while the community seeks to minimize his outside pres­
sures so that he is more consistent with the indigenous actors. In a study 
of county extension agents in Michigan, Preiss (1954) found that the more 
successful agents (those elicit ing adoption of recommended farm practice 
innovations) disregarded the expectations of the extension bureaucracy and 
instead performed their role as prescribed by the local client system. Most 
research appears to show that the extent of the promotional efforts by the 
change agent are directly related to the rate of adoption of an innovation. 
However, there is evidence that this is not a necessary relationship. One 
strategy for innovation adoption that is suggested for change agents 
(Rogers, 1962b:284) includes: ( l) the change program be tailored to f i t 
the cultural values and past experiences of the actors, (2) the actors must 
perceive a need for an innovation before i t can be successfully introduced, 
(3) the change agent should be more concerned with improving the actors' 
competence to evaluate new ideas than simply promoting the innovation, (4) 
the change agent should concentrate his efforts upon opinion leaders in the 
early stages of innovation diffusion, and (5) the social consequences of in­
novation should be anticipated and prevented i f undesirable. 
The situation of action may also contain more than one change agency 
concerned with the same innovation. Each is attempting to influence the 
adoption of that innovation. However, this influence may be either in favor 
of adoption or rejection of the innovation. The existence of conflicting 
change agencies would l ikely produce some level of "debate" over the innova­
tion. While the debate may not necessarily produce greater adoption of the 
innovation, i t  would produce greater awareness of i ts existence in the sit­
uation of the focal actor. There may also be numerous other change agencies 
promoting unrelated innovations which indirectly influence adoption of the 
major innovation being examined by competing for the actor's time, interest 
and resources. This, too, may suppress adoption of the innovation. And 
there may be change agencies promoting the same innovation but in an unof-
f ical manner l ikely to include less technical jargon and bureaucratic trap­
pings. In this instance, the chances of adoption by the actor might be 
enhanced but the supporting orientations of affect and cognition would be 
less developed and stable. 
Other actors 
The importance of certain other actors has been mentioned in the dis­
cussion of previous situational objects. Other actors may be prominent 
objects which interact with the focai actor. Their personality character­
istics, l ike the actor's own, are objects which may influence his perception 
of the situation and his action. While this influence may occur on the 
basis of the actor's orientation to specific characteristics of other actors, 
another major source of their effect is the collective behavior norm they 
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impose on the actor. A norm, as the prescribed pattern of orientation or 
overt behavior within a social system, wil l influence the actor's orientation 
toward the innovation and problem objects and his adoption decision also. 
Norms pervade the actor's situation in reference to numerous other objects, 
too. In some instances, these norms may restrict the adoption of innovation 
while in others, the prevail ing norm is to be "innovative" towards certain 
kinds of new ideas. The norms may also vary by the level of system in which 
they operate. Some norms are cultural in scope, influenceing all persons 
within an entire society. Others may be peculiar to smaller social units 
such as geographical areas of a nation, neighborhoods in either urban or 
rural settings, and families (nuclear or extended). 
On a cultural level i t  is meaningful to distinguish between traditional 
and modern norms. Traditional norms are defined as those found in societies 
which have l i tt le developed technologies, low levels of l i teracy and educa­
t ion, l i tt le communication with others outside the social system, lack of 
economic rationality, and lack of abil ity to empathize with the roles of 
others. The traditional norm tends to act as a barrier to innovations and 
their adoption. Modern norms are defined as those found in societies with 
a highly developed technology, a high value on science and education, cos­
mopoli teness of social relationships, economical rationality, and abil ity 
to empathize with the roles of others. The modern norm tends to place a 
high value on innovations and to support their adoption (NCR Subcommittee, 
1955). 
The norms of smaller social units usually apply to less general behav­
ior patterns and prescribe localized patterns. They may be equally influen­
tial for the individual actor, though. Three research studies at the 
community level of the many which can be selected support this notion. In 
a study of 903 Wisconsin farmers l iving în 47 townships van den Ban Cl960) 
included a measure of tradîtîonal-modern norm în each township. While such 
personal characteristics of the farmer as his education, size of farm, and 
net worth were positively related to his adoption of innovations, the town­
ship norm had even greater influence. A study of 76 truck vegetable farmers 
in one Ohio county (Rogers and Burge, 1962) also used a community innova-
tiveness norm in a multiple correlation prediction analysis. That variable 
accounted for the greatest amount of explanation when four other personal 
characteristics were also included. Rogers and Burge suggest that the com­
munity norm on innovâtiveness is a behavior pattern to which the individual 
actor feels obligated to conform. 
Flinn (1970) has attempted to isolate the effects of community values 
on an individual innovâtiveness (the degree to which an actor adopts in­
novations earlier than do others around him). Using three different ana­
lytical techniques he concluded that both community norms and perceived 
community norms do influence individual innovâtiveness. 
The importance of other actors in a situation of action may also be 
due to the information they provide the individual actor. Their information 
inputs about the innovation may be "unofficial" but yet influential i f  the 
actor extends them credibil ity. 
Sub-general hypotheses of the situstion of action 
The situation of action as elaborated suggests three less abstract 
components: ( l) general situation, (2) change agency-manipulated situation, 
and (3) neighborhood norms. General situation represents the background or 
general contextual characteristics of one's situation. These may include 
general aspects of the community in which one l ives such as i ts population, 
economic base, polit ical manifestations of various kinds, and the larger 
geographical unit of which i t is a part. The change agency-manipulated 
situation is that part of the actor's situation which the change agency can 
influence. Its activit ies aimed at adoption behavior and organizational 
characteristics are major parts of this manipulation. Neighborhood norms 
are the average statuses, orientations, and actions of the actor's neigh­
bors. Three sub-general hypotheses can be stated from this elaboration: 
Sub-General Hypothesis 2: There is a relationship between general 
situation and the individual's innovation adoption. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 3: There is a relationship between the change 
agency-manipulated situation and the individual's innovation adoption. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 4: There is a relationship between neighbor­
hood norms and the individual's innovation adoption. 
In addition, i t  also thought that the change agency's manipulation of 
the situation is effected by the general situation in which i t is operating 
The change agency may be under certain constraints, such as local funding, 
polit ical cooperation, and size of the population i t is attempting to in­
fluence. The change agency would be expected to be effected in its activ­
it ies by the general situational factors. Thus, another sub-general hypoth 
es is can be posited: 
Sub-General Hypothesis 5: There is a relationship between general 
situation and change agency-manipulated situation. 
The problem and innovation are not considered as objects of the sit­
uation having direct effects on other objects or innovation adoption. 
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Rather they are considered as objects of orientation as included in the 
subsequent discussion. 
Orientation to the Situatfon 
A main prelude to the indivudal's action often is his orientation to 
the situation and to the objects that comprTse i t . This îs signtfîcant be­
cause the actor's behavior is affected not only by the actual objects that 
may exist in the situation but also by the way in which he Perceives or 
interprets them. Actor's who appear to be in similar situations but who 
take action that is dissimilar must be interpreting the same situation 
differently, at least to the extent that they believe i t calls for differ­
ent actions. Thus, the argument was made above that not only is the objec­
tive situation of action to be considered but also the actor's definit ion 
of that situation. 
At the most elementary level Parsons and Shi Is (1965:5) indicate the 
actor's choice of objects for orientation is based on (l) his cognitive 
discriminations of their location and characterization within his situa­
tion, (Z) his cathetic tendency to attach either negative or positive value 
to the objects based on their relevance to satisfy his interests, and (3) 
his evaluation of the objects for selection based on some criteria such as 
their cognitive truthfulness, appropriateness, or moral standing. 
More specifically, but yet very much in the abstract, in order that the 
actor's situation has meaning to him i t is argued his mode of orientation 
to the objects is based on f ive dichotomous choices he must make in each 
instance. These f ive dichotomies are the "pattern variables" (Parsons and 
Shi Is, 1965:77) which may be defined as follows; 
(1) Affectivity ver us affective neutrality - in this choice the 
actor decides between accepting an opportunity for gratification 
without regard for its consequences or evaluating it with regard 
to its consequences. 
(2) Self-orientation versus Collectivity^orientation - in this choice 
the actor decides between considering an act solely wFth respect 
to its personal significance or considering it with respect to 
its significance for a collectivity or a moral code. 
(3) Universal ism versus Particularism - in this choice the actor de­
cides between evaluating the object in terms of its relations to 
a generalized frame of reference or evaluating it in terms of its 
relations to the actor and his own specific relations to objects. 
(4) Ascription versus Achievement - in this choice the actor decides 
between relating to the object as a composite of performances 
(actions) or quantities or as a composite of qualities or attri­
butes . 
(5) Specificity versus Diffuseness - in this choice the actor decides 
between relating to an object to which he is will ing to attribute 
only clearly specified rights or to which he is will ing to attri­
bute a set of undefined rights. 
In each of these choices of orientation the actor must also consider 
their cultural, social, and personal aspects or consequences, in addition 
to his own idiosyncratic preferences, he considers the expectations placed 
on him by his social relationships and the standards of his culture (Coward, 
1969:72). These expectations are the norms of the actor's social system. 
The pattern variables describe the alternative dimensions hîs response may 
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take to the norm on innovation adoption. If he chooses the first alterna­
tive in each instance, he is accepting a more traditional orientation. If 
he chooses the second set of alternatives, he is taking a more modern or 
innovative orientation. These patterns of orientation resemble earlier 
sociological notions of ideal types (Weber, 1930; TonnTes, 1887; Durkheim, 
1897). 
Orientations may be classified into a number of constructs which can 
be thought of as mental states or disposition of the actor (Yarbrough, 
1968). One division might be the skills, beliefs, values and attitudes, 
habits, and internalized social status-roles of the actor (Yarbrough et al., 
1970). Each of these provides the actor with a simplified model which he 
can use to evaluate the objects for a mode of orientation and, consequently, 
his action. These models are based upon reflections of past experience and 
(1) suggest the meaning of the objects, including their relation to other 
objects in the situation, (2) suggest modes of previously determined evalu­
ations of cathexis and cognition, and (3) in varying degrees suggest alter­
native actions that are appropriate in the adjustment drive. They, thus, 
are "intellectual shortcuts" which allow the actor to quickly assign mean­
ing to new objects in his situation and to decide what action he might take. 
Skills 
Skills are one of the many basic capabilities which influence the ac­
tor's orientation to new situational objects. They may be thought of as 
highly specialized complexes of habituated behavior which have been learned. 
Because they are learned and habitual the actor is able to perform some be­
haviors very well. More rigorously, they may be defined as a product of an 
individual's biologically determined intelligence and manual 
dexterity interacting with the learning experiences to which he has been 
exposed (Yarbrough et al., 1970). Skills of importance to an innovation 
adoption situation are the actor's communication and cognition abilit ies; 
ability to deal with abstract symbols, to decode and manipulate symbolic 
messages, to manipulate the innovation, and to think rationally about 
technical information. 
From the change agency's point-of-view it is important to adjust its 
information inputs to the skills level of its audience. Often this is done 
by lowering the level of abstraction of its messages so they may be under­
stood with less difficulty. A consequence of this strategy is that the 
audience may have a naive technical understanding of the innovation, a 
problem which will negatively influence their related orientations and 
resultant action over a long period of time. 
Beliefs 
Beliefs are propositions about the universe which the actor accepts to 
be true as a result of his organization of phenomena from direct and indir­
ect experience (Bohlen and Beal, 1961). These propositions may simply be 
the acceptance that a particular phenomenon exists or that there is a cer­
tain relationship between phenomena. These existential and relational 
statements, although accepted by the actor, have no necessary truth or 
falisity attached to them. 
A closely related orientation is knowledge. It differs from a belief 
in the degree to which the statement of truth is generally accepted and in 
the manner by which its truth has been established (Yarbrough et al., 1970). 
Thus, a statement of truth is a "belief" if it is accepted by only a few 
persons and has had l itt le verification. But a statement of truth is 
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considered to be "knowledge" it it is widely accepted and has been arrived 
at by a verification effort also widely accepted. The mode of verification 
is in terms of some system of knowing, one accepted method in Western cul­
ture being the scientific method. 
Many specific beliefs and kinds of knowledge are held by the actor in 
the innovation adoption situation which comprise a sîgnifîcant part of his 
overall orientation. Especially prevalent, are his belTefs about the prob­
lem and innovation. 
Values and attitudes 
Too other closely related orientations are values and attitudes. They 
are orientations about what the actor holds should be the relationships of 
phenomena. Values are the actor's enduring systems of positive and nega­
tive evaluations, emotional feelings and pro or con action tendencies with 
respect to general classes of phenomena (Warland, 1966; Yarbrough, 1968). 
Kluckhohn et al. (1951) considers value to be a conception of the desirable 
which influences the selection of action models by placing objects in an 
approval-disapproval continuum. 
Attitudes are conceptualized to be derivatives of values and to be 
more specific (Yarbrough, 1968). Attitudes are action tendencies based on 
beliefs and reflect values (Bohlen and Beal, 1961; Shibutani, 1961). Thus, 
while an actor's values predispose his orientations and actions toward 
general classes of object, his attitudes relate to specific instances with­
in these classes (Hobbs, 1963; Warland, 1966). 
Both values and attitudes have cathexis in direction and degree. The 
actor's value and attitude orientations can be favorable or unfavorable to­
ward an object and vary by the intensity of that favorabi1îty. They may 
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also differ by salience; the relative importance the object has for the 
actor compared to other objects in his situation (Warland, 1966; Yarbrough, 
1968).  
The actor in the innovation adoption situation holds values and at-
tidues about the problem and innovation objects, as well as the change 
agency, other actors, and information inputs. His favorability and sal­
ience orientations toward each become important in reference to his adop­
tion action. 
Habi ts 
Habits are learned acts or actions, regularly repeated, that are per­
formed by the actor with reference to given objects or certain kinds of 
sets of objects, and usually without thinking about the mechanics of doing 
it. They are conventional behavior patterns whereby the individual can 
cope with relatively similar and familiar stimuli with a munimum of intel­
lectual effort (Bohlen, 1967; Yarbrough, 1968). A habitual orientation oc­
curs when the actor repeatedly receives similar stimuli, interprets them, 
and responds in the .same satisfaction producing manner. While he may ini­
tially have thought extensively about his response to the stimulus object, 
the repetitious cycle of similar object-similar interpretation-similar 
response-satisfying reward tends to decrease the depth of his interpretation 
until he makes his typical response after only cursory scrutiny of the ob­
ject. 
Habits differ from such other orientations as beliefs, values, and 
attitudes primarily on the basis of the amount of intellectualizing re­
quired to move from reception of a stimulus object to response. If a ha­
bitual pattern is present, the actor need only to identify the object 
and his learned response is "automatic." The probability that an actor will 
orient and set predictably in response to a familiar object îs high. Other 
dispositional orientations are not nearly so determinant. Beliefs, values, 
and attitudes are more guides to evaluation than they are direct determi­
nants to action. The resulting behavior is much more l ikely to be situa­
tional ly bound when beliefs, attitudes, and values are the operative orien­
tations than when habits are operating. 
Most human activity is probably habitual. This includes the cycle of 
daily routine of work, eat, play, sleep; the way we walk; when and from 
what sources we receive communications; and our social interactions. In­
novation adoption and related behaviors are probably extensively influenced 
by the actor's numerous patterns of habitual orientation and action. 
Social status-roles 
The actor' s status-roles can be thought of both as objects in his 
situation of action and as orientations. As discussed above, as situation­
al objects, they are socially expected behavior patterns of anyone holding 
a particular social position. They are also orientations as the actor in­
ternalizes and accepts the behavior guidelines. Yarbrough (1968:29) notes 
that: 
. . . some aspects of an individual's social situation--
especially social status-roles--definitely constitute ' inter­
nal' predispositions to act and cannot be included under such 
other predispositional categories as values, habits or skills. 
Social status-roles are, thus, considered here to be both situational ob­
jects to which the actor orients to the extent that they are Internalized 
and kinds of orientations themselves, too. 
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Sub-general hypotheses of orientation 
The various kinds of orientations elaborated above for an innovation 
adoption situation of action can be organized into two major categories: 
(1) general orientations and (2) innovation-related orientations. The 
former are orientations the actor forms which act as predispositions toward 
broad categories of objects and behavior. These may include the actor's 
skills, attitudes, and beliefs, which lead him to take action applying to 
relatively wide segments of his situation. In contrast, the latter major 
category describes those orientations of the actor which act as dispositions 
toward only the activity related to the innovation, especially the change 
agency. In this case, the actor's attitude and beliefs about the Innova­
tion, the change agency, other actors, and his own status-roles are focused 
on specifically as they effect his adoption behavior. 
Two sub-general hypotheses can be generated from this elaboration: 
Sub-General Hypothesis 6: There is a relationship between general 
orientations and the individual's innovation adoption action. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 7: There is a relationship between Innovation-
related orientations and the individual's innovation adoption behavior. 
It is also thought that there is a relationship between the two cate­
gories of orientations. As dispositions toward broad classes of phenomena, 
general orientations may also dispose one toward specific classes of behav­
ior included in the more general category. For instance, one's beliefs 
about the world in general may also dispose his beliefs about particular 
aspects of the world. Thus, another sub-general hypothesis Is posited: 
Sub-General Hypothesis 8: There is a relationship between general 
orientation and the Individual's innovation-related orientations. 
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Action: The Adoption Decision Making Process 
Action is the overt behavior the actor takes subsequent to hts situa­
tion and orientation influences. In the innovation adoption situation it 
is the decision making process and actual adjustment he makes în response 
to new situational objects, especially the innovatfon and problem. 
The conception of innovation adoption as a process is similar to gen­
eralized problem solving and creativity processes. Unlike routine behavior 
the individual's response to new conditions is thought to entail a detailed 
process of rational decision maktng. The stages in this process typically 
include identification of the problem, information gathering about the prob­
lem and possible solutions, systematic evaluation of both, and a decision 
about what problem resolving solution to take. The general procedure is 
highly consistant throughout the literature. (See Dewey, 1910; Wallas, 
1926; Johnson, 1955; Durkin, 1937; Kawin, 1957; and Rossman, 1964, covering 
a wide range of specific kinds of thought processes all suggesting similar 
stage conceptions.^) 
The innovation adoption process is here thought to contain at least 
four "decision making" stages and two decision outcomes (Yarbrough et al., 
1970). This conception of the process is shown in Figure 2.2. The process 
begins with an unaware stage in which the actor has no information about 
the innovation or problem objects, Following their introduction into his 
situation and his cognizance of them the actor is in the aware stage. 
For a more complete 
Yarbrough, 1971. 
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Figure 2.2. The adoption action process 
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After first awareness the actor begins to gather information and then to 
systematically evaluate the information in an attempt to judge the results 
the innovation will have for him if accepted. If the innovation is mater­
ial and thus divisible, the actor may decide to make a trial application of 
the innovation. If the innovation is not material but ideational instead, 
the actor skips the trial stage to make one of two alternative decisions. 
He may decide to either reject the innovation or he may decide to adopt i t. 
The adoption decisTon can be elaborated as four sub-stages. First, 
there is ideational acceptance of the innovation. The actor may also de­
cide to take behaviors which provide him with the means for using the in­
novation. And he may decide to take symbolic behavior in the form of verbal 
assertaions about his adoption decision. These means acquisition and sym­
bolic behaviors serve to buttress his ideational acceptance. And, f inally, 
the actor may actually use the innovation. 
The three sub-stages prior to innovation use can be thought of as 
"anticipatory adoption" (Beal et al., 1966; Boh 1 en, 1968; Klonglan and 
Coward, 1970; Klonglsn et al., 1970: and Yarbrough et al., 1970). This 
conception applies most directly to innovations which have only ideational 
components available for immediate acceptance. Anticipatory adoption in 
its simplest form, ideational acceptance, is the conception that will be 
used in this study. 
The concern here is with how far individual actors have advanced in the 
complete adoption process at one specified point in time. In this instance 
it is 1968, about 5-10 years after major introduction of the innovation as 
described in Chapter 3 to follow. Past research in innovation adoption 
leads one to expect that individuals can be differentiated on a number of 
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personal characteristics and orientations based on their stage posture 
(Gross, 1949; Beal and Bohlen, 1957; Rogers, 196'!). Thus, those who have 
proceeded to the final stage of adoption are thought to be "innovators" 
and to be cosmopolite, to be younger, have modern norms, make extensive use 
of competent information sources, to be more knowledgeable, to have higher 
social status, to have higher incomes, and to have "venturesome" values and 
attitudes. At the other extreme "laggards" are thought to be traditional, 
to be older, to be localité or semi-isolates, to make l itt le use of mass 
media or competent information sources but to use friends and relatives in­
stead, to have lower social status, to have lower incomes, to be oriented 
to the past. In between are "early adopters," "early majority," and "late 
majority" actors who have gradient characteristics between the extremes. 
In addition to these factors it is expected that influences of the situation 
and the change agency will be related to the individual's achieved stage 
of adoption as the sub-general hypotheses have suggested. 
Additional Sub-General Hypotheses 
In addition to the eight sub-general hypotheses developed above in 
immediate reference to particular conceptual categories others can be 
posited between categories. These state the relationships between situa­
tion and orientation categories as elaborated. It is expected that general 
situation will effect both general orientations of the actor and his in-
novation-related orientations. As prior existing influences general sit­
uational characteristics are more basic. The change agency is expected to 
influence the actor's innovât ion-related orientations. While their prime 
target is the individual's action they also seek to effect his attitudes. 
beliefs, and behaviors which may, in turn, effect adoption action. Person­
al status-roles are expected to effect both general and innovation-related 
oreintations. As predispositions of the actor's personality they will in­
fluence both kinds of orientations that he has. And nefghborhood norms, 
too, are expected to effect both general and innovatton-related orienta­
tions. It is expected that the actor's neighbors will exert a norming in­
fluence on him both in the general ways he interprets phenomena and in the 
more specific ways concerning the innovation. Thus, seven further sub-
general hypotheses are suggested: 
Sub-General Hypothesis 9; There is a relationship between general sit­
uation and the individual's general orientatTons. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 10: There is a relationship between general 
situation and the individual's innovation-related orientations. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 11: There is a relationship between the change 
agency-manipulated situation and the individual's innovation-related 
orientations. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 12: There is a relationship between the indi­
vidual's personal status-roles and his general orientation. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 13: There is a relationship between the indi­
vidual's personal status-roles and his innovation-related orientations. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 14: There is a relationship between the indi­
vidual's neighborhood norms and his general orientation. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 15: There is a relationship between the indi­
vidual's neighborhood norms and his innovation-related orientations. 
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All the fifteen sub-general hypotheses of this study are il lustrated 
in Figure 2.3. Numerals on the arrows indicate the particular hypothesis 
being suggested. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented the general conceptual framework of the 
dissertation. The theory construction approach being used will combine 
the abstract comceptualization with analytical frameworks to form alterna­
tive models of innovation adoption. A requirement prior to this linkage and 
subsequent model testing is to operationalize the concepts introduced here. 
This is accomplished in the next chapter. 
Figure 2.3. Sub-general hypothesized relationships in the innovation adoption situation of action 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
Intreduction 
In the previous chapter a general conceptual framework was developed. 
Throughout this framework a number of concepts were introduced, defined, 
and linked in propositional form, but only at an abstract level. Abstrac­
tion is necessary if the conceptualization is to be applicable to a wide 
range of empirical phenomena. To apply i t to a specific empirical problem 
requires that the conceptual framework must be translated into observable 
variables. It is the purpose of this chapter to make this abstract-empir­
ical linkage. 
The chapter is divided in four parts. First the research situation is 
described. Therein, the general theory of action in an innovation-adoption 
setting is applied to the empirical problem setting. A second section de­
scribes the data collection and sample used in the study. The third sec­
tion presents the measured variables and their rationale for inclusion. 
And, the fourth section sunmarizes the methodology of the dissertation. 
The Research Situation' 
The empirical arena for this study is the adoption behavior and adop-
tion-related behavior of a national sample of American adults (at least 21 
*The research reported in this dissertation has close ties to a series 
of studies on processes of adoption and diffusion of civil defense innova­
tions conducted at Iowa State University. The f irst in this series was 
a 1963 examination of public fallout shelter adoption by families in Des 
Moines, Iowa (Klonglan et al., 1964.) The basic adoption process concep­
tualization as developed in the rural sociology tradition was f irst applied 
to the fallout shelter innovation in this (Footnote continued on next page.) 
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years old or 18 years old and married) in reference to the innovation, 
public fallout shelters, whose acceptance is advocated by the national 
Office of Civil Defense and its lower echelon branches at state and local 
governmental levels. These civil defense agencies have had as a major goal 
in recent years the development of fallout shelter capability to be used as 
protection against the effects of radioactive fallout. There can be 
identified at least four sub-goals that have been pursued to enhance 
achievement of the overall goal (Klonglan, et al., 1970:1-2). 
One major effort has been to locate available shelter space in exist­
ing buildings. This effort has been a part of several civil defense pro­
grams including the National Fallout Shelter Survey, Marking and Stocking 
Program, the Small Structures Survey, and the Home Fallout Protection Sur­
vey. As a part of these programs sponsored by the national Office of Civil 
Defense an inventory was made of the shelter space contained in the public 
(Footnote continued from previous page.) study. Subsequent studies in­
cluded Klonglan, Beal, and Bohlen (1966), a 1964 national study of public 
fallout shelter adoption; Klonglan, Beal, Bohlen, and Coward (1967), a 1966 
national study of public fallout SmcIter adoption; Klonglan, Yarbrough, and 
Lutz (1970), a 1968 national study of home and public shelters adoption; and 
Yarbrough, Klonglan, and Lutz (1970), a further analysis of the 1968 
national study data. The research base established in these studies is 
relied upon for the study in this dissertation. This is especially the 
case of the methodology procedures includinr the measurement of some 
variables used here. The reader 1 & referred to the Klonglan et al. (1970) 
and Yarbrough et al. (1970) monographs for details of this kind. Addition­
ally, theoretical contributions to the present study were made by the 
Klonglan et al. (1967) monograph and in a dissertation by Coward (lyôy) in 
which the general theory of action was f irst applied to the notions of 
innovation adoption. The present study includes new variables and method­
ologies, and also separate and further elaboration of the theoretical 
framework and the causal model applications fo the problematic. 
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One major effort has been to locate available shelter space in exist­
ing buildings. This effort has been a part of several civil defense pro­
grams including the National Fallout Shelter Survey, Marking and Stocking 
Program, the Small Structures Survey, and the Home Fallout Protection Sur­
vey. As a part of these programs sponsored by the national Office of Civil 
Defense an inventory was made of the shelter space contained in the public 
and private building surveyed. Most large public buildings were invento­
ried to locate shelter spaces. The Small Structures Survey attempted to 
locate buildings having adequate fallout protection capability but because 
they had too few shelter spaces had not been included in the National 
Fallout Shelter Survey. The Home Fallout Protection Survey was designed 
to identify those home basements which offer significant protection from 
radioactive fallout. 
A second major effort fay the agencies has been to prepare for the use 
of available space. In this regard the National Fallout Shelter Survey 
also marked and stocked the located shelters so the public could easily 
identify them and prepare for their use. The Community Shelter Plan, 
another major program sponsored fay the Office of Civil Defense, is currently 
in progress in many communities. Its purpose is to allocate shelter space 
to various geographical units of the local populations. It also attempts 
to instruct shelter users of the appropriate travel routes and other plans 
and preparations needed to use the shelter areas. Other activities designed 
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to prepare for shelter use are the training programs for shelter managers 
and operators of special equipment. 
A third major effort has been to develop shelter in those areas of 
deficit capability. A Shelter Development Program has been initiated with 
the objective of encouraging architects to design new buildings such that 
the maximum possible amounts of fallout shelter capability are included in 
all new construction. For instance, the Office of Civil Defense has imple­
mented an architect training program to train architects in the principles 
of "slanting," a technique suggested for creating fallout shelter capability. 
Design Centers and Professional Advisory Services are other programs aimed 
at architects with the goals of including shelter capability in new con­
struction. 
The final sub-goal that can be identified for the civil defense agencies 
concerns "software" rather than "hardware." The previously mentioned pro­
grams all attempt to create material capability for fallout protection; 
e.g., the location, marking, and stocking of shelter; the construction of 
new shelter; the creation of shelter use plans. Crucial as these are, a 
workable fallout shelter system also depends on public acceptance of the 
idea of fallout shelters use if needed. If the public is not convinced and 
committed to using fallout shelters as protection from nuclear emergency, 
the shelter hardware is superfluous. Civil defense agencies have made 
attempts to gain this public acceptance through information efforts designed 
to convince people of the need and util ity of fallout shelters and to provide 
the know-how to use the shelters. It is the extent and nature of such public 
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acceptance to the notion of fallout shelter use that is the major interest 
of this study. 
In developing a shelter capability and encouraging people to maice a 
decision to use a fallout shelter if there is a nuclear attack, the civil 
defense offices are playing the role of a change agency. That is, they 
are attempting to influence the decisions of individuals in a way they be­
lieve to be desirable. The decisions being manipulated concern a civil 
defense innovation; the fallout shelter and a committment to its use as 
a means for protection from nuclear fallout. The fallout shelter innova­
tion is the type described in the general theoretical framework to be idea­
tional only in the present time dimension. Except for simulation exercises, 
fallout shelters cannot be "used" in the normal sense. Entrance to public 
shelters is generally restricted and their occupancy under any conditions 
other than nuclear attack could not constitute use. Thus, the acceptance 
sought is anticipatory adoption; the decision to use the shelter when 
nuclear attack occurs. 
The public fallout shelter innovation is being suggested by the civil 
defense change agency as a proposed solution to a problem object in the 
individual's situation. The basis of the overall civil defense effort is 
the threat of a nuclear war involving the United States and the need for 
counter-measures to insure protection of the populace and the social and 
political structure. The problem is admittedly complicated by technical, 
political, and social capabilities and perceived potentials related to both 
the nuclear threat and the protection measures. These complications aside, 
though, the threat of a nuclear war and its consequences constitute the 
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the public. One aspect of civil defense programs has been their role as in­
fo rma t i on  i npu t s .  Ma jo r  i npu t s  con t i nu ing  t o  t he  p resen t  t ime  I nc l ude  a  
program to license, mark and stock public fallout shelters (since 1961), the 
Home Fallout Protection Survey (since 1966), and Community Shelter Plan pro­
grams. In addition to these programs civil defense information inputs are 
provided by the various training courses and conferences sponsored by the 
agency as well as the booklets, pamphlets, and other printed materials it 
prepares for distribution. Public information releases and public service 
spots to television, radio, and press also provide information inputs to the 
situation of action. 
Examples of non-agency initiated civil defense stimuli include the 
numerous pamphlets, disaster plans and exercises, and training projects 
sponsored by private industries, local voluntary organizations, and other 
non-civil defense agencies. Other such stimuli, however, may be anti-civil 
defense as well as pro. Individual and organizational efforts are occasion­
ally made to counter messages taking favorable positions to civil defense 
efforts. 
World siw-!-tion stimuli include those civil defense related information 
inputs that are broad-based in scope. Examples of such stimuli are current 
cold war maneuverings by world powers, political decisions on national de­
fense, particular weapons systems such as the ABM, MIRV, and the "Chinese 
bomb," and international crises such as that in Berlin in 1961 and Czecho­
slovakia in 1968. Stimuli in this category each have civil defense content 
which provide information inputs of relevance to the fallout shelter inno­
vation. 
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non-civil defense agencies. Other such stimuli, however, may be anti-civil 
defense as well as pro. Individual and organizational efforts are occasion­
ally made to counter messages taking favorable positions to civil defense 
efforts. 
World situation stimuli include those civil defense related information 
inputs that are broad-based in scope. Examples of such stimuli are current 
cold war maneuverings by world powers, political decisions on national de­
fense, particular weapons systems such as the ABM, MIRV, and the "Chinese 
bomb," and international crises such as that in Berlin in 1961 and Czecho­
slovakia in 1968. Stimuli In this category each have civil defense content 
which provide information inputs of relevance to the fallout shelter Inno­
vation. 
All three categories of information inputs interact In the sense that 
each can Influence the other In the way It Is received by the actors In the 
situation. Thus, for example, a severe international crisis may affect the 
reception of a civil defense initiated public information program and might 
also provide ar. impetus to some '.oca! organizations to devote current atten­
tion and resources to their own civil defense projects. 
In quantitative terms, the amount of information about civil defense 
has decreased since the Cuban Crisis of 1962. The "civil defense debate" 
has subsided. Most messages about civil defense now depend on the initiative 
of the civil defense agency. 
Data and Sample Used in the Study 
The data for the study were derived from two sources. Data about the 
general situation, personal situation, general orientation, innovation-
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150 sampling locations of 1968 National Survey were matched with their 
corresponding local civil defense jurisdiction. The IMIS data were then 
recalled for these particular jurisdiction. Local civil defense agencies 
covering 80 to 90 percent of the U.S. population are included in the IMIS 
system and submit "program papers" describing the current status of their 
area every six months. The IMIS data recalled for this study were that 
information corresponding to the July 1968 status of the local jurisdic­
tions. The data for the particular civil defense agency at this point in 
time became the system variable information for those 1968 National Sur­
vey respondents whose sample segment matched that jurisdiction. 
However, all local civil defense agencies do not participate in the 
IMIS system. Hence, for those national survey respondents who resided in 
these areas of non-participating local agencies, data cannot be derived 
from which to construct their respective system variables. Additionally, 
some local agencies do not always provide the IMIS bank with a complete 
report resulting in some missing data for this study. In cases where only 
a small and easily predictable part of the !M!S data util ized in the 
study were missing it was substituted (equivalent to one variable for 6% 
of total cases used in the study) on the basis of existing information 
for that local agency or from other similar agencies. IMIS data existed 
for civil defense jurisdictions in which 1114 of the 1508 (73%) national 
survey respondents resided. 
Two other methodological peculiarities also contributed to the actual 
sample used in the study's analyses. The questionnaire contained an error 
in the series of questions relating to public shelter adoption which did 
not allow complete determination of the public shelter adoption behavior 
for 285 respondents. Since those respondents could not be accurately 
classified in any of the adoption process stages they are removed from the 
sample used in this study. The final sample contained 905 respondents for 
whom IMIS and adoption data was available. 
Measurement of the Dependent Variable 
: Publ i  c fal lout shelter adoption (PSA) 
The major dependent variable in this study is the adoption of public 
fallout shelters. Adoption is considered to be the stage-wise process from 
awareness of the shelter innovation to their ideational acceptance. The 
methodology used to operationalize stages of public fallout shelter adop­
tion consisted of a series of nine questions. This operationalization is 
summarized in Figure 3.1. A flow chart of the questions and responses 
is Suuwn which i l lustrates the manner by which respondents were classified 
in the various stages of public fallout shelter adoption. 
In general, classifying an individual in a designated adoption stage 
is a result of tnree considerations; (1) he must have positively (yes) an­
swered the set of questions for that designated adoption stage; (2) he must 
have negatively (no) answered the set of questions for the next immediate 
adoption stage; and (3) i f he is designated in any stage beyond unaware, he 
must have positively (yes) answered the set of questions for each of the 
adoption stages prior to the designated adoption stage. On this basis the 
respondents were classified and scored as follows': 
The actual range of scores, means and standard deviations on this 
measure as well as all others in this study are reported in Table 4.1 in 
Chapter k. 
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summarized in Figure 3.1. A flow chart of the questions and responses 
is shown which i l lustrates the manner by which respondents were classified 
in the various stages of public fallout shelter adoption. 
In general, classifying an individual in a designated adoption stage 
is a result of three considerations: (1) he must have positively (yes) an­
swered the set of questions for that designated adoption stage; (2) he must 
have negatively (no) answered the set of questions for the next immediate 
adoption stage; and (3) if he is designated in any stage beyond unaware, he 
must have positively (yes) answered the set of questions for each of the 
adoption stages prior to the designated adoption stage. On this basis the 
respondents were classified and scored as follows': 
1 = Unaware stage 
2 = Aware stage 
3 = Information stage 
k - Evaluation stage 
5 = Rejection stage 
6 = Adoption stage 
An overview of this classification is presented in Figure 3.2. Both 
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 describe the operationalization used for each 
adoption stage as discussed in detail below. 
The actual range of scores, means and standard deviations on this 
measure as well as all others in this study are reported in Table 4.1 in 
Chapter 4. 
Have you ever seen 
this sign? 
1 = Yes ; 2 = No; 
3 = Don ' t know 
What does it mean? 
1 = Fallout Shelter; 
2 = other; 0 = Don't 
know 
Ever seen or heard 
about public fallout 
shelters around here? 
1 = Yes; .2 = No; 0 = 
Don't know 
Ever seen or heard 
about public fallout 
shelters other places? 
1 = Yes; 2 = No; 0 = 
Don't know 
Had any additional 
Information about 
them? 
1 = Yes; 2 = No; 
3 = Don't know 
Recal1 any spec!fic 
shelters ? 
1 = Yes ; 2 = No; 
3 = Don't know 
1 
N 
F 
0 
R 
M No 
A <0,2 
T 
1 1 
0 
N 
E 
V ,  No. 
A 2 
L 
U 
A 
T 
1 
0 
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Q.y. Ever discussed using 
shelters? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
3 = Don't know 
Q.S. Ever thought about 
us ing shelters? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
0 = Don ' t know 
Q.g. What have you decided 
about shelter use? 
1 = Not to go 
2 = No decisIon 
3 = To go 
Figure 3.1 Operational Configuration of Public Fallout Shelter Adoption Process 
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Response to Questions Used to Designate Adoption Stages 
n • * J Aj *• Aware Information Evaluation Decision-Outcome 
Designated Adoption questions Questions Questions Questions 
Adoption Rejection 
Unaware No 
Awa re Yes No 
Information Yes Yes No 
Evaluation Yes Yes Yes No No 
Adoption Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Rejection Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Figure 3.2. Class ificdtion criteria for each stage of adoption 
Aware questions The first series of questions asked of the respon­
dents measured their awareness of the public fallout shelter Innovation. 
Four questions were used in this first series: 
Q. 1. (Picture of an unidentified public fallout shelter sign was 
shown to the respondent.) Have you ever seen this sign 
posted on any buildings around here, that is, in your com­
munity, neighborhhod, or city? 
Q.. 2. What does this sign mean to you? 
Q. 3» Have you ever seen or heard about any public fallout shel­
ters around here that will be available in case of nuclear 
attack? 
Q. 4. Have you ever seen or heard about any public fallout shel­
ters which are located outside this area? 
Those respondents who answered "no" or "don't know" to Questions i, 3, 
and 4 and who also failed to correctly identify the public fallout shelter 
sign (Question 2) were classified as unaware of the public fallout shelter 
innovation. 
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Respondents who answered "yes" to Questions 1, 3» or 4 or who correctly 
identified the public fallout shelter sign (Question 2) were considered to 
be aware of the public fallout shelter innovation. Succeeding questions 
were used to determine if these respondents were "aware only" or had pro­
ceeded to stages of adoption beyond the aware stage. 
Information questions Those respondents who were aware of public 
fallout shelters were asked two additional questions to determine if they 
had obtained information about public fallout shelters beyond the minimal 
awareness level: 
Q. 5- Since you first heard about public fallout shelters, have 
you had any additional information about them? 
Q,. 6. Can you recall any specific buildings which have been se­
lected as p-ub-lic fallout shelters? 
Respondents were classified in the aware stage of public fallout shel­
ter adoption if they answered "no" or "don't know" to both Questions 5 and 
6.  
Those respondents who answered "yes" to either Question 5 or 6 and who 
had indicated by their responses to questions In the first series that they 
were aware of the public fallout shelter innovation were considered to have 
obtained information about the innovation. Succeeding questions were used 
to determine if these respondents were in the information stage or beyond 
it to another stage of the process. 
Evaluation questions Two additional questions were asked cf respon­
dents who nad obtained information about public fallout shelters to deter­
mine if they had also evaluated the innovation: 
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Q. 7- Have you ever discussed the possibility of using a public 
fallout shelter in case of nuclear attack with anyone in 
your household? 
Q. 8. Have you ever thought at all about using a public fallout 
shelter in case of nuclear attack? 
Respondents who answered "no" o r  "don't know" to both Questions 7 and 
8 and who had indicated by previous questions that they had obtained infor­
mation about public fallout shelters beyond the awareness level were consid­
ered to compose the information stage of the process. 
Those respondents who answered "yes" to either Question 7 or Question 
8 were considered to have evaluated the public fallout shelter innovation 
and were asked one final adoption stage question. 
Decision-outcome questions : adoption and rejection Respondents who 
had evaluated public fallout shelters were asked what decision, if any, they 
had made about the possible use of the innovation: 
Q. 9- Which of the statements on this card best describes your 
decision about the use of public fallout shelters if a 
nuclear attack occurs while you are at home? 
Those respondents who answered "have considered the possibility but 
have made no decision" were classified in the evaluation stage of the 
process. 
Respondents who answered "have decided not to go to a public fallout 
shelter" were classified in the rejection stage. 
Those respondents who answered "have decided to go to a public fallout 
shelter" were classified In the adoption stage of the process. 
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Measurement of the Independent Variables 
The independent variables in the study are considered as measures 
of two major conceptual areas: situation of action and orientation to 
the situation. The theoretical background for these general areas has 
been given above in Chapter 2, In this study three categories of situa­
tional factors have been identified and measures developed for each: 
general situation, change agency-manipulated situation and personal status-
roles. Two categories of orientation variables are operationalized: gen­
eral orientation and innovation related orientation. 
General situation 
The general situation includes factors which influence an actor's ori­
entation and action which are external to the actor or any change agency. 
They are forces describing aspects of the entire situation of action which 
impinge on all other forces. They are, thus, considered as existing in­
dependent from and prior to other situation variables in both time and 
causal sequence. The one general situation variable in this study was size 
of city. It is considered to be an integral variable; that is, an at­
tribute of situation rather than an aggregated measure. 
: Size of city (SoC) Size of city is thought to influence a 
general level of local civil defense activity including numbers of public 
shelters available to individuals. Also associated with size of city is 
the potential for being in a target area of a nuclear attack and, conse­
quently, the general salience of civil defense associated with this at­
tack potential. Thus, size of city is thought to be a relevant variable 
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în the general situation. Size of city was measured as the standard U.S. 
Census classification with the following scoring procedure: 
1 = Places under 2,500, not in an urbanized area—rural 
2 • Places 2,500-25,000, not in an urbanized area 
3 = Places 25,000-50,000, not in an urbanized area and urbanized 
areas 50,000-100,000 
4 = Urbanized areas of 100,000-500,000 
5 = Urbanized areas of 500,000-1,000,000 
6 = Urbanized areas of 1 ,000,000 or more 
Change agency-manipulated situation 
Change agency-manipulated situation variables are those which an offi­
cial civil defense agency is able to influence in such ways as i t considers 
advantageous to further its goals. Such variables, as manipulated by a 
civil defense agency, become a part of the adoption unit's situation and 
can effect his orientation and action. Five variables of this kind are 
included in the study. These, too, are integral or situational variables. 
Xg: Public fallout shelter availabi1îtv (FSA) The extent to 
which public fallout shelters are available within a local civil defense 
agency's locality is thought to increase their visibility and, consequent­
ly, their adoption. Public shelter availability also is though to reflect 
civil defense agency activity and, thus, increase their probability of 
adoption. Thus, public shelter availability is selected as a variable in 
the change agency-manipulated situation. Availability of public shelters 
was measured as the percent of the population to be sheltered by a local 
civil defense agency for which shelter spaces have been located and marked. 
Xg : Per capita CD budget (PCB) It is thought that the amount of 
money the local civil defense agency spends would reflect the extent of its 
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activit ies in promoting civil defense programs and policies. This activity 
would be expected to increase the visibil ity of civil defense Ideas and In­
fluence favorably the public's attitudes toward public shelter adoption. 
The size of budget necessary for a local agency to successfully promote its 
goals depends directly on the number of persons i t is trying to Influence 
and protect. Thus, budget was computed on a per capita basis. CD budget 
was measured as the actual civil defense funds appropriated for the local 
civil defense jurisdiction in the past f iscal year divided by the population 
to be sheltered locally. 
CD training inputs (TgI) The extent to which a local civil 
defense agency has given competent civil defense training to members of its 
local public is considered to be a strong indicator of that agency's overall 
involvement in its mission. Civil defense training requires much activity 
in legitimizing and coordinating with other local officials and agencies to 
promote civil defense know-how. The actual training should also encourage 
public shelter adoption directly among those trained and indirectly, through 
the two-step flow of information, among the associates of those trained. 
Local civil defense is thus, included as a measure of change agency-manipu­
lated situation. CD training Inputs were measured as the percent of the 
population to be sheltered by a local civil defense agency which has 
received training in some civil defense support training programs. The 
specific training programs included were medical self-help training, civil 
defense adult education, industrial civil defense coordinator training, 
public officials conferences, and f ire self-help training. 
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Xp: Readiness index (Rdi) The variable describing most comprehen­
sively the capabil ity a local civil defense agency may be expected to have 
in responding to a civil defense emergency is the Readiness Index.^ This 
index is calculated semi-annually by the Office of Civil Defense from data 
reported in the IMIS bank for local civil defense agencies. I t includes 
budgeted funds, staffing, public information programs, training inputs, com­
pleted number of public shelters located, marked, and stocked, obtaining a 
state-approved basic operational survival plan, establishing an emergency 
operating center, and other indicators of an agency's capabil ity to provide 
protection for its local population in the event of a nuclear attack. The 
weighting of these items in the index score gives predominant influence to 
hardware acquisit ions. This reflects the national goal of civil defense but 
i t  may or may not be a primary goal of the local agency. The index is used 
by OCD as one of the primary means to assess overall agency progress. I t 
directly reflects many of the activit ies thought to influence favorably pub­
l ic shelter adoption. Thus, the readiness index of a local civil defense 
agency is included as a major variable ir. the change agsr.cy-man:p-jlated situ­
ation. The possible range on the index is 0 to 1000. 
Occurrence of HFPS (HFPS) One of the more recent civil de­
fense public information programs sponsored by OCD in conjunction with local 
agencies was the Home Fallout Protection Survey. HFPS was conducted for OCD 
^Details of IMIS and the Readiness Index are reported in: Stanford 
Research Institute, 19.65,. 
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by Bureau of Census, and at the time of this study i t had been init iated or 
completed on a state-wide basis in 27 states and a portion of New York. The 
program consisted of a questionnaire or enumerator sent to the households 
requesting information on the housing structure, which was returned to Bu­
reau of Census. A calculation was made of that structure's capacity to 
offer fallout protection ("P.F.," protection factor) and the "added weight" 
for the basement ceil ing necessary to provide adequate protection (if any). 
This information was then returned to the household. 
The HFPS program is one of the very few mass information programs (in 
or out of civil defense) which gives comparatively great personal attention 
to the residents of households. Because of its wide coverage, high response 
(to the questionnaire or enumerator) and personal nature, the HFPS program 
is thought to influence favorably attitudes and actions toward fallout shel­
ter adoption. Thus, occurrence of the HFPS program in a local civil defense 
area is included as the f inal variable In the change agency-manipulated sit­
uation. Even though this program gave primary emphasis to home shelters 
its occurrence yet provides some indirect information about public shelters 
and civil defense in general. The attention given these topics by the pro­
gram is thought to increase adoption of public shelters (as well as home 
shelters). I t had been hoped to include the occurrence of CSP (Community 
Shelter Program) as an additional civil defense-manipulated variable. But 
no public information packages had been released in any of the sampling 
areas at the time of the I968 National Survey. 
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Personal status-roles 
Situation variables also include those personal and social character­
istics the individual actor brings to the situation. These factors can gen­
erally be described in terms of his achieved and ascribed status (e.g., his 
education and age respectively). Such statuses often do not relate directly 
to action but do carry with them certain expected behaviors or roles which 
may, in turn, relate to adoption. An individual's statuses may also enhance 
his access to information and his wil l ingness to deivate from group norms. 
Age (Age) Age is thought to influence behavior as an indica­
tor of three situational aspects of the individual; his generation, longev­
ity, and l i fe cycle. The individual's generation reflects the kind of 
socialization process through which he has passed. By definit ion, the ex­
periences of this socialization process are important determinants of the 
beliefs, attitudes and behavioral patterns of the individual. Different 
generations are expected to reflect different kinds of socialization and, 
thus, different behavioral patterns. 
It is also generally thought that as a person becomes older he tends 
to become more conservative and to make decisions directed primarily toward 
minimizing the possibil ity of his failures (economic or otherwise) rather 
than to maximize his successes. This conservative strategy of decision­
making toward innovation-adoption behavior might then be partly explained 
by the individual's expected longevity; that is, the total time he expects 
the adoption action to be of benefit to him. Longevity is usually implicit­
ly assumed to be partially accounted for by age; a younger person possesses 
more longevity than an older person. 
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A third dimension of age is stage of individual and family l i fe cycle. 
As the individual and his family mature, the role expectations of the members 
change. With these roles go certain responsibil it ies which might increase 
proneness to accept safety-oriented innovations such as civil defense. 
These three dimensions of age have somewhat unclear interactive effects. 
But from them i t is generally hypothesized that age has either a negative 
or a curvil inear (lo-hi-lo) relationship with other phenomena, including 
innovation adoption. Age was measured as the response to the question, "In 
which of the age groups on this card should I place you?" The responses 
were scored as follows: 
1 = Under 20 to 29 
2 = 30 - 39 
3 = 40 - 44 
4 = 45 - 54 
5 = 55 - 64 
6 = 65 and older 
Xq ! Education (Edu) Education, l ike age, is an indication of an 
individual's formal socialization. Part of our education process is to 
improve an individual's problem solving abil ity. Education also provides 
the study habits, reading skil ls, and the vocabulary for those desiring to 
read and understand technical messages. Thus, education is included as a 
measure of personal status-roles. Education was measured as the individual's 
response to the question, "What was the last grade of school you finished?" 
Responses were recorded in seven categories and scored as follows: 
1 = No schooling 
2 = Grammar school (1-8 years) 
3 = Some high school (9-11 years) 
4 = Completed high school (12 years) 
5 = College incomplete 
6 = College graduate 
7 = Graduate school 
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X^; Income (Inc) The income level of an individual is thought to 
reflect a number of his characteristics. Income might be an indicator of 
the individual's generation and longevity; i .e., the time he has been in the 
"market place" earning a wage and advancing in occupational status. Income 
may also reflect the social class of the individual which might indicate his 
low or high status entry point in the market place and also his potential 
for advancement. Income may also indicate his socialization experience dis­
posing him to certain levels of desired and actual income achievement. And 
income may additionally reflect the individual's capabil ity to acquire fur­
ther education, greater access to technical information, and the economic 
feasabil ity to adopt innovations, perhaps even to risk such adoption behav­
ior in some instances when his income is sufficiently substantial. 
Thus, income is selected as a relevant measure of personal status-roles. 
Income was measured as the individual's response to the question, "Counting 
rents, interest, and things l ike that, in which of these groups would you 
say your total family income fell, before taxes, in 1967?" Responses were 
recorded in nine categories and scored as the median point in units of hun­
dreds of dollars in each category as follows: 
15 = Under $3,000 
35 = $3,000 - $3,999 
45 = $4,000 - $4,999 
55 = $5,000 - $5,999 
65 = $6,000 - $6,999 
85 = $7,000 - $9,999 
125 = $10,000 - $14,999 
200 = $15,000 - $24,999 
300 = $25,000 and over 
i i jO' Child rearing responsibil ity (CRR) One specific function 
usually assigned to adults in a family is to provide for the safety and well-
being of its members, especially the children. This concern for safety is 
thought to have differential application to the roles within the family, 
and that the expectations of these roles change with the l i fe cycle of the 
family. A composite variable was constructed to reflect this safety role of 
adult family members, called an individual's "child rearing responsibil ity." 
Scoring on this variable is based on the assumptions 1) that female adults 
have the dominant child rearing responsibil ity, and 2) adults with younger 
children have greater safety responsibil ity than those with older children 
or no children at all. The categories and scoring of responses are, thus, 
based on the sex of respondent and the age of his (youngest) children as 
fol lows :  
1 = Male respondent with no children or only children aged 
18 or older. 
2 = Female respondent with no children or only children 
aged 18 or older. 
3 = Male respondent with youngest child 6 to 17 years old. 
4 = Female respondent with youngest child 6 to 17 years old. 
5 = Male respondent with youngest child 0 to 5 years old. 
6 = Female respondent with youngest child 0 to 5 years old. 
General orientation 
As noted above in Chapter 2 an individual's orientation to his situa­
tion is a function of the various objects in that situation. The perceptions 
or orientations the individual gives to those objects dispose him to behave 
in certain ways toward specified objects. Those dispositions of the indi­
vidual which are operative in a large number of categories of behavior are 
labeled general orientations to the situation. Five general orientation 
variables are included in the study. 
Salience of issues (Sa 1 ) One kind of general orientation an 
individual has towards his situation is attitudinal. It is the favorabil ity 
the individual assigns to objects in his situation. Certain of these objects 
can be labeled as "issues"; that is, objects about which there is wide-spread 
interest and discussion. Issues occur at all levels of the social and pol­
it ical structure, world-wide, national, and local. An individual may con­
sider issues on these various levels to be relatively important or unimpor­
tant. Based on this general orientation he has toward issues he may attend, 
comprehend, and respond to other general and specific issues, such as civil 
defense. Thus, salience of general issues is included as a variable in this 
study. 
Salience of issues was measured by asking respondents to indicate their 
interest in issues on the world, national, and local levels. Responses to 
each of three questions were on a 7-point scale (0 to 6) with the highest 
score indicating the greatest interest. A total score was computed by sum­
ming scores on individual items. The three items are as follows: 
5.1. Generally, how interested are you in world affairs? 
5.2. And how about national affairs? 
S.3- How about what's going on in the local community? 
Possible responses and scores assigned to each item were: not at all, 
0; a l i tt le interested, 2; don't know, 3; somewhat interested, 4; very in­
terested, 6. The possible range of total scores is 0 to 18. 
A1ienation (Ali) Alienation Is another attitudinal general 
orientation an individual holds toward his situation. This perspective 
(usually considered to be negative) is described variously as feelings of 
power!éssness, meaninglessness, normlessness, social isolation, and self-
estrangement. Thus, the individual orients in a manner reflective of his 
feelings of not being able to make certain kinds of decisions or to control 
objects in his situation, of being unclear about what he should believe, of 
having lost a standard for values or behaviors that give purpose to his l i fe, 
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and of being apart from others in his situation. These "negative character­
istics" of alienation are expected to depress adoption behavior. The indi­
vidual operating out of an alienated orientation would not consider i t  pos­
sible or desirable for him to alter favorable his position in his situation 
individually or as related to others and other objects. Thus, alienation 
is thought to be an important general orientation of an individual. Alien­
ation was measured by asking respondents to evaluate their position on f ive 
statements comprising an alienation scale. The scale had a coefficient of 
reliabil ity of .66, a fairly strong coefficient. ' Responses to each state­
ment were scored on a 3-point scale (0-2) with the highest score indicating 
the greatest feelings of alienation. A total score was computed by summing 
scores on the individual items. The f ive statements are as follows: 
5.1. People running this country don't really care what 
happens to me. 
5.2. What I  personally think doesn't count very much. 
5.3. Important things happening in the world don't effect 
my l i fe. 
5.4. Almost nobody understands the problems facing me. 
5.5. I don't have nearly as good a chance to get ahead 
as most people. 
Possible responses and scores assigned to each were: disagree 0; don't 
know, 1; agree, 2. The possible range of total scores on the scale is 0 to 
10. 
^Knowledge, of world affairs (KWA) One indicator of the orien­
tation an individual has toward his situation is his knowledge of world af­
fairs. An individual may attend to and comprehend messages about world 
i r = 
Coefficient of reliabil ity: tt (n-1)f where n = number of items 
and ? = average intercorrelations of item responses. 
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affairs in general. I f he does he would also be expected to know more about 
fallout shelters and to be more favorable toward their adoption, as one spe­
cif ic issue. 
Knowledge of world affairs was measured by asking individuals to re­
spond to the accuracy of f ive statements comprising a knowledge scale. The 
scale had a coefficient of reliabil ity of .59. Responses to the items were 
scored on a right-wrong basis ("1" and "0" respectively). A total score was 
computed by summing the scores of the individual items. The f ive items, and 
the response categories and their assigned score values (the underlined 
response was the "right" response) are as follows: 
5.1. now do U.S. expenditures for foreign aid including the 
Peace Corps and U.N. compare to military expenditures? 
Possible responses and scores: don't know, 0; much 
higher than defense expenditures, 0; somewhat higher, 
0; about the same, 0; somewhat lower, 0; much lower. 1. 
5.2. About how many American troops would you say are 
currently in South Vietnam? 
Possible responses and scores: don't know, 0; less 
than 150,000, 0; 150,000-250,000, 0; 251,000-400,000, 
0; 401,000-500,000, 0; 501.000-600,000, 1; 601,000-
750,000, 0; 75i,000-500,000, 0; over 300,000, 0. 
5.3. Who captured the American intell igence ship, the Pueblo? 
Possible responses and scores: North Korea, 1; other 
mentioned, 0; don't know, 0. 
5.4. As you understand i t, who are the Viet Cong? 
Possible responses and scores; communist gueril las in 
South Vietnam, 1; government we are supporting, 0; North 
Vietnamese, 0; North Koreans, 0; Chinese communists, 
0; other mentioned, 0; don't know, 0. 
5.5. Who is the Secretary General of the United Nations? 
Possible responses and scores: U Thant, 1; other 
mentioned, 0; don't know, 0. 
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The possible range of total scores on the scale is 0 to 5. 
Social participation (ScP) One behavioral general orienta­
tion included in the study was the variable labeled "social participation." 
Social participation indicates an individual's general behavioral pattern of 
interacting with others in his situation. Past research indicates that the 
more extensive and cosmopolite an individual's social interaction, the more 
l ikely he is to accept innovations. The increased exposure to new ideas and 
exchange of information resulting from this interaction probably increases 
the chances the adoption unit wil l know more and be more competent concerning 
problems in his situation and about innovations extant to solve them and 
also be more l ikely to accept such innovations. Thus, social participation 
is included as a measure of general orientation. 
Social participation was measured as an index consisting of three dim­
ensions: neighboring behavior, voluntary association memberships, and po­
l i t ical participation. Each respondent was classified as being either low 
or high on each dimension of the index from his responses to a series of 
questions. The index scorina and cateaories are as follows: 
neighboring 
voluntary 
association 
poli t ical 
participation 
1 = 1 ow low low 
2 = high low low 
3 « low high low 
4 = low low high 
5 = h i  gh h i  gh low 
6 = high low high 
7 
= low high hi gh 
8 = high high high 
The possible range of total scores on the scale is 0 to 8. 
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Mass media news consumption index (MNÇ) A f inal variable 
selected to represent general orientation in this study is mass media 
consumption. An individual may attend to and comprehend issues and 
affairs in general through his use of the mass media. Discussion of this 
use is dichotomized into "news seekers" and "news avoiders" or "enter­
tainment seekers." Persons tend to seek information about current issues 
from news sources while others avoid this Information and instead seek 
entertainment from the mass media. I t is expected that those persons who 
are "news seekers" wil l be more knowledgeable about specific issues, such 
as nuclear war and fallout shelters. 
A mass media consumption index was constructed around the news seeking 
activity of respondents. The variable was measured by asking respondents to 
indicate their attention to three news sources (radio and television, daily 
newspaper, and editorial pages.) The attention scores to each source were 
weighted so that each contributed equally to a f inal index score. The three 
questions asked, and the response categories and their assigned score values 
are as follows: 
5.1. About how many hours per week do you l isten to or watch 
news, discussion or documentary programs? 
Possible responses and scores: don't know or none, 0; 
f ive or less, 1; six to ten, 2; eleven to fifteen, 3; 
sixteen to twenty, 4; above twenty, S -
5.2. Do you read a daily newspaper fairly regularly? 
Possible responses and scores: no or don't know, 0; 
yes, 1. 
5.3. How often do you read the editorial page? 
Possible responses and scores: don't know or never, 
0; rarely, 1; several t imes a week, 2; daily, 3. 
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After equal weighting of the items the possible range of total scores 
on the index was 0 to 100. 
Innovatîon-related orientation 
An individual in a situation not only has orientations which dispose 
him in large categories of behavior, he also has orientations specific to 
certain unique behaviors. These orientations relate to specific phenomenon, 
such as technical civil defense information and fallout shelter l iving. 
Five CD orientations of the individual are included in this study. 
Perception of threat (PTh) One innovation-related orienta­
tion is perception of threat. This comprises his evaluation on a probabil­
i ty dimension, of the extent to which the situation indicates a threat of 
nuclear disaster. The expected relationships of perception of threat and 
civil defense objects is somewhat complex. An individual who feels l i tt le 
threat probably feels l i tt le need for civil defense protection. While a 
moderate level of perceived threat is probably needed to motivate civil de­
fense action, extremely high levels of perceived threat could reduce the 
felt need for civil defense protection because the threat seems so over­
whelming that there is no hope of reducing i t. Thus, i t  is thought that 
perception of threat has either a positive or a curvil inear, lo-hi-lo, re­
lationship with other variables. 
Perception of threat was measured by asking respondents to evaluate 
their position on three statements. The coefficient of reliabil ity for the 
scale of items was .62. Responses to each item were scored on a 7-point 
scale (0 to 6). A total score was computed by summing the scores on the 
individual items. The three items, with their possible responses and 
assigned scores for each, are as follows: 
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5.1. What numbers (on this 0 to 8 scale) would you say best 
represents the level of world tension? 
Possible responses and scores: 0,0; 1,1; 2,2; 3,2; 4,3; 
5,4; 6,4; 7,5; 8,6; don't know, 3. 
5.2. Right now, how l ikely do you think i t is that we're in 
for another big world wai—one where nuclear bombs would 
be used? 
Possible responses and scores: very unlikely, 0; fairly 
unlikely, 2; don't know, 3; fairly l ikely, 4; very l ikely, 
6 .  
5.3. If another world war should come, when do you think i t 
would start? 
Possible responses and scores: never wil l happen, 0; 
over twenty years, 1; within twenty years, 2; within 
ten years, 3; don't know, 3; within five years, 4; within 
two years, 5; within six months, 6. 
The possible range of total scores on the scale is 0 to 18. 
—17* Attitude toward fallout shelters (AFS) A second attitudinal 
innovât ion-related orientation that can be considered is the individual's 
attitude toward fallout shelters themselves. The attempt by the change 
agency to establish an operational civil defense system in the United States 
has generated a continuing question about the desirabil ity and efficacy of 
such a system. For the general public a large part of this issue has focused 
directly on the concept of fallout shelters. Some believe they should be 
forgotten as a waste of resources or, even worse, as providing a false sense 
of security that encourages us to think more recklessly about nuclear war. 
Since much of this discussion occurs in the popular press, i t  is i ikeiy that 
most persons are at least partially familiar with the arguments and have 
formed some opinion of their own. And i t  is thought that those who have the 
more favorable attitudes toward fallout shelters are also more l ikely to 
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take other positions favorable towards the goal of the civil defense change 
agency. 
Attitude toward fallout shelters was measured by asking respondents to 
indicate their position on two statements. Responses were scored on a 7" 
point scale (O to 6) with the higher scores reflecting a more favorable atti­
tude. Scores were then added for the two questions to form an index total 
score. The two items, with their possible responses and assigned scores for 
each, are as follows: 
5.1. In general, how do you, yourself, feel about public 
fallout shelters? 
Possible responses and scores: strongly oppose, 0; 
somewhat oppose, 2; don't know, 3; somewhat favor, 4; 
strongly favor, 6. 
5.2. In case of nuclear attack, how good would the chances 
be for people in this area to survive i f they were in 
fallout shelters? 
Possible responses and scores: never wil l happen, 0; 
no chance at all, 1; very bad, 2; fairly bad, 3; don't 
know, 3; so-so, 4; fairly good, 5; very good, 6. 
The possible range of total scores on the index is 0 to 12. 
X ^ g: Wi i i ingness to participate in ci vi î defense Lrain«ng (WPT) 
A third attitudinal measure of innovation-related orientation that can be 
included in the individual's wil l ingness to participate in civil defense 
training. An individual may perceive nuclear war as a threatening situation 
and also be favorable disposed toward the innovation of fallout shelters, 
but have no other commitment toward the civil defense effort. If he is wil l­
ing to participate in official civil defense training programs, he indicates 
more extensive involvement, attitudinally at least, with civil defense. To 
undergo, or to proclaim his wil l ingness to undergo, civil defense training 
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the individual evidences an action tendency that may buttress his other 
civil defense related attitudes, knowledge, and action, and perhaps those 
of others, too. 
Will ingness to participate in civil defense training was measured by 
asking respondents which of a l ist of six potential civil defense training 
courses they would be wil l ing to take. A total score was the simple sum of 
the number of activit ies a respondent indicated he was wil l ing to take. The 
six training activit ies were as follows: 
5.1. Attending periodic training dril ls. 
5.2. Using your home as a site for a training course. 
5.3. Sponsoring a civil defense f i lm in your neighborhood or 
place of work. 
5.4. Serving on a civil defense committee in your community. 
5.5. Recruiting additional volunteers for training programs. 
5.6. Traveling a considerable distance to attend the training 
program. 
Possible responses and scores for all activit ies: no, 0; 
yes, 1. 
The possible range of total scores is 0 to 6. 
Technical knowledge (TKn) Another innovation-related orien­
tation is the actor's understanding of the technical aspects of civil de­
fense: fallout, fallout protection, radiation, civil defense plans, etc. 
To be able to adequately comprehend these phenomenon and to be able to make 
rational decisions based upon the meaning comprehended requires technolog­
ical competence. I f the actor understands these technical complexities of 
civil defense, he may be more inclined to accept fallout shelter adoption. 
Technical knowledge was measured by asking respondents to assess their 
aggreement with the accuracy of f ive technical statements. The coefficient 
of reliabil ity for the five-item scale is .51. A total score was computed 
by summing the scores from the individual items. These items. 
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with possible responses and their assigned scores are as follows: 
5.1. In the event of a nuclear attack, the major Civil Defense 
plan is to evacuate people from the cit ies to rural places. 
Possible responses and scores: true, 0; don't know, 0; 
false, 1. 
5.2. In the event of an impending attack, local radio stations 
wil l provide information through the Emergency Broadcasting 
System. 
Possible responses and scores: false, 0; don't know, 0; 
true, 1. 
5.3. There is a new pil l  you can take that wil l protect you 
against radioactive fallout. 
Possible responses and scores: true, 0; don't know, 0; 
false, 1. 
5 .4 .  If someone has radiation sickness, you should avoid getting 
near him so you won't catch i t yourself. 
Possible responses and scoring: true, 0; don't know, 
0; false, 1. 
5 .5 .  The use of home basements as fallout shelters is intended 
to entirely replace the use of public fallout shelters. 
Possible responses and scoring: true, 0; don't know, 0;. 
false, 1. 
The possible range of total scores on the scale is 0 to 5. 
Xgg: Use of information sources (U!S) One behavioral innovation 
related orientation of the individual is the information sources he uses. 
There is great variation among the many sources of information in the tech­
nical competence with which they handle their subject matter. Some, such as 
the newspaper, radio, and TV, tend to simplify their messages to gain a 
larger audience which can understand them. Other sources, such as many 
books, monographs and professional journals tend to maintain a very high 
level of technical competence which is understood by a relatively small 
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audience having trained expertise in the fields to which these sources 
speak. 
As with the many other content areas, civil defense information is 
given by many kinds of sources representing various levels of technical com­
petence in the subject. It is thought that an individual who uses more com­
petent sources of civil defense information would have greater understanding 
of civil defense. Also, the more competent information he receives about 
fallout shelters the more l ikely he is to adopt their use. 
Sources of information was measured by asking respondents which of f ive 
l isted source groupings of civil defense information they had used. Those 
sources were assigned to one of four levels of judged technical competence 
so that each source was given a score rank reflective of its competence rel­
ative to the others. The response categories and their competence ranking 
(scale score) are as follows; 
0 " Use no sources 
1 = Talks or visits with friends, relatives, and neighbors 
2 = Television, radio, newspapers, and magazines 
3 = Pamphlets put out by the Office of Civil Defense 
4 = Meetings conducted by Civil Defense people 
y = Personal visit to a public fallout shelter 
Summation of the competence scores of the sources used by a respondent 
constituted his total score. The possible range of scores is 0 to 14. 
X,^: Alternative behavior; home fallout shelter adoption (HSA) 
Civil defense agencies continue to promote two specific fallout shelter 
innovations, public shelters and home shelters. Much of the promotional 
activit ies apply to civil defense and fallout shelters in general. To the 
extent this is the case, an individual receiving such messages could be ex­
pected to move toward the adoption of both alternatives. Other civil defense 
messages concern only one of the alternatives, and, of course, would be ex­
pected to enhance its adoption as compared to the other. Thus, an individ­
ual in the civil defense situation might be expected to move through the 
adoption process in reference to fallout shelter ,  in general, unti l he is 
confronted with the possibil ity that one alternative is preferable to the 
other. It would,however, only rarely be expected that the individual would 
evaluate his position in such a way that he would have proceeded to extreme­
ly different positions in each of the two adoption processes for the alter­
natives. The shared information and orientation he would give to i t would 
similarly dispose him toward the adoption of both invovations. Additionally, 
an individual's personal characteristic of innovativeness would lead him to­
ward adoption of most innovations in his situation. His movement toward 
making a decision about one fallout shelter innovation would l ikely also 
move him toward a decision about the other. Thus, i t  is thought that the 
alternative behavior of home shelter adoption is a relevant measure of in­
novation-related orientation. 
Alternative behavior: home shelter adoption was operationalized as 
similar as possible to the operationalization of public shelter adoption. 
Thus, i t  too was considered to be the stage-wise process from awarenesss to 
ideational adoption. Two deviations from this standard procedure were used. 
First, because only those respondents whose place of residence offers an 
easily accessible basement can be reasonable expected to pursue its accept­
ance as a fallout shelter, those with no basement were scored in a special 
category considered not applicable for other adoption stage classification. 
Second, a l imitation in the data forces respondents in the aware and informa­
tion stages to be indistinguishable. Thus, they were combined into a 
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special category, aware-informat ion. Measurement of this variable and the 
scoring procedure used were as follows: 
0 = No home basement, considered Ineligible for further 
adoption stage classification 
1 • Unaware stage 
2 = Aware-Informat ion stage, combined 
3 = Evaluation stage 
4 = Rejection stage 
5 = Adoption stage 
Nei qhborhood scores 
Neighborhood scores are condidered here as a special kind of aggre­
gated social variable. In studies of the effect community norms have on 
innovâtiveness the norms are usually measured by aggregating the innova-
tiveness scores of all individuals sampled within each community (Marsh 
and Coleman, 1956; Young and Coleman, 1962; Rogers and Burge, 1962; 
Flinn, 1970; Saxena, 1970). This is common in other studies, too, where 
group effects are being examined (Blau, I960; Davis et al,, 1961). In 
these cases the arithmetic mean of those within the group is obtained for 
the chosen (individual) variable and used as a characteristic of the 
larger social unit. 
Aggregating is often used because the usual survey sampling tech­
niques make isolated individuals the unit of analysis. In the present 
study "area block" random sampling was used which also allows sampling 
segments to be the analysis unit. The 91 sampling segments used contain 
respondents who have adjacent residences. For the present purposes this 
is a great advantage over the completely randomized procedure of sampling. 
The norming influence of a larger social unit (a neighborhood) on the 
individual can be measured directly as one's own specific and known 
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neighbors. I t is to be recognized, yet, that socially defined neighbor-
hoods were not the basis for sample segment boundaries, thus the sampling 
of neighborhoods is only approximated. Instead the segments represent 
census tracts in which an average of 10 interviews were completed with 
individuals who are spatially neighbors. 
The measures of neighborhood scores were constructed by summing in­
dividual scores for all individuals within each seopnent except the focus 
individual. This summation was then divided by the number of individuals 
in that segment less one. Thus, for each individual there was a unique 
neighborhood score on each variable. Algebraically, this procedure was 
as follows; 
where is the neighborhood score for each individual, ^i(j) 
the sum of the individual scores within a segment, and is the 
individual's score. 
Because this score is constructed from the individual's actual neigh 
bors i t allows a more direct test of influence neighbors have on the indi 
vidual. I t is yet an aggregated score but need not be treated as merely 
inferential indicator of norms within a larger social unit as is the case 
with usual aggregates. 
Neighborhood scores were constructed for all individual scores; per­
sonal status-roles (X22-X2Ç)> general orientations (*26~^30^* innovation-
related orientations (Xg^-X^^), and public shelter adoption (X^y). 
n 
i% 
(j=l ,k) 
X. Uj) - X. ( j) •/• (nj -  1 )  
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Summary 
In this chapter the methodology of the dissertation has been pre­
sented. In the f irst section the empirical research situation was de­
scribed. This included translating the general theory of action from its 
highly abstract level as developed in Chapter 2 to the empirical setting. 
The empirical arena is an individual adult in a civil defense situation 
of action. He is confronted with the threat of nuclear war and i ts 
consequent need for protection from the effects of nuclear fallout. The 
civil defense organization acts as a change agency promoting the innovation 
of public fallout shelters which i f accepted would solve the nuclear ef­
fects problem. 
The study uti l izes data from a survey of a national sample of adults 
interviewed in June and July, 1968. Data were also collected from the 
Integrated Management Information System data bank maintained by the Office 
of Civil Defense. The f inal sample consisted of all those respondents for 
whom a complete data set was available from the two sources, N = 905. 
The measurement of all variables included in the study was described 
and included a rationale for their selection and predicted influence on 
adoption behavior. Variables represented all major conceptual areas 
presented in the general theoretical framework. 
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL 1: TWO-VARIABLE 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the f irst complete model in 
the dissertation. As mentioned in Chapter 1 above all of the dissertation 
models include the one general conceptual framework and then combine i t  
with a specific analytical framework. The analytical framework of the pre­
sent model is the two-variable one. Following a discussion of this model 
the empirical and statistical hypotheses as derived from the general hypoth­
eses to be tested in this model are stated. These hypotheses are then test­
ed by the study data, the findings interpreted, and the two-variable model 
is modified to reflect the results. Conclusions can then be drawn about the 
two-variable model as tested. 
The Two-Variable Model 
The simplest analytical framework in which cause and effect can be 
expressed is the two-variable model. The explanation sought in a two-
variable model requires investigation of the hypothesized causal relation­
ships between concepts. The empirical correspondence between the concepts 
allows one to test this causality assumption of the theory. 
Two-variable analysis may be referred to as "propositional analysis" 
(Warren et al., 1968:2). The statement specifying the kind of relationship 
(e.g., causal) between the two variables is a proposition, an organized set 
of which form a theory. The scientist attempts to empirically test the re­
lationships suggested In the propositions in an effort to verify or to re­
formulate his theory. Zetterberg (1965) is one current proponent of this 
approach. His particular inclination Is to order the propositions and. 
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through a process of "axiomatic reduction," arrive at a theory with a 
minimum number of propositions. 
In the two-variable model one variable is considered to be the inde­
pendent variable and the other to be the dependent variable. In this way 
the dependence of the second on the f irst is an implication of causality; 
i .e., the dependent variable is being caused by the independent. While 
this is not necessary in all two-variable models, i t  is the implication 
here since the statistical technique being used in simple regression. The 
single regression coefficient (squared) indicates the portion of variation 
in the dependent variable that is associated with variation în the indepen­
dent. I t also indicates the nature of the relationship by specifying the 
relative change in the dependent variable with which a unit change in the 
independent is associated. The information yielded by the regression 
analysis is, then, a means to predict variation in the dependent variable. 
The two-variable model of innovation adoption behavior views i t to be 
a set of one independent (x)-one dependent (Y) variable propositions con­
sidered one at a time. Further, in this model only one variable, public 
fallout shelter adoption, wil l be considered to be the dependent variable. 
The question being asked is, "No other variables considered, what is the 
relationship between each X and Y?" I t assumes for the moment that the 
other variables either have equivalent effects or that they are not present 
and ! n teract • r»g wi th ths two vs — !  ab 1 es be ! ng exsm î ned. Thus each of the 21 
independent variables^ operationalized to represent the general conceptual 
areas of the theoretical framework are examined as they individually covary 
^Neighborhood variables wil l not be considered until Model IV in Chap­
ter 7. 
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with public shelter adoption. The two-variable model then is a series of 
two-variable propositions suggested by the theory. A representation of this 
would be as follows: 
.  . •> Y 
Xg -—> Y 
X_ ' • "  - ^ - )  Y 
\Y 
The unidirectional arrow between the independent and dependent variables 
indicates the implied causality. And the series of relationship indicates 
their independence in this model. 
I t can be argued that this view of the way phenomena interact is too 
simple to have any validity. However, i t  yields an easily understood ex­
planation and is not unrepresentative of common1 y held views. For instance, 
change agencies often describe their goals, plan their strategies, and act 
in a manner reflecting a two-variable conception of human behavior. They 
behave as though their activity wil l effect directly the adoption unit with­
out other factors having intermediate or simultaneous influences on that 
unit 's response. And the adoption unit himself may describe his own action 
in a two-variable format. Hence, the two-variable model can be justif ied 
as a meaningful although simplistic framework to use. 
Statement of Empirical and Statistical Hypotheses 
In order to test the two-variable model a set of empirical and statis­
tical hypotheses must be derived from the general hypothese of the study. 
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Each of the 21 independent variables as measured are paired with the depen­
dent variable, public fallout shelter adoption. 
It is important to note the difference between empirical hypotheses 
and statistical hypotheses. An empirical hypothesis states the hypohtesized 
relationship in terms of the operationalized variables which i t contains. 
These variables have been translated from the general level concepts to the 
empirical level where they can be observed. In contrast, a statistical hy­
pothesis states the hypothesized relationship in terms of statistical char­
acteristics of the data. While an empirical hypothesis may, for example, 
state an expected relationship between the empirical alienation score of an 
individual and his measured stage of public fallout shelter adoption, the 
statistical hypothesis states the expected relationship between variation 
in all individual alienation scores about the mean alienation score and the 
variation in all individual public fallout shelter adoption scores about 
the mean public fallout shelter adoption scores. Thus, i t  is the empirical 
concepts that are measured but the statistical concepts that are used to 
test the hypotheses. Empirical hypotheses wil l be designated by the symbol, 
E.H., and the statistical hypotheses wil l be denoted by the symbol, S.H. 
While the form of the relationship is not specified in the general or 
sub-general hypotheses i t is specified in the empirical and statistical hy­
potheses. The rationale for the variables given in Chapter 3 wil l be used 
to suggest the form that wil l be tested. For X^, age, and perception 
of threat, both l inear and curvil inear forms appeared plausible and thus 
both wil l be stated and tested. 
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Sub-General Hypothesis J_ 
There is a relationship between the general situation and the individ­
ual's innovation adoption action. 
E.H. 1 ;  There is a l inear positive relationship between the size 
of city in which an individual resides and hi s public fall­
out shelter adoption. 
S.H. 1 :  There is a significant positive r value when PSA scores 
are regressed on SoC scores. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 2_ 
There is a relationship between the change agency-manipulated situation 
and the individual's innovation adoption action. 
E.H. 2-6: There is a 1inear relationship between public fallout shel­
ter adoption and each of the following independent varia­
bles in the direction indicated: 
FSA (+), PCB (+), Tgl (+), Rdl (+), and HFPS (+) .  
S.H. 2-6: There is a significant r value when PSA scores are re­
gressed on each of the following scores in the direction 
indicated: 
FSA scores (+), PCB scores (+), Tgl scores (+), Rd! scores 
(+), and HFPS scores (+). 
Sub-General Hypothes is 2 
There is a relationship between personal status-roles and the individ­
ual's innovation adoption action. 
'strictly speaking, the population parameter, "a," is being tested 
rather than the sample statistic, "r." 
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E.H, 7-10: There is a 1inear relationship between public fallout shel­
ter adoption and each of the following independent varia­
bles in the direction indicated: 
Age (-), Edu (+), Inc (+), and CRR (+). 
S.H. 7-10: There is a significant r value when PSA scores are re­
gressed on each of the following scores in the direction 
indicated: 
Age scores (-), Edu scores (+), Inc scores (+), and CRR 
scores (+). 
E.H. 11: There is a second order curvil inear relationship between 
the individu!'s age and his public fallout shelter adop­
tion. 
S.H. 11: There is a significant partial regression coefficient 
associated with the quadratic term when PSA scores are re­
gressed on the l inear and quadratic terms of Age scores. 
Sub-Genera 1 Hypothesis ^ 
There : s 3 relationship between general orientation and the individ" 
ual's innovation adoption action. 
E.H. 12-16: There is a 1inear relationship between public fallout shel 
ter adoption and each of the following independent varia­
bles in the direction indicated: 
Sal (+), Ali (-), KWA (+), ScP (+), and MNC (+). 
S.H. 12-16: There is a significant r value when PSA scores are re­
gressed on each of the following scores in the direction 
indicated: 
Sal scores (+), Ali scores (-), KWA scores (+) ,  ScP scores 
(+), and MNC scores (+). 
Sub-General Hypothesis !_ 
There is a relationship between innovation-related orientation and the 
individual's innovation adoption action. 
E.H. 17-22: There is a 1inear relationship between public fallout shel-
adoption and each of the following independent variables 
in the direction indicated: 
PTh (+), AFS (+), WPT (+), TKn (+), UlS (+), and HSA (+). 
S.H. 17-22: There is a significant r value when PSA scores are re­
gressed on each of the following scores in the direction 
i  ndicated; 
PTh scores (+), AFS scores (+), WPT scores (+), TKn scores 
(+), UlS scores (+), and HSA scores (+). 
E.H. 23: There is a second order curvil inear relationship between 
the individual's perception of threat and his public fall­
out shelter adopiton. 
S.H. 23: There is a significant partial regression coefficient as­
sociated with the quadratic term when PSA scores are re­
gressed on the l inear and quadratic terms of PTh scores. 
Tests of the Two-variable Hypotheses 
In testing the two-variable hypotheses a simple l inear r value was cal-
cluated for each of the 23 statistical hypotheses. Calculated r values had 
to be ± .065 or greater in the predicted direction to indicate that the re­
lationship was significantly different from zero at the p<.05 level 
(two-tail test) with N - 905. The qualitative strength of significant cor­
relation values is a matter of the researcher's judgement. One criterion 
that can be used is the "state of the art" in the arena of inquiry. The 
civil defense research situation is yet rather modest in theory and empir­
ical explanation. Thus, the following qualitative judgments were made 
about the r values. Significant correlation values to ±.19 were judged to 
be weak relationships, values from 1.20 to .49 were judged to be moderate 
relationships, and values t.50 or greater were judged to be strong relation-
ships. The square of the r value ("r ") is a measure of the percent of 
total variation in the dependent variable that is being explained by the 
independent variable. And the single regression beta ("b") value is a 
statement of the predicted amount of change in the dependent variable that 
a unit change in the independent wil l produce. All three of these calcu­
lated values are reported with the findings for the two-variable hypotheses. 
S.H.I: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on size of city scores the r value is .046 which is not significant at 
2 the .05 level. The r value of .002 means size of city explains only 
two-tenths of one percent of the total variation in public shelter 
adoption. The b value is .039, indicating that, for this data set, 
increasing size of city by one unit (approximately 28,000 people) re­
sults in an increase of only four-hundredths of one point in the adop­
tion scale (where the total range is 1 to 6 points). The actual range 
of SoC scores equaled the possible, 1 to 6. The mean score was 3.61 
with a standard deviation of 2.01. This f inding rejects the hypoth­
esized relationship.' 
S.H. 2; When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on public fallout shelter availabil ity scores the r value is .057 
2 
which is not significant at the .05 level. The r value of .003 means 
public shelter availabil ity explains less than one-third of one per­
cent of the total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value 
of .002 indicates that, for this data set, an increase in shelter 
availabil ity of one unit (coverage of one percent of the population) 
results in an increase of only two-thousandths of one point on the 
adoption scale. The actual range of FSA scores was 0 to 208 (percent). 
The mean score was 44.12 with a standard deviation of 46.71. This 
f inding rejects the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 3: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on per capita budget scores the r value is .161 which is significant at 
2 the .05 level but only a weak relationship. The r value is .026, 
meaning per capita budget explains about three percent of the total 
variation in public shelter adoption. The b value of .056 indicates 
that, for this data set, one unit increase in per capita budget ($1000) 
results in an increase of about six-hundredths of one point on the 
adoption scale- The actual range of PCB scores was 0.0 to 1.7 ($1000 
\  more precise statement of conclusions can be made for each of the 
statistical hypotheses here and in subsequent chapters. A f inding that 
"rejects the hypothesized relationship" is one in which the statistical 
null hypothesis (no relationship) is not rejected and thus the data do not 
support the statistical hypothesis stated. A f inding that "supports the 
hypothesized relationship" is one in which the statistical null hypothesis 
is rejected and thus the data do support the statistical hypotheses stated. 
units). The mean score was 4.17 with a standard deviation of 4.93. 
This f inding supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 4: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on civil defense training input scores the r value is -.067 which is 
significant at the .05 level but opposite the hypothesized direction. 
The r value of .004 means training inputs explains only four-tenths 
of one percent of the total variation in public shelter adoption. The 
b value of -.0003 indicates that, for this data set, an increase in 
civil defense training inputs on one unit (one percent of the popula­
tion trained) would result in a decrease of three ten-thousandths of 
one point on the adoption scale. The actual range of Tgl scores was 
0 to 19 (percent). The mean score was 4.28 with a standard deviation 
of 4.33. This f inding rejects the hypothesized relationship, since i t 
is opposite the hypothesized direction. 
S.H. 5: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on readiness index scores the r value is .073 which is significant at 
2 the .05 level but only a weak relationship. The r value of .005 
means the readiness index explains only five-tenths of one percent of 
the total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value of .0008 
indicates that, for this data set, an increase in readiness index of 
one unit (one point on the 0 to 1000 scale) results in an increase of 
only eight ten-thousandths of one point on the adoption scale. The 
actual Rdi scores ranged from 0 to 894. The mean score was 444.6 with 
a standard deviation of I63.8. This finding supports the hypothesized 
relationship. 
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S.H. 6: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on occurrence of HFPS scores the r value is .107 which is significant 
2 
at the .05 level but only a weak relationship. The r value of .012 
means that HFPS explains about one percent of the total variation in 
public shelter adoption. The b value of .409 indicates that, for this 
data set, an increase in HFPS of one unît (occurrence of the program) 
results in a four-tenths of one point increase on the adoption scale. 
The actual HFPS range was 0 to 1, equivalent to the possible range. 
The mean score was 0.27 with a standard deviation of 0.44. This f ind­
ing supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 2: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on age scores the r value is -.228 which is significant at the .05 
2 level and is a moderate relationship. The r value of .052 means that 
age explains about f ive percent of the total variation in public shel­
ter adoption. The b value of -.208 indicates that, for this data set, 
inc easing age by one unit (about 10 years) results in a decrease of 
two-tenths of one percent on the adoption scale. The actual range of 
Age scores was 1 to 6, equivalent to the possible range. The mean 
score was 3.56 with a standard deviation of 1.85. This f inding supports 
the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. & When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on education scores the r value is .249 wh-ich is significant at the .05 
level and is a moderate relationship. The r value of .062 means that 
education explains about six percent of the total variation in public 
shelter adoption. The b value of .297 indicates that, for this data 
set, increasing education by one unit (about three years of formal 
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education) results in an increase of three-tenths of one point on the 
adoption scale. The actual range of Edu scores was 1 to 7, equivalent 
to the possible range. The mean score was 3-73 with a standard devia­
tion of 1.42. This f inding supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 2" When public fallout shelter adoptTon scores are regressed 
on income scores the r value is .158 which is significant at the .05 
2 level but only a weak relationship. The r value of .025 means that 
income explains about two percent of the total variation in public 
shelter adoption. The b value of .005 indicates that, for this data 
set, increasing income by one unit ($100) results in an increase of 
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five-thousandths of one point on the adoption scale. The actual range 
of Inc scores was 15 to 300, equivalent to the possible range. The 
mean score was 75.2 with a standard deviation of 57.0. This f inding 
supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 10: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on child rearing responsibFlity scores the r value is .103 which is 
2 
significant at the .05 level but only a weak relationship. The r 
value of .011 means that child rearing responsibil ity explains only one 
percent of the total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value 
of .100 indicates that, for this data set, increasing chfld rearing 
responsibil ity by one unit (one point on the 1 to 6 scale) results in 
an increase of only one-tenth of one point on the adoption scale. The 
actual range of CRR scores equaled the possible range. The mean score 
was 2.66 with a standard deviation of 1.74. This f inding supports the 
hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 11: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on the l inear and quadratic terms of age scores the partial b value 
for the quadratic term is -.064 which is significant at the .05 level 
(t = -.297). This means the data do support a second degree curvi­
l inear form. The multiple R value for the l inear and quadratic terms 
is .427 which is only slightly greater than the single r value for the 
l inear form alone (.228, see S.H. 7 above). The multiple R value of 
.061 indicates the quadratic curvil inear form of age explains six per­
cent of the total variation in public shelter adoption. The partial 
b values (.240 for the l inear and -.064 for the quadratic) indicate 
that ,  fo r  th is  data  se t ,  an increase o f  one unt t  in  age (about  10 
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years) would result in a change in public shelter adoption that would 
be the combined result of an increase of .24 units for the l inear com­
ponent (X) and a decrease of .06 units for the quadratic component 
(X^). 
S.H. 12; When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on salience of issues scores the r value is .165 which is significant 
2 
at the .05 level but only a weak relationship. The r value of .027 
means that salience explains only about three percent of the total 
variation in public shelter adoption. The b value of .066 indicates 
that, for this data set, increasing salience by one unit (one point 
on the 0 to 18 scale) results in an increase of only seven-hundredths 
of one point on the adoption scale. The actual range of Sal scores 
equaled the possible range. The mean score was 13.7 with a standard 
deviation of 4.19. This f inding supports the hypothesized relation-
shi p. 
S.H. 13: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on alienation scores the r value is -.251 which is significant at the 
.05 level and is a moderate relationship. The r value of .063 means 
that alienation explains about six percent of the total variation in 
public shelter adoption. The b value of -.159 indicates that, for this 
this data set, increasing alienation by one unit (one point on the 1 
to 10 scale) results in a decrease of sixteen-hundredths of one point 
on the adoption scale. The actual range of the A1i scores equaled 
the possible range. The mean score was 2.63 with a standard deviation 
of 2.68. This f inding supports the hypothesized relationshîp. 
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s . H. 1 4 :  When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on knowledge of world affairs scores the r value is .276 which is sig-
2 
nificant at the .05 level and is a moderate relationship. The r 
value of .076 means that knowledge of world affairs explains about 
eight percent of the total variation in publTc shelter adoption. The 
b value of .341 indicates that, for this data set, increasing knowl­
edge of world affairs by one unit (one point on the 0 to 5 scale) 
results in an increase of one-third of one point on the adoption scale. 
The actual range of the KWA scores equaled the possible range. The 
mean score was 1.86 with a standard deviation of 1.37. This finding 
supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 15: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on social participation scores the r value is .186 which is signifi-
2 
cant at the .05 level but is a weak relationship. The r value of .035 
means that social participation explains about four percent of the 
total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value of .128 indi­
cates that, for this data set, increasing social participation by one 
unit (one point on I  to 8 index) results in an increase of about thir-
teen-hundredths of one point on the adoption scale. The actual range 
of ScP scores equaled the possible range. The mean score was 3-50 
with a standard deviation of 2.46. This f inding supports the hypoth­
esized relationship. 
S.H. 16:  When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on mass media consumption scores the r value is .170 which is sîgnifi-
2 
cant at the .05 level but is a weak relationship. The r value of 
.029 means that mass media consumption explains about three percent of 
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the total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value of .012 
indicates that, for this data set, increasing mass media consumption 
by one unit (one point on the 0 to 100 index) results in an increase 
of only about one-hundredth of one point on the adoption scale. The 
actual range of MNC scores equaled the possible range. The mean score 
was 54.1 with a standard deviation of 25.1. This f inding supports the 
hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 17: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on perception of threat scores the r value is -.016 which is not sig-
2 
nificant at the .05 level. The r value of .0002 means that percep­
tion of threat explains a mere two-hundredths of one percent of the 
total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value of -.007 in­
dicates that increasing perception of threat by one unit (one point on 
the 0 to l8 scale) results in a decrease of seven-thousandths of one 
point on the adoption scale. The actual range of PTh scores equaled 
the possible range. The mean score was 10.3 with a standard deviation 
of 3.71. This f inding rejects the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 18: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on attitude toward fallout shelter scores the r value is .245 which is 
2 
significant at the .05 level and is a moderate relationship. The r 
value of .060 means that attitude toward fallout shelters explains six 
percent of the total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value 
of .166 indicates that, for this data set, increasing attitude toward 
fallout shelters by one unit (one point on the 0 to 12 Index) results 
in an increase of about seventeen-hundredths of one point on the adop­
tion scale. The actual range of the AFS scores equaled the possible 
range. The mean score was 8.32 with a standard deviation of 2.50. 
This f inding supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 19: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on wil l ingness to participate in CD training scores the r value is 
.226 which is significant at the .05 level and is a moderate relation-
2 
ship. The r value of .051 means that wil l ingness to participate in 
CD training explains five percent of the total variation in public 
shelter adoption. The b value of .358 indicates that increasing wil l­
ingness by one unit (one point on the 0 to 6 index) results in an in­
crease of about thirty-six-hundredths of one point on the adoption 
scale. The actual range of WPT scores equaled the possible range. 
The mean score was 1.01 with a standard deviation of 1.07. This 
f inding supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 20: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on technical knowledge scores the r value is .324 which is signifi-
2 
cant at the .05 level and is a moderate relationship. The r value 
of .105 means that technical knowledge explains ten percent of the 
total variation in public shelter adoption. The b value of .408 in­
dicates that, for this data set, increasing technical knowledge by one 
unit (one point on the 0 to 5 scale) results in an increase of four-
tenths of one point in the adoption scale. The actual range of TKn 
scores equaled the possible range. The mean score was 3.11 with a 
standard deviation of 1.35. This f inding supports the hypothesized 
relationship. 
S.H. 21 ;  When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on use of CD information sources scores the r value is .376 which is 
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significant at the .05 level and is a moderate relationship. The r 
value of .141 means that use of CD information sources explains four­
teen percent of the total variation in publtc shelter adoption. The b 
value of .253 indicates that, for this data set, increasing use of CD 
information by one unit (one point on the 0 to 14 index) results in an 
increase of one-fourth of one point on the adoption scale. The ac­
tual range of DIS scores equaled the possible range. The mean score 
was 3.00 with a standard deviation of 2.52. This f inding supports the 
hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 22; When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on alternative behavior: home shelter adoption the r value is .154 
which is significant at the .05 level but is a weak relationship. The 
r value of .024 means that home shelter adoption explains about two 
percent of the total variation in public shelter adoption. The b 
value of .130 indicates that, for this data set, increasing home shel­
ter adoption by one unit (one point on the 0 to 5 scale) results in an 
increase of only thirteen-hundredths of one point on the public shel­
ter adoption scale. The actual range of HSA scores equaled the possi­
ble range. The mean score was 1.95 with a standard deviation of 2.00. 
This f inding supports the hypothesized relationship. 
S.H. 23: When public fallout shelter adoption scores are regressed 
on l inear and quadratic terms of perception of threat scores the par­
t ial b value for the quadratic term is -.003 which is not significant 
at the .05 level (t = -.101). This means the data do not support a 
second degree curvil inear form. The multiple R value for the l inear 
and quadratic terms is .037 which is greater than the single r value 
for the l inear term alone (.016, see S.H. 17 above) but neither is 
2 
significant. The multiple R value of .001 Indicates the quadratic 
curvil inear form of perception of threat explains only one-tenth of 
one percent of the total variation in public shelter adoption. These 
statistics could easily be the results of correlating error since the 
values are very low. This f inding does not support the hypothesized 
relationship. 
Conclusions and Summary for Two-Variable Model 
A summary of the two-variable relationships tested is given in Table 
4.1. Of the 23 statistical hypotheses tested 18 were supported by the data 
at the .05 level of significance. Eight of the supported hypothesized rela 
tionships were found to exist but were only weak relationships. The remain 
ing ten supported relationships were found to be of moderate strength. 
There were no relationships judged to be strong in magnitude. 
The independent variables having the strongest relationships with 
public shelter adoption can be determined by examining the r values, in 
the two-variable irodel these values are standardized to reflect differences 
in variation and scale for the variables. In order of magnitude the 
strongest relationships included were with use of CD information sources, 
technical knowledge, knowledge of world affairs, and alienation. All four 
of these had r values greater that .250. 
In terms of conceptual areas the one general situation variable, 
size of city, did not have a significant two-variable relationship with 
public shelter adoption. Of the five change agency-manipulated situation 
variables three (per capita budget, readiness index, and HFPS) had weak 
Table 4.1. Summary of two-variable (Model I) f indings 
Statist 1 cal 
Hypothesis 
1ndependent 
Variable r r2 b 
Range 
Possible Actual X S.D. Finding 
General Situation 
S.H. 1 SoC* .046 .022 .039 1 -6 1-6 3.61 2.01 not supported 
Change Agency-Manipulated Situation 
S.H. 
S.H. 
2 
3 
FSA+ 
PCB+ 
.057 
.  163 
.003 
.026 
.002 
.056 
Q- 00 
0~ 00 
0-209 
O-JO 
44.2 
4.17 
46.7 
4.93 
not supported 
1inear - weak -
S.H. 
S.H. 
4 
5 
Tgit  
Rdl 
- .067 
.073 
.004 
.005 
- .0003 
.0008 
0-100 
0-1000 
0-19 
0-894 
4.28 
444.6 
4.33 
163.8 
posItive 
not supported 
l inear - weak -
S.H. 6 HFPS+ .107 .012 .409 0-1 0-1 0.27 0.44 
pos it ive 
1inear - weak -
Personal 1 Status-Roles pos it ive 
S.H. 7 Age" -.228 .052 - .208 1 -6 1 -6 3.56 1.85 l inear - moderate -
S.H. 8 Cdu* .249 .062 .297 1-7 1-7 3.73 1.42 
negative 
l inear - moderate -
pos it ive 
S.H. 9 Inc* .158 .025 .005 15-300 15-300 75.2 57.0 11 near - weak -
S.H. 10 CRR* .  103 .011 .100 1-6 1 -6 2.66 1.74 
posItive 
1Inear - weak -
S.H. 
Genera 1 
11 Age^ 
Orientation 
.247^ .061 .240(L)3 
-.064(Q) 1-6 1-6 n.c. n.c. 
pos it ive 
quadratic curvil ineai 
- moderate 
S.H. 12 Sal + .165 .027 .066 0-18 0-18 13.7 4.19 11 near - weak -
S.H. 13 All" - .251 .063 
-.159 0-10 0-10 2.63 2.68 
pos it ive 
linear - moderate 
S.H. 14 KWA* .276 .076 .341 0-5 0-5 1.86 1.37 
negat i  ve 
1inear - moderate -
pos it ive 
s.H. 15 ScP* .186 .035 .128 1-8 
S.H. 16 MMC* .170 .029 .012 0-100 
Innovation-Related Orientation 
S.H. 
S.H. 
17 
18 
PTh + 
AFS + 
- .016 
.244 
.0002 
.060 
-.007 
. 166 
0-18 
0-12 
S.H. 19 WPT + .226 .051 .358 0-6 
S.H. 20 TKn + .324 .105 .408 0-5 
S.H. 21 UIS + .376 .141 .253 0-14 
S.H. 22 HSA + .154 .024 .130 0-5 
S.H. 23 PTh^ .037^ .001 .059(L)3 
-.003(0) 0-18 
Dependent Variable 
PSA — — — I -6 
^relationship was opposite hypothesized direction 
2 
multiple R value . 
^partial b values for l inear and quadratic terms. 
^positive relationship hypothesized. 
"negative relationship hypothesized. 
' 'curvîlînear (quadratic) relationship 
hypothesized. 
'^'^'value not calculated. 
1-8 3.50 2.46 1inear - weak -
pos it ive 
0-100 54.1 25. 1 1 inear - weak -
pos it ive 
0-18 
0-12 
10.3 
8.32 
3.71 
2.50 
not supported 
l inear - moderate 
0-6 1.01 1.07 
pos it ive 
linear - moderate 
0-5 3.11 1.35 
pos i t ive 
linear - moderate 
0-14 3.00 2.52 
pos it ive 
linear - moderate 
0-5 1.95 2.00 
pos i t ive 
1 Inear - weak -
0-18 n.c. n.c. 
pos i t ive 
not supported 
1-6 2.94 1.69 
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positive relationship with public shelter adoption. Training inputs were 
related weakly but in the opposite direction hypothesized. Fallout shelter 
availabil ity was not related significantly to public shelter adoption. 
Thus, three of the five two-variable hypotheses in reference to change 
agency-manipua 1 ted situation were supported but only indicated weak rela­
tionships. 
All four of the personal status-roles were significantly related to 
public shelter adoption. Income and child rearing responsibil ity were weak 
relationships and in the hypothesized direction. Education was found to be 
related to public shelter adoption to a moderate degree in the hypothesized 
direction. Age was found to be related in a moderate degree in both the 
l inear negative and the quadratic curvil inear form. The curved form ex­
plained more variation in public shelter adoption but i t  was only slightly 
greater and of no practical difference. 
Five general orientation variables had been hypothesized to be related 
to public shelter adoption. Three of these (salience, social participation, 
and mass media consumption) were found to be related only to a weak and pos­
it ive degree. Alienation was found to have a moderate and negative (as hy­
pothesized) relationship with public shelter adopiton. And knowledge of 
world affairs was found to have a moderate and positive relationship. Thus, 
all f ive of the hypothesized relationships with general orientation varia­
bles v/ere supported. 
Of the six innovation-related orientation variables, only one was not 
found to be significantly related to public shelter adoption. Perception 
of threat had neither a significant l inear negative relationship nor a quad­
ratic curvil inear relationship with public shelter adoption. One variable. 
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home shelter adoption, was related to only a weak degree. The other four 
(attitude toward fallout shelters, wil l ingness to participate in CD train­
ing, technical knowledge, and use of CD information sources) were found to 
have significant positive relationships of moderate strength. Thus, f ive 
of the seven statistical hypotheses associated with innovation-related 
oreintation were supported by the data. 
In the two-variable model personal status-roles have the strongest re­
lationships with public shelter adoption. And as a unit the orientation 
variables are nearly as predictive. However, change agency-manipulated 
situation variables had very weak relationships with adoption. General 
situation variables had very weak relationships with adoption. General 
situation had no predictive power, but since i t was represented by only one 
variable i t may be premature to advance this conclusion. 
One significant conclusion that can be drawn from these findings is 
that the change agency appears to be very ineffective as i t  attempts to in­
duce innovation adoption. Only two variables, per capita budget and occur­
rence of HFPS appear to have any appreciable effect on public shelter adop­
tion. The amount of money expended per person in the local area and an 
information campaign aimed directly at individuals do have some effect. 
But the extent to which civil defense agencies locate, mark and stock public 
fallout shelters, the degree to which they give competent civil defense 
training to members of the local population, and their formally measured 
capabil ity to respond to civil defense emergencies seem not to have any ef­
fect on adoption of the public shelter innovation. 
In contrast, an individual's personal situation as determined by his 
age, education, income, sex and age of children seems to have much influence 
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on adoption behavior. And the individual's orientation to his situation, 
both his general dispostions and those specific to an innovation, also 
appears to effect adoption behavior significantly. 
One possible explanation for these findings in reference to all of the 
conceptual areas is that the two-variable framework is too simple to corre­
spond accurately to the reality of the civil defense and public shelter 
adoption situation of action. Rather than this situation being composed of 
two-variable relationships, i t  may be more complex. Thus, i t  is a multiple 
variable framework in various forms that is given consideretion in subse­
quent chapters. 
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CHAPTER 5. MODEL U: SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE VARtABLE 
In this chapter the simultaneous multiple model of innovation adoption 
is presented. The general conceptual framework Ts used to suggest the 
measured variables and is combined with the simultaneous multiple variable 
analysis framework. The empirical and statistical hypotheses are devived 
from the general hypotheses and tested. The model is then modified to re­
flect the findings and form a "f inal model." Conclusions are drawn about 
this model. 
The Simultaneous Multiple Variable Model 
The simultaneous multiple variable model represents a more complex 
view of human behavior than does the previous two-variable model. Its ap­
proach to explanation considers the interaction among the independent vari­
ables. The hypotheses and findings regarding two-variable relationships 
were stated within the framework of "nothing else considered, what is the 
relationship between each X and Y?" However, i t  is recognized that other 
things do often affect the simple relationship between two variables and 
thus one needs to examine this possibil ity. One examination of this kind 
is the simultaneous multiple variable model. 
This model considers all independent variables at once in their com­
bined relationship with innovation adoption. The variables are thought to 
form a system in which the relationships between the independents and the 
dependent occur simultaneously. The causal implication is that each of the 
independents produce, in part, the dependent variable. A representation of 
this would be as follows: 
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Here the unidirectional arrows indicate simultaneous causality of all inde­
pendents on the dependent variable. 
The statistical technique used with this model is multiple regression 
(Blalock, i960). This technique controls for the interdependencies of the 
several predictor variables and determines the unique contribution of each 
in explaining adoption behavior. A mathematical representation of simul­
taneous multiple regression would be: 
Y i  =  b ^ X  +  b g X g  +  .  .  .  +  b g j X g ,  +  G y  
where is the dependent variable, public shelter adoption, and the inde­
pendent variables are indicated by their respective X. designations, the 
weighting of the contribution of each independent variable to adoption is 
indicated by the respective b. (partial beta coefficient) designations] and 
Cy indicates the measurement error residual from the analysis. 
^The partial beta coefficient (b.) can be designated more completely 
to indicate the variables being simultaneously considered. Thus, the more 
complete designation for b. is: by ,.2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 
_ Q - This more complete notation indicates the dependent and 
1/ ;  I O » ^  9 » I  
independent variables being examined (the y ^ designation before the dot) 
and also l ists the other independent variables being simultaneously consid-
dsrcd '2.3. .  . . 2l'-
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Nunnally (1967) discusses several principles of multiple correlation 
and regression that apply here. First, the multiple correlation coefficient 
(R) tends to be high when the independent variables have high correlations 
(r) with the dependent variable. The two-variable model results indicated 
most correlations were only weak or moderate. Thus, the multiple correla­
tions here should not be expected to be very high either. Second, the 
multiple correlation cannot be less than the highest simple correlation of 
any one of the independents with the dependent. Thus, the multiple corre­
lation here must be at least .376 (the single correlation of use of CD in­
formation sources with public shelter adoption). Third, the multiple cor­
relation is larger when the independent variables have relatively low inter-
correlations. The correlation matrix in Appendix A indicates that most 
correlations are of moderate strength, although there is much variation. 
Thus the multiple correlation here would not be too high. Fourth, multiple 
correlation often produces results that would be diff icult to estimate when 
examining the two-variable correlations. This is especially so when there 
are several independent variables and a mixture of positive and negative 
correlations. This is the case here so the multiple variable model is ex­
pected to yield new information about the interaction of the independents 
and dependent variables. Fifth, the multiple correlation usually does not 
increase dramatically as the number of independents becomes larger. Thus, 
in modifications of the multiple variable model the R coefficient should 
not change drastically as the number of independents being considered is 
varied. It may be noted, though, that as the number of independents ap­
proaches the sample size, unexpected changes in the R value can occur. 
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These may be either very large or small changes. The number of variables 
in this study, however, is less than 5 percent of the sample size so drastic 
changes in the R value are not anticipated. 
Statement of Empirical and Statistical Hypotheses 
To test the simultaneous multiple variable model of innovation adop­
tion appropriate empirical and statistical hypotheses can be stated. In 
this model each independent variable is hypothesized to make a direct con­
tribution to the explanation of public shelter adoption when all indepen­
dents are being considered at once. The statistical test for this is the 
partial regression coefficient associated with each dependent variable in 
the one multiple regression equation. Drawing from the results of the two-
variable model test only the l inear forms for age (X^) and perception of 
threat (X^^) wil l be considered in this analysis. For age the l inear and 
second order curvil inear forms were found to be nearly equivalent and for 
perception of threat neither form was supported by the data. Thus, for 
simplicity only the l inear forms wil l be tested in the simultaneous multi­
ple framework and all subsequent models. The empirical and statistical 
hypotheses for Model I I are stated as derived from Sub-General Hypotheses 
1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 in an abbreviated format. 
Sub-General Hypotheses 2^, y, and 7_ 
There is a relationship between general situation, change agency-
manipulated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation and 
innovation-related orientation and the individual's innovation adoption 
action. 
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E.H. 24-44: There is a l inear relationship between public fallout 
shelter adoption and the following independent variables 
when all are considered simultaneously in the direction 
indicated: 
SoC (+) FSA (+), PCB (+), Tgl (+), Rdl (+), HFPS (+), 
Age (-), Edu (+), Inc (+), CRR (+), Sal (+), A1 i  (-), 
KWA (+), ScP (+), MNC (+), PTh (+), AFS (+) ,  WPT (+), 
TKn (+), UlS (+), HSA (+). 
S.H. 24-44: When PSA scores are regressed simultaneously on the 
following scores, each has a significant partial regres­
sion coefficient in the direction indicated: 
SoC scores (+), FSA scores (+), PCB scores (+), Tgl scores 
(+), Rdl scores (+), HFPS scores (+), Age socres (-), Edu 
scores (+), Inc scores (+), CRR scores (+), Sal scores (+), 
A1 i  scores (-), KWA scores (+), ScP scores (+), MNC scores 
(+), PTh scores (+) AFS scores (+) ,  WPT scores (+), TKn 
scores (+), U!S scores (+), HSA scores (+). 
Tests of the Simultaneous Multiple Variable Hypotheses 
To test the Model i i  hypotheses the simultaneous multiple variable 
regression equation is solved for the b. values using l inear least squares 
(Draper and Smith, 1966). From this solution the results can be evaluated 
on two levels. The f irst level of evaluation is the degree of explanation 
or multiple correlation of all variables considered at once with the depen­
dent variable, public shelter adoption. The magnitude of this multiple R 
value can be examined. The second level of evaluation is to examine the 
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relative contribution each independent variable within the equation makes 
toward the overall explanation. Here one inspects the partial regression 
coefficients (b. values). The actual magnitude (partial regression coef­
f icients), the relative magnitude (standard regression coefficients), and 
the statistical significance of each (t-value of b.) are examined. 
The findings of the hypothesized relationships are summarized under 
the heading "Init ial Equation" in Table 5.1. These findings reveal a mul­
t iple regression value of .5^7. This indicates that the simultaneous con-
2 
sideration of all 21 independent variables accounts for 30 percent (R 
coefficient) of the total variation In public shelter adoption. Inspec­
tion of the partial beta values reveals the findings in terms of the em­
pirical and statistical hypotheses. 
The one hypothesis representing the general situation (S.H. 24) was 
found to be not supported by the data. The partial regression value was 
not significant for size of city. 
For the five hypotheses representing the change agency-manipulated 
situation (S.H. 25-25) one was supported by the data. Only the partial 
regression coefficient for fallout shelter availabil ity was significant. 
Of the four hypotheses representing personal status-roles (S.H. 30-33) 
only one was supported by the data. The partial regression coefficient for 
age was significant, but none of the others were. 
Two of the five hypotheses representing general orientation (S.H. 34-
38) were supported by the data. The partial regression coefficients for 
knowledge of world affairs and mass media consumption were significant. 
Table 5.1 Summary of simultaneous multiple variable (Model I I) findings 
Inde- Partial 
pendent Partial Regres-
Var- Beta E- sion Co-
Init ial Equation Final Equation 
Stan­
dard par­
t ial Co- Con-
S.H. table quation efficient value efficient elusion 
Partial 
Beta E-, 
Partial 
Regres­
sion Co-
Stan­
dard par­
t ial Co-
quation efficient value efficient 
General Situation 
24 SoC y . i .  -.002 
Change Agency-Manipulated Situations 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
PCB 
Tgi 
Rdl 
HFPS 
y,3. 
'y,4. 
'y,5. 
y ,6. 
.002 
.002 
-.000 
.006 
.103 
-0.06 
0.84 
0.19 
-0.63 
1.09 
0.90 
-.002 
.042 
.006 
-.020 
.053 
.027 
not 
supported 
not 
supported 
not 
supported 
not 
supported 
not 
supported 
not 
supported 
y,2. .003 2.95* .084 
^This equation can be elaborated to designate the other 20 independent variables being con­
trolled as noted in footnote 1, p. 103. 
^The elaboration of this equation would designate the other eight variables being controlled. 
Significant at .05 level of probabil ity, minimum t = 1.962, 2-tail test; statistical hypoth­
eses are supported. 
^Positive relationship hypothesized. 
"Negative relationship hypothesized. 
Table 5.1 (Continued) 
Ini t 
Inde- Partial 
pendent Partial Regres-
Var- Beta E- sion Co-
S.H. iable quation^ efficient 
Personal Status-Roi es 
30 Age 
^y,7. -.130 
31 Edu+ 
^y,8. -.002 
32 lnc+ 
\,9. 
-.000 
33 CRR+ 
\ jo. .006 
General Orientation 
34 Sal+ 
\ j i .  .015 
35 Ali" \,12. -.037 
36 KNA* \,u. .165 
37 ScP+ 
-.008 
38 MMC* by,15. .004 
Innovation Related Ori entation 
39 PTh+ by,16. .008 
40 AFS+ by,17. .114 
41 WPT* by,18. .071 
1 al Equation Final Equation 
Stan­ Partial Stan­
dard par­ Partial Regres­ dard par­
t t ial Co­ Con­ Beta E-j^ sion Co- t t ial Co-
value efficient clusion quation efficient value effici ent 
-3.92V- -.142 supported by ,7. -.135 -4.91* -.149 
-0.04 -.002 not 
-0.44 
supported 
.001 not 
supported 
0.18 .006 not 
supported 
1.18 .037 not 
supported 
-1.80 
O r not 
,2 -.039 -2.01* -.062 
supported y,i6. 
3.94* .133 supported by,13. .162 4.14* .130 
-0.34. -.011 not 
supported 
2.13* .067 supported by,15. .00 5 2.58* .078 
0.57 .017 not 
supported 
5.63* .167 supported by,17. .120 6.09* .176 
1.28 .045 not 
supported 
Table 5.1 (Continued) 
Init ial Equation Final Equation 
S.H, 
1 nde-
pendent 
Var­
iable 
Partial 
Beta E-g 
quatlon 
Partial 
Regres­
sion Co­
efficient 
t 
val ue 
Stan­
dard par­
t ial Co­
efficient 
Con­
clusion 
Partial 
Beta E-y 
quatlon 
Partial 
Regres­
sion Co-
efflclent 
t 
val ue 
Stan­
dard par­
t ial Co­
efficient 
42 TKn* .170 4.13* .135 supported \ j9. .176 4.43* .  140 
43 USI + \,20. .145 6.46* .215 supported \,20. .157 7.58* .234 
44 HSA+ \,21. .083 3.28* .098 supported ^y,21. .077 3.19* .091 
R = .547 (R^ = .300) R = .543 (R^ = .294) 
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But of the f ive hypotheses representing innovation-related orienta­
tion (S.H. 39-44) four were supported by the data. The partial regression 
coefficients for attitude toward fallout shelters, technical knowledge, 
use of CD information sources, and home fallout shelter adoption were 
si gnificant. 
Each of the variables supported makes a statistically significant 
contribution to the explanation in public shelter adoption when all 21 
independent variables are being considered simultaneously. Thus, only 
seven of these independents made such a significant contribution. 
In order to determine the relative contribution each of the indepen­
dents makes to the explanation of variation the regular partial regression 
coefficient must be standardized. The standardization is based on the 
standard error associated with each independent variable and the dependent 
vari able; 
b.. = b..(s./s.) 
JI J' '  J 
where b.. is the regular partial, s. is the standard error of the indepen­
dent, s. is the standard error of the dependent variable, and b.. is the 
J J' 
standard partial for X.. 
Inspection of the standard regression coefficients indicates that use 
of CD information sources makes the greatest contribution. Next in order 
of decreasing contribution are attitude toward fallout shelters, age, 
technical knowledge, knowledge of world affairs, home shelter adoption, 
and mass media consumption. From this basis of comparison i t  can be con­
cluded that innovation-related orientation contributes the most to ex­
planation of public shelter adoption. 
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Modification of Model I I 
The findings for the "First Equation" indicate the simultaneous mul­
t iple variable model with all 21 independent variables is not consistent 
with the data. Therefore, there is a need to derive a modification of 
this model which is consistent with the empirical relationships which do 
exist. Since the partial regression coefficients within any equation are 
a function of the simultaneous consideration of all other variables with­
in the model, one cannot simply conclude that the seven variables init ially 
found to be significant, and only these variables, make a significant 
simultaneous contribution to adoption. When one term is changed within a 
simultaneous equation the relationships between the remaining terms wil l 
probably change. Thus, one problem for the researcher is to arrive at a 
regression equation in which all beta values are statistically significant 
and which represent all possible significant relationships within the set 
of variables considered. This was done through trial and error technique 
not unlike that used in step-wise regression (Draper and Smith, 1966:171). 
Several possible combinations of variables were explored in v.-hîch the 
partial regression coefficients were examined and previous knowledge of 
relationships between variables was considered. A f inal equation of nine 
independent variables representing the "best explanation of adoption" 
was determined. This equation may be summarized as follows; 
Yi = + b^X^ + b|2X,2 + 
b^9*19 ^20*20 ^ ^21*21 •*" ®Y 
where is the dependent variable, public shelter adoption; the signifi­
cant independent variables are represented by the X. designations; and the 
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weight of the contribution of each independent variable is designated by 
the respective b. designations. 
The findings regarding this equation are given under the heading 
"Final Equation" in Table 5.1. The partial regression coefficients calcu­
lated are all significant in this equation. Standard betas were calculated 
and are shown in the final column. The overall prediction of public 
2 
shelter adoption by these nine variables (R ) was .294. Comparison of the 
2 2 R for the final equation with the f irst equation (R = .300) indicates 
no significant decrease in the variation explained when the number of 
terms in the equation is reduced from 21 to these nine. 
The variables found to be significant in the final equation differ 
l i tt le from the seven variables making significant contributions in the 
init ial equation. Two variables, public fallout shelters availabil ity 
and alienation, were added to the seven variables significant before. 
The relative contributions of the variables (standard betas) differ only 
slightly in the init ial and f inal equation. In terms of relative contri­
bution to the explanation of public shelter adoption the variables included 
in the final equation are: use of CD information sources, attitude to­
ward fallout shelters, age, technical knowledge, knowledge of world af­
fairs, home fallout shelter adoption, public fallout shelter availabil ity, 
mass media consumption, and alienation. Again innovation-related orienta­
tion variables provide the greatest explanation of public shelter adoption. 
I t is noteworthy, though, that in this "best f i t" equation one change 
agency-manipulated variable (fallout shelter availabil ity) does emerge as 
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a significant variable. Its contribution otherwise is being "absorbed" 
by other variables with which i t  must have rather high covariation. 
Conclusions for Model I I 
Model I I allows determination of the relative contribution the inde­
pendent variables make to explanation of public shelter adoption in a more 
realistic examination than provided by Model I . Rather than examining 
separate two-variable relationships Model I I considers the simultaneous 
interaction of all measured variables as they produce the dependent vari­
able. As a result one might expect the findings for the two models of 
innovation adoption to be quite different. 
In reference to general situation the findings are identical; the one 
variable in this category, size of city, makes no significant contribution 
in either model. The representativeness of this single variable for the 
entire category is not known, but the two analyses indicate i t is unimpor­
tant. 
The findings do appear to be somewhat different for variables of the 
change agency situation, though. In Model I  three of the f ive variables 
had significant relationships with public shelter adoption. In Model I I 
only one, public fallout shelter availabil ity, was significant. However, 
the relationships supported in Model I  were all extremely weak except for 
the same fallout shelter availabil ity variable. Hence, the findings may 
be more similar than they f irst appear. 
The findings for personal status-roles do differ between the two 
models. In Model I  all were supported as significant variables in the 
analysis. But in the simultaneous multiple framework only age made a 
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significant contributions to explanation of variation. This indicates that 
age accounts for much of the same variation in adoption behavior explained 
by the other status-roles variables. This notion is supported by the high 
intercorrelation between these variables. (See Appendix A.) 
To a lesser extent the same pattern is found in comparing general 
orientation and innovation-related orientation for the two models. While 
both categories remain highly significant in the simultaneous multiple 
framework, the number and extent of significant relationships drops. Again 
the rather high amount of shared variation among these variables explains 
this change. And innovation-related orientation dominates the explanation 
of public shelter adoption in both models. 
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CHAPTER 6. MODEL 111: GENERAL LEVEL PATH ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
This chapter presents a general level path analysis model of innovation 
adoption. The general conceptual framework of the dissertation is used more 
completely to suggest hypotheses to be tested. As in Model I I  the f indings 
are used to arrive at a "f inal model" consistent with the data. Conclusions 
are drawn about the model. 
The General Level Path Analysis Model 
Models I I I ,  IV, and V of this dissertation are al l  variations of 
"causal models" or "path or network analysis." Path analysis models attempt 
to deal with causality more directly and intensively than do other analysis 
frameworks, including the two-variable and simultaneous mult iple. While in 
these latter two types variables are designated as independents and depen­
dents and, thereby, imply cause to exist between these categories, cause is 
only minimally crucial to the analyses. In path analysis theoretical no­
t ions of the causal relations between variables is required. 
Path analysis goes beyond the framework of behavior explanation sug­
gested in the simultaneous mult iple variable model. Although the latter 
overcomes the very simplistic notions of the two-variable model, and i t  is 
very useful for social scientists, i t  does have shortcomings. Perhaps the 
most serious shortcoming is inherent in the nature of the simultaneous sol­
ution. Most social theories, including the general theory of action used 
here, do not posit an "al1-at-once" relationship among variables. Rather 
some variables are thought to lead to others, which in turn may lead to 
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st i l l  others, and so on. That is, there is a chaining or sequence of events 
l inked by cause and effect relationships. 
The sequence of events is considered and tested by path analysis. 
Like simultaneous mult iple analysis, path analysis seeks to determine the 
simultaneous relationships between an ult imate dependent variable and more 
than one independent variable. However, i t  also determines the relation­
ships within the system of independents. In other words, i t  seeks explana­
tions not only of the cause of an ult imate phenomenon, but also the causes 
of these causes. As such i t  more closely parallels the kind of hypotheses 
implicit in much current sociological theory. For this reason i t  can be 
very useful to inductively arrive at new theories and elaborate existing 
ones. Because new relationships are being considered ( i .e., relationships 
between the sub-general categories) variables are re-introduced previously 
found not to be signif icant. While these variables do not directly effect 
public shelter adoption, they may have signif icant indirect effects on that 
behavior by their influence on intermediate (intervening) variables. 
The path analysis considered in this chapter wil l  be on a more general 
level than often is the case. This is because of the large number of vari­
ables being included and the rather l imited amount of social theory relating 
to innovation adoption that is stated in causal terms. Model V considered 
in Chapter 8 wil l  present a detailed path analysis drawing from the results 
and conclusions of the other models prior to i t ,  especially Models i i i  and 
IV. 
Path analysis is currently receiving much attention in sociology. 
Journal art icles and papers given at professional meetings increasingly in­
clude efforts by sociologists to conduct causal analysis using path analysis 
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techniques. The technique is generally credited to the work of Sewell 
Wright (1921, 1934, 1954). Some excellent reviews of the assumptions, pro­
cedures, and uses of path analysis now available included Blalock (1964, 
1968), Land (1969), Heise (1969), Boudon (1965), Duncan (1966), Mueller 
(1967), and Lee (1969). Because this material Is readily accessTble a 
more extensive review of path analysis wTl1 not be made here. 
The basic assumptions of path analysis are that the relationships 
among the variables are unidirectional, l inear, addit ive, and in a causal 
form. This necessitates development of a model supported by theory which 
indicates the causal ordering of the variables to be examined. To an ex­
tent, the general theory of action does provide this. As stated In the con­
ceptual framework discsusion of Chapter 3, the situation of action is ex­
pected to influence ult imate action directly and also indirectly through 
an individual's orientation to that situation. And the orientation to the 
situation is expected to directly influence action. 
This general framework has been further specif ied so that the situation 
is thought to have three major divisions; general situation, change agency-
manipulated situation, and personal status-roles. (Neighborhood norms wil l  
be considered in Model IV and V.) And orientation has been considered as 
two components; general orientation and innovation-related orientation. 
Thus, in addit ion to the f ive sub-general hypotheses uti l ized with Models 
1 and 11 l inking each of these conceptual categories directly with innova­
t ion adoption, there are seven other sub-general hypotheses specifying the 
relationships between the situation categories and orientation categories. 
There hypotheses Indicate the "Indirect" relationships leading to 
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innovation adoption. All seven of these sub-general hypotheses are in­
cluded in the path analysis of Model 111. 
The theoretical path analysis model in the form of a diagram is repre­
sented In Figure 6.1. Here the sub-general conceptual categories are 
shown and the causal relationships are indicated by the unidirectional 
arrows. The f ive conceptual areas can be further specif ied by the empir­
ical variables representing them. Each variable is hypothesized to relate 
in a manner consonant with Sub-General Hypotheses 1-3, and 5-13. The re" 
suit is that l4l discrete relationships are hypothesized în this network. 
In essence this network posits a series of mult iple variable relationships 
in which independent variables viewed as having causal antecedents are also 
examined as dependent variables. Variables representing general situation 
and personal status-roles are not causally preceeded in this model. Thus, 
/CHANGE X 
f AGENCY-
MANIPULATED 
VSITUATI ONy 
InnuvHilUM 
RELATED 
PR I  ENTAT 10 
GENERAL 
SITUATION 
GENERAL 
PERSONAL 
STATUS-
ROLES 
ADOPTION 
INNOVATI ON 
Figure 6.1. Theoretical causal network at the sub-general level in Model i l l  
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they are not represented as dependent variables in regression equations. 
All other independent variables do have hypothesized antecedents, however. 
The result of this network Is a recursive set of seventeen equations 
to be solved. The form of these fol lows; 
*2 = b,X, 
h '  b,X, I- =6 (5) 
*11 ~ ^^*1 byXy + .  .  . + + e^ ^ (6) 
*15 ~ ^^*1 ^7*7 + • • • + ^10*10 ®15 (10) 
*16 ~ ' '1*1 ^2*2 "^10*10 ®16 
* 2 1  ' ' 1 * 1  ^ 2 * 2  • * • • • • +  * ^ 1 0 * 1 0  ® 2 1  ( 1 6 )  
y, = b,x, + bgXg + .  .  .  + bg^Xg, + ey (17) 
The hypotheses to be tested reflect each of these regression equations. 
Statement of Empirical and Statist ical Hypotheses 
In path analysis each of the possible direct and indirect effects of 
the independent variables is tested, fs in simultaneous mult iple regression, 
the statist ical test made is the partial regression coeff icient. Because of 
the complexity of the relationships being tested the statement of the empir­
ical and statist ical hypotheses wil l  be summarized to conserve space. 
12] 
The direction (posit ive or negative) is not predicted for the empir­
ical hypotheses associated wtth Sub-General Hypotheses 5, 8-13 (the indi­
rect relationships). While there is theoretical support for predicting 
direction in the relationships between the empirical concepts and adoption 
directly, such support is not yet suff iciently well developed for al l  of 
the indirect relationships. In general, posit ive relationships are expect­
ed except with Xy age and perception of threat. These two variables 
are anticipated to have negative relationships with most other variables. 
The interaction of the variables considered in each of the equations may 
produce "unexpected" relationships, though. That is, while most relation­
ships between any two of the variables could be hypothesized în direction 
with reasonable basis, the several combinations of variables that are being 
tested include intricacies of mult iple interaction that are beyond the 
present theory. In order that unexpected but signif icant relationships are 
not dismissed both posit ive and negative signif icant partial regression 
coefficients wil l  be accepted as supporting hypothesized indirect efforts. 
Sub-General Hypotheses J_, and 7_ 
There is a relationship between the general situation, the change 
agency-manipulated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation, 
and innovation-related orientation and the individual's innovation adopt-
t ion action. 
E.H. 24-44: There is a l inear posit ive/negative relationship (as spec­
i f ied in Model I I) between each of the 21 empirical con­
cepts and public fal lout shelter adoption when al l  other 
independent variables are also considered simultaneously. 
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S.H. 24-44: there is a signif icant posit ive/negative partial regres­
sion coefficient (as specif ied in Model t l)  when PSA 
scores are regressed on each of the 21 scores and al l  
other scores of independents simultaneously. 
Sub-General Hypothes is 2 
There is a relationship between general situation and the change 
agency-manipulated situation. 
E.H. 45-49: There is a l inear relationship between size of city and 
each of the fol lowing independent variables when al l  are 
considered simultaneously: 
FSA, PCB, Tgl, Rdl, HFPS. 
S.H. 45-49: When PSA scores are regressed simultaneously on each of 
the fol lowing scores, each has a signif icant partial re­
gression coeff icient: 
FSA scores, PCB scores, Tgl scores, Rdl scores, HFPS 
s CO res. 
Sub-General Hypotheses 9 and 12 
There is a relationship between general situation and personal status-
roles and the individual's general orientation. 
E.H. 50-74: There is a l inear relationship between each of the depen­
dent variables, Sal, Ali ,  KWA, ScP, MNC, and each of the 
fol lowing independent variables when they are considered 
simultaneous1y: 
SoC, Age, Edu, Inc, CRR. 
S.H. 50-74: When the scores of Sal, AIT, KWA, ScP and MNC are each re­
gressed simultaneously on the fol lowing scores, each has 
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a signif icant partial regression coeff icient; 
SoC scores, Age scores, Edu scores, Inc scores, CRR 
scores. 
Sub-General Hypotheses 10^, 11, and 13 
There is a relationship between general situation, change agency- man­
ipulated situation, personal status-roles, and general orientation and the 
individual's innovation-related orientation. 
E.H. 75-164: There is a l inear relationship between each of the depen­
dent variables, PTh, AFS, WPT, TKn, UlS, HSA, and each of 
the fol lowing independent variables when they are consid­
ered simultaneously: 
SoC, FSA, PCB, Tgl, Rdl, HFPS, Age, Edu, Inc, Crr, Sal, 
Ali ,  KWA, ScP, MNC. 
S.H. 75-164: When the scores of PTh, AFS, WPT, TKn, UlS, and HSA are 
each regressed simultaneously on the fol lowing scores, 
each has a signif icant partial regression coeff icient: 
SoC scores, FSA scores, PCB scores, Tgl scores, Rdl scores, 
HFPS scores. Age scores, Edu scores, Inc scores, CRR 
scores, Ali scores, KWA scores, ScP scores, MNC scores. 
Tests of the Model I  I  I  Hypotheses 
Each of the seventeen equations was solved using the least squares 
solution of l inear regression analysis. For each equation a mult iple R 
coeff icient and the value of al l  partial betas is determined. Again, the 
t-test of signif icance is used for assessing the partial beta values. The 
results of these solutions are shown in Table 6.1. A measure of 
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association between the independents and dependent in each equation is 
shown in the table (R). And the percent of variation in the dependent ex-
plained by the independents is indicated (R ) .  
Modif ication of MOdel I I I  
As a cursory examination of Table 6.1 indicates, many of the partial 
regression coefficients hypothesized were not signif icant. Thus, there is 
reason to attempt to arrive at a modif ication of the model which is consis­
tent with those relationships which do exist. There are many ways of ar­
riving at this modif ication. One method would be to suggest a basic reor­
dering of the variables; however, the f indings for the init ial model and 
available theory do not strongly suggest this radical solution. Another 
method would be to assume the same causal ordering and attempt to establish 
only those possible relationships within this ordering which are statis­
t ically signif icant. This is the solution recommended by Duncan (1966) and 
chosen in this study. 
Again, the technique used was similar to the step-wise regression so­
lu t ion .  Theore t i ca l  no t ions  o f  the  re la t ionsh ips  be tween var iab les  and the  
empirically determined covariation are considered as several alternative 
combinations of variables are tested. The result is a f inal set of regres­
sion equations in which al l  partial regression coefficients are statist ical­
ly signif icant at the p<.05 level of probabil i ty. These regression equa­
t ions represent most signif icant relationships within the system, given the 
basic ordering and other l imitations on causation imposed by the original 
theory. In some cases there are alternatives to the set of variables chosen 
for the f inal equation in which the partial regression coefficients are 
Table 6.1. Partici l  regression analysis of init ial equations in Model I I I  
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient 
(I) X, FSA 
^ SoC b,, 9.453 
' 21  
- ruD 
^ SoC b^i .016 
(2) Xj PCB
(3) X. Tg 
SoC br, -37.656 
(4) Xc Rdl 
'  SoC by 35.652 
(5) \  HFPS 
(6) X,j Sal 
SoC b^j -.019 
SoC ^11 1. —.026 
A<je bj j  y .229 
Edu b,|,8. "715 
Inc bj j  g .006 
CNR bj j  jQ .080 
(7) X,2 All .408 .167 
Standard Regression 0 
t-va1ue Coefficient (^j i) R R^ 
.407 .  166 
13.40* .407 
.006 .0004 
0.20 .006 
.175 .031 
-5.37* 1
 
vn
 
.438 .192 
14.65* .438 
.087 .008 
-2 .62* - .087 
.280 .078 
-0.39 - .013 
2.56* .101 
6.57* .243 
2.47* .089 
0 .88 .033 
SoC ^12 I .  .034 0.84 .026 
Age bjg'y, .127 2.33* .088 
Edu bjg'g. -.464 -7.00* -.246 
Inc bjg'g. - .008 -5 .23* - .178 
CKR ' '12J0- -.069 -1.23 -.044 
^Abbreviated form of expression. Refer to l ist of other Independents in equation for complete 
designation. 
^Signif icant at p<.05 level ;  1.96 .  
Table 6.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation* Coefficient 
(8) X,2 KWA 
(9) ScP 
SoC p .047 
Age b|2 y -.025 
Edu .299 
Inc b,3,g. '004 
CRR 10 -.110 
(10) X,^ MNC 
SoC -136 
Age y .129 
Edu bi4,8. '476 
Inc bj^ g .008 
CRR b,4[,o. -C" 
SoC bjg j .642 
Age bjg y 2.957 
Edu bj j lg, 3.842 
Inc ^15 9* .019 
CRR bisliq, -.038 
( I I )  X , j  PTh 
SoC bj^ ^ - .028 
FSA .005 
PCB b,6 .004 
Tgl b,6 4, .009 
Standard Regression ,  
t-value Coefficient (Pjl) R R 
2.31* .069 
-0.94 -.034 
9.05* .311 
5.54* .185 
-3.96* -.140 
-3.64* -.112 
2.57* .097 
7.78* .275 
5 .50* .189 
Q.80  .029 
1 .61 .052 
5 .53* .219 
5 .91* .218 
1 .20 .043 
-0.07 - .003 
"0.41 - .015 
1 .13 .063 
0 .15 .005 
2 .88* .103 
.449 .202 
.395 .156 
.279 .078 
.314 .098 
rs) ON 
Table 6.1. (Continued) 
Equation 
Number 
Dependent and 
1ndependent 
Varlab les 
Partial Beta 
Equation^ 
Partial Regression 
Coefficient t-va lue 
Standard Regression _ 
Coefficient (^11) R R 
Rdl 
^^6,5-
-.001 -1.14 -.062 
HFPS 
'^16,6» -.154 -0.56 - .018 
Age 
^^6,7-
-.036 -0.44 -.018 
Edu 
^^6,8. -.123 -1.17 -.047 
Inc 
' '16,9. -.392 
-1.62 - .060 
CRR 
' '16,10. .202 
2.46* .094 
Sal 
'^16,11. .120 3.86* .136 
Ali 
^^16,12. .138 1.15* .100 
KV/A 
^16,13. -.457 -4.56* 
-.168 
ScP 
^^6,14. -.009 
-0.16 - .006 
MHC 
^^6,15' .0003 
0.06 .002 
(12) X,, AFS .225 .051 
SoC 
^17,1. .133 0.29 .011 
FSA 
^17,2. .377 
1.23 .071 
PCB 
^7,3. .057 3.31* 
.112 
Tgi 
^^7,4. 
.0002 0.93 .034 
Rdl h7,5. 
-.001 -1.08 - .060 
HFPS 
*^17,6. .052 0.27 
.009 
Age 
*"17,7-
-.120 -2.13* 1
 
0
 
Edu b|7,8. -.036 -0.50 -.021 
1 nc 
*"17,9- -.004 -2.28* -.087 
CRR 
' '17,10. .092 1.62 .064 
Table 6.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
(13) 18 
(14) 
19 
Sal 
A1 i  
KWA 
ScP 
MNC 
WPT 
SoC 
FSA 
PCB 
Tcil 
Rdl 
HFPS 
Age 
Edu 
I  nc 
CRR 
Sal 
A11 
KWA 
ScP 
MNC 
TKn 
Partial Beta 
Equat ion^ 
Partial Regression 
Coefficient 
17,n* 
'17,I2. 
'17,13. 
'17,14. 
'17,15. 
'18,1. 
'18,2. 
'18,3. 
'18,4. 
'18,5. 
'18,6. 
'18,7. 
'18,8. 
'18,9. 
'18,10. 
'18,11. 
'18,12. 
'18,13. 
'18,14. 
'18,15. 
.029 
- . 0 1 1  
-.134 
.025 
.007 
.024 
-.0002 
.103 
.0001 
.0002 
.045 
-.023 
.075 
-.0003 
.007 
.027 
- .018  
-.030 
.021 
.0003 
Standard Regression -
t-value Coefficient ( j ' )  R R 
1.35 .049 
-0.31 -0.01 
-1.94 -.074 
0.66 .025 
1.89 .068 
1.43 .046 
-0.17 
CO 0
 
0
 1 
16.33* .472 
0.73 .023 
0.72 .034 
0.64 .019 
-1.12 -.040 
2.80* .099 
-0.43 -.014 
0.36 .012 
3 . 4 3 *  .106 
-1.42 -.045 
-1.16 -.038 
1.52 .049 
0.21 .006 
.496 .246 
Table 6.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Partial Beta 
Equation* 
Partial Regression 
Coefficient 
(15) 20 
SoC 
FSA 
PCB 
Tçil 
Rdl 
HF-PS 
Age 
Edu 
Inc 
CRR 
Sel l  
All 
KV/A 
ScP 
MHC 
UlS 
SoC 
FSA 
PCB 
T<}l 
Rdl 
HJ-PS 
"19,1 
' '19,2 
' '19,3 
^^9,4 
*^19,5 
^^9,6 
'19,7 
^19,8 
^19,9 
^19,10' 
' l 9 , ) l -
' '19,12' 
^19,13' 
^^9,14' 
'19,15-
'20,1' 
'20,2-
'20,3' 
ho,k-
'20,5' 
'20,6-
- .021 
- .001  
.015 
- .0002 
.0003 
.325 
-.079 
.166 
.001 
.015 
-.003 
-.036 
.187 
.041 
.003 
-.081 
- .002 
.068 
.0001 
.001 
1.061 
t-va1ue 
Standard Regression 
Coefficient (P(i) 
-0.94 -.031 
-0.66 -.034 
1.78 .054 
-1.66 -.055 
0.81 .040 
3.55* 1.08 
-2.92* -.109 
4.74* .175 
1.38 .047 
0.57 .020 
-0.34 -.011 
-2.17* -.072 
5.61* .190 
2.23* .075 
1.59 .051 
-1.91 -.065 
-0.85 -.044 
4.35* .133 
0.37 .012 
0.90 .046 
6.08* .187 
VO 
.471 .222 
Table 6.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Partial Beta 
Equation^ 
Partial Regression 
Coefficient 
(16) 
'21 
Age 
Edu 
I  no 
CRR 
Sal 
Ai 1 
KWA 
ScP 
MNC 
HSA 
SoC 
F$;A 
PCB 
T(,l 
Rdi 
HIPS 
A()e 
Edu 
l i t  
CRR 
Sal 
All 
20,7-
^^0,8" 
' '20,9-
' '20,10 
' '20,11 
^20,12 
^20,13 
^20, H 
'20,15 
' 2 1 , 1 '  
'21,2-
'21,3" 
'21,4-
° 2 I , 5 "  
'21,6' 
'21,7-
'21,8' 
'21,9-
' 2 1 , 1 0 -
'21,11' 
' 2 1 , 1 2 '  
-.052 
.292 
- .001 
-.052 
-.002 
-.095 
.088 
.148 
.008 
.130 
.010 
.009 
-.0004 
-.003 
.506 
.024 
-.052 
.001 
- .068 
-.012 
.013 
Regression 
t-value Coefficient (Pji) 
-1.01 -.038 
4.40* .  165 
-0.90 -.031 
-1.00 -.036 
-0.11 -.003 
-3.01* -.101 
1.39 .048 
4.25* .145 
2.28* .075 
3.60* .130 
4.12* .230 
0.69 .023 
-2.48* -.089 
-5.06* -.274 
3.41* . 1 1 3  
0.54 .022 
-0.92 -.037 
0.66 .024 
-1.54 -.059 
-0.71 -.025 
0.50 .018 
Table 6.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression Standard Regression ^ 
Number Variables Equat lon^ Coefficient f  va lue Coefficient (Pj?) R R 
KWA bg, .056 1.03 .038 
ScP bgi ' ,^. .096 3.25* .119 
MNC bgi ' ig .004 1.61 .057 
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also al l  signif icant and the mult iple R values are nearly equivalent. The 
researcher's judgment then must be used to select that set which best rep­
resents the correspondence between the data set and the theory. The part­
ial regression analysis of the f inal equations is reported in Table 6.2. 
2 Comparison of the R values for each of the dependent variables in the 
init ial equations (Table 6.1) and the f inal equations (Table 6.2} indicates 
that l i t t le explained variation was lost as a result of reducing the number 
of independent terms. In the f inal equations the strongest prediction was 
achieved for Equation 13. Fifty-f ive percent of the total variation in the 
individual's wil l ingness to participate in CD training was explained by the 
data. At nearly the same level, 54 percept of the total variation was ex­
plained in the ult imate dependent variable, public shelter adoption. For 
three other dependent variables the explanation of variation was greater 
than one-fif th. In order of magnitude these were, technical knowledge (Eq. 
2 2 14, R =  .236), use of CD information sources (Eq. 15, R = .217), and 
2 knowledge of world affairs (Eq. 8, R = .201). 
One way to examine path analysis relationships is by the effects the 
variables have throughout the entire model. Perhaps the best way to see 
these "path effects" is through a "path analysis" diagram such as Figure 
6.2. This f igure presents the network relationships in a styl ist ic format 
indicating the conceptual areas each variable represents and the general 
causal "f low" of the model. Variables within areas are arranged to facil i­
tate the mechanics of i l lustrating the relationships. Each l ine or "path" 
represents a signif icant relationship in the overall network. The compara­
t ive magnitudes of the paths is determined by converting the partial regres­
sion betas to standard betas or "path coefficients" (Pjj)* Solid l ines wil l  
Table 6.2. Partial regression analysis of f inal equations In Model I I I  
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression Standard Regression 
Number 
(1) 
(2 )  
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6)  
(7) 
(8 )  
Variables Coefficient t-value Coefficient (^j i) 
X, FSA 
^ SoC 
^21 9.453 13.40* .407 
X. PCB 
^ SoC 
^31 .016 0.20 .006 
X. Tgl 
-5.34* ^ SoC b4l -37.656 -.175 
Xç Rdl 
^ SoC 
^51 35.652 14.65* .438 X, HFPS 
® SoC b6, -.019 -2.62* -.087 
X,, Sal 
Age b| l ,7' .187 2.47* .083 
Edu b||,8" .707 6.53* .240 
Inc 
^11,9" .006 2.48* .089 
X,, All 
'  Age 
^12,7' .  162 3.51* .112 
Edu 
^12,8- -.457 -6.93* -.242 
Inc 
^12,9' -.008 -5.22* -.178 
X,_ KWA 
SoC 
h3,l. .047 2.31* .069 
Edu 
^13,8- .306 9.57* .319 
Inc 
^13,9' 
-.096 -4.09* -.122 
CRR 
^13 in. -.096 5.59* .186 
R R2 
.407 .166 
.006 .00004 
.175 .031 
.438 .192 
.087 .008 
.278 .077 
.406 .165 
.448 .201 
Abbreviated form of expression. Refer to l ist of other Independents in equation for complete 
designation. 
Signif icant at p<05 level; t^l.96. 
Table 6.2. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation* Coefficient 
(9) ScP 
(10) MNC 
SoC j -.136 
Age .108 
Edu b,4,8. .472 
Inc ^\k,S- -818 
(11) X,^ PTh 
Age bjç 2.932 
Edu big g 4.178 
(12) X,T AFS 
Tgl b,6,4. -001 
CRR ' '16,10. "202 
Sal ' '16,11' '108 
All b,6,,2. '68 
KWA b,6 -.551 
17 
(13) X,g WPT 
PCB bj^ .063 
Inc b,T .  -.004 17*9' 
CRR b|y .155 
PCB b,g .106 
Edu b,8,8. "091 
Sal b|g 1;. .029 
(14) X,o TKn 
'9 HFPS b,G 6. .336 
Standard Regression .  
t-value Coefficient (Pji) R R 
3.75* .124 
-2.63* - .086 
3.25* .108 
17.28* .489 
4.18* .022 
3.97* .115 
3.75* .111 
.271 .074 
.394 .155 
-3.63* -.111 
2.53* .081 
7.75* .273 
5.51* .189 
6.48* .217 
7.09* .237 
.298 .089 
2.93* .094 ^ 
2.92* .094 
3.69* .122 
3.53* .121 
-5.97* -.203 
187 .035 
546 .298 
.486 .236 
Table 6.2. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient 
(15) UlS 
Age bj^ ^ -.086 
E<iu .187 
All -.ou 
KWA .198 
ScP *^19,14. 
(16) HSA 
SoC -.078 
PCS .069 
HFPS 1.070 
"20,8. 
All -.096 
"20. IV • '« 
HUC kzo.,;. .008 
(17) Y J PSA 
SoC b,,,,.  .137 
FSA bgi 2. .009 
Tgl b^j ^ -.0004 
Rdl b_,'_ -.003 
21 f 5 • 
HFPS bg, 6. .512 
CRR bzil io. -.092 
ScP **21,14. 
Standard Regression « 
t-value Coefficient R R 
-3.83* -.118 
5.68* .198 
-2.74* -.089 
6.17*  .201 
2.89* .093 
-2.09* -.063 
4.51* .136 
6.27* .189 
5.47* .180 
3.14* -.102 
4.31* .142 
2.56* .078 
3.84* .138 
4.05* .222 
•2.69* -.094 
•5.05* -.268 
3.47* .114 
•2.52* -.080 
3.91* .127 
,466 .217 
VI 
.312 .098 
.543 .294 
Table 6.2. (Continued) 
Equation 
Number 
Dependent and 
Independent 
Variables 
Partial Beta 
Equation^ 
Partial Regression Standard Regression 
Coefficient t-value Coefficient (Pji) 
(17) Y, PSA 
FSA bY,2' .003 2.95* .084 
Age b \ ,7' -.135 -4.91* -.149 
A) 1 
^^,12" -.039 -2.01* -.062 
KV/A 
^,13- . 162 4.14* .130 
MMC .005 2.58* .078 
AI=S 
^V,17" .120 6.09* .176 
TKn bY,18' .176 4.43* .  140 
UlS 
^Y.ig- .157 7.58* .234 
HSA 
^7,20' .077 3.19* .091 
.  43 .294 
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be used to denote the direct effects variables have on subsequent variables 
in-the model while dashed l ines wil l  denote the indirect effects of varia­
bles on subsequent variables through intervening variables. 
Because of the complexity of the overall network model, even as re­
duced, the remainder of this chapter discusses the model in parts represent­
ing direct and indirect effects of the sub-general conceptual areas. 
Path effects of general situation 
Equations 1-5 and 11-17 hypothesized the one general situation vari­
able, size of city, to have direct effects to al l  variables of the change 
agency-manipulated situation, general orientation, innovation-related orien­
tation, and public shelter adoption. Half (eight of seventeen) of these 
hypothesized relationships were supported by the data. As shown in Figure 
6.2, size of city was directly related (solid l ines) to four of the f ive 
change agency variables (al l  except per capita budget), to two general or­
ientations (knowledge of world affairs and social participation) and to two 
innovation-related orientations (use of CD information sources and home 
shelter adoption), ! t  was not directly related to public shelter adoption. 
The relative magnitudes of these effects (path coeff icients) show gen­
eral situation is a strong producer of the change agency's readiness index 
(Pg^ = .438) and public fal lout shelter availabil i ty (Pg^ = .407); a mod­
erate producer of the agency's training inputs (but negative) and of the 
individual's social participation and home shelter adoption; and only a weak 
and negative producer of the HFPS program and the individual's knowledge of 
world affairs and use of CD information sources. Thus, general situation 
appears to be an important direct cause of change agency activit ies but only 
Change Agency 
Manipulated 
Si tuation Innovation-
/—N Related 
General 
Orientation 
General 
Si tuation 
Figure 6.2. Path effects of general situation in Model IN 
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a very weak cause of the individual's orientations, general or innovation-
related .  
Further examination of Equations 11-16 and of Equations 8 and 9 re­
veals the indirect effects (dashed l ines in Figure 6.2) of general situa­
tion. Most of these were through the change agency variables to innovation-
related orientations and then to public shelter adoption. The strongest 
indirect effects are those going through fal lout shelter availabil i ty and 
the readiness index, to home shelter adoption, and then to public shelter 
adoption. 
The direct and indirect effect of general situation on other variables 
in the network indicate that i t  is a signif icant cause, although indirect, 
of public shelter adoption. This f inding was not revealed in either Model 
I  or I I .  
Path effects of change agency-manipulated si tuation 
Equations 11-17 hypothesized each of the f ive change agency variables 
to have direct effects on the individual's innovation-related orientations 
and his public shelter adoption. Less than one-third (11 of 35) were sup­
ported by the data. Figure 6.3 indicates dramatically that these relation­
ships (see solid l ines) are to innovation-related orientations of the in­
dividual rather than to his public shelter adoption. Only one change agency 
variable, fal lout shelter availabil i ty, had a direct effect to the ult imate 
dependent variable and this effect was only very weak in magnitude, i t  is 
evident that public shelter adoption, in general, is not directly influ­
enced by the change agency's manipulation of the situation. 
Instead, the influence whîch the change agency may have on adoption is 
probably indirect through i ts effect on the Individual's innovation-related 
PTh 
FSA 
.124 176 AFS 
PCB 
WPT 
PSA 
.140 TKn 
.234 
UlS 
HFPS 
Change Agency-
Manipulated 
Situation .OQI  HSA 
Innovation-Related 
Orientation 
Figure 6.3. Path effects of change agency manipulated situation in Model I I I  
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orientations. Further results of Equations 11-16 indicate that this is the 
pattern although these effects are generally not too strong (dashed l ines 
in Figure 6.3). Both the direct effects of the change agency on innovation-
related orientations and i ts indirect effects through those orientations to 
public shelter adoption are only weak to moderate In magnitude. The 
strongest direct effects on other variables are from per capita budget of 
the change agency (the strongest effect was to wil l ingness to participate 
in CD training, PjS 3 "  «487). Occurrence of HFPS also accounts for several 
direct effects. The indirect effects having the greatest strength are those 
beginning with these same two variables, through use of information sources, 
att i tude toward fal lout shelters, and home shelter adoption to public shel­
ter adoption. 
The direct and indirect effects of the change agency-manipulated sit­
uation on other variables indicates i t  acts primari ly as an indirect cause 
of the individual's innovation-related orientations. This was not revealed 
in the f indings of Models I  or I I .  The minimal direct effects the change 
agency has on innovation adoption in this path analysis model is consistent 
with the f indings in the previous models. 
Path effects of personal status-roles 
Equations 6-17 hypothesized the individual's personal status-roles to 
have direct effects on al l  of his orientations (general and innovation-
reiatcd) and on h « s innovation adoption action. About half (23 of 48) of 
these relationships were supported by the data, as indicated in Figure 6.4 
(solid l ines). Only age was directly related to publTc shelter adoption; 
al l  other direct effects were to the two kinds of orientations. Generally, 
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the direct effects to general orientations were very strong while those to 
innovation-related orientations were moderate to weak. 
Fourteen of the twenty relationships hypothesized between personal 
status-roles and general orîentatTons were supported by the data. Most of 
these effects were moderate to strong in magnitude. Education is a very 
strong antecedent of al l  f ive general orientation variables while income 
and age are both moderate predictors of four orientations and chfld rear­
ing responsibil i ty is a moderate predictor of two of those orientations. 
The strongest path effects were: education to knowledge of world affairs 
(Pj3 g = .319) and to social participation g = .273). Education is 
clearly the predominant variable overall as i ts influence is about twice 
that of the other status-roles. 
Only eight of the twenty-f ive relationships hypothesized between 
status-roles and innovation-related orientations were supported by the 
data. Education again was the dominant variable, but to a lesser extent. 
I ts three signif icant effects were generally moderate. Child rearing 
responsibil i ty also had three signif icant direct effects to innovation-
related orientations, however these were generally weak in magnitude. In­
come and age each had one signif icant effect. While education was the 
strongest variable in this network leading to innovation-related orienta­
tions i t  was only about twenty-f ive percent greater in magnitude than other 
antecedents. 
The indirect effects of personal status-roles as revealed by Equations 
6-16 are shown in Figure 6.4 as dashed l ines. Most of these are moderate 
indirect effects either going to publTc shelter adoption ( l) through gen­
eral orientations or (2) through general orientations and then through 
- IW 
- .062 
Personal 
Status-Roles 
General 
Orientation 
InnovatIon-Related 
Orientation 
Figure 6.4. Path effects of personal status-roles In Model Ml 
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innovation-related orientations. The latter two-step indirect path is the 
more common and perhaps somewhat stronger in magnitude. 
The direct and indirect path effects of personal status-roles in the 
total network of relationships indicates that these characteristics of the 
individual are very signif icant indirect determinants of adoption. They 
are strong antecedents of the individual's general orientations about his 
situation and they are moderate determinants of his innovation-related 
orienations. In as much as these orientations in turn lead to adoption, 
personal status-roles are highly important "causes of causes" in this net­
work. Earl ier analyses had not indicated this pattern. 
Path effects of general orientation 
Equations 11-17 hypothesized the individual's general orientations to 
have direct effects on his innovation-related orienations and his adoption 
of the public shelter innovation. About two-fif ths (13 of 30) of these re­
lationships were supported by the data as Figure 6.5 i l lustrates (solid 
l ines). Only two general orientations (al ienation and knowledge of world 
affairs) were directly related to public shelter adoption. Of the remain­
ing eleven direct effects of general orientations, al ienation and social 
participation each accounted for three, knowledge of world affairs and mass 
media news consumption each had two, and salience had only one direct ef­
fect. In relative magnitude knowledge of world affairs had the strongest 
effects overall while social participation and al ienation were about equiv­
alent in effect. The two strongest particular.path effects were knowledge 
of world affairs to perception of threat (P^g = -.203) and to technical 
knowledge (P^g = .201). 
PTh Change-Agency 
Man!pulated 
Situation AFS 
WPT 
.140 
TKn 
.234 
oq 
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. I30  
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Figure 6.5- Path effects of general orientation in Model I I I  
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Indirect effects of general orientations as indicated in Equations 
11-16 are shown as dashed l ines in Figure 6.5. These effects were through 
the individual's technical knowledge, use of CD information sources, and 
home shelter adoption to public shelter adoption. In general, these rela­
tionships were weak to moderate. 
This path analysis Indicates the individual's general orientations 
are weak direct causes of his adoption behavior and weak to moderate indir­
ect causes of that behavior by f irst influencing his innovation-related 
orientations. These f indings were not revealed in previous analyses. 
Path effects of innovation-related orientation 
Equation 17 hypothesized the individual's innovation-related orienta­
tions would directly effect his adoption behavior. Two-thirds (4 of 6) of 
these relationships were supported by the data as Figure 6.6 shows. In 
order of magnitude these direct effects were: use of CD information sources 
(Pyjg = .234), att i tude toward fal lout shelters (Py^y = .176), technical 
Figure 6.6. Path effects of innovation-related orientation in Model I I I  
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knowledge (Py^s 140), and home shelter adoption (Py2o ^ -091). Thus, 
use of information souces had about thirty-three to eighty percent greater 
influence than the other innovât ion-related orientations. These effects 
are generally moderate to strong. The individual's innovation-related 
orientations are concluded to be highly signif icant causes of his adoption 
behavior. 
Conclusions for Model I I I  
I f  the solutions to the f inal regression equations are considered as 
set, a sense of the entire path model emerges. Size of city was found to 
rather strongly effect the readiness index and public fal lout shelter avail­
abil i ty, and, to a lesser extent, to effect training inputs and occurrence 
of HFPS. General situation only weakly effected a few action orientations, 
general and innovation-related. The change agency-manipulated variables 
moderately effected innovation-related orientations. Education was found to 
to strongly effect most general and innovation-related orientations. The 
other personal status-roles were, in general, moderate but consistent ef­
fectors of general orientations and weak to moderate causes of innovation-
related orientations. Both categories of orientations effect innovation 
adoption directly; general orientations have rather weak effects while 
innovation related orientations have moderate to strong effects. 
Figure 6.7 attempts to summarize these f indings at a sub-general level. 
In this f igure the dotted l ines indicate the more moderate influence of one 
set of variables on subsequent categories. Double l ines indicate the 
stronger effects. General situation is considered to strongly effect only 
the change agency-manipulated situation. I t ,  in turn, moderately effects 
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Innovation-related orientations. Personal status-roles strongly effect 
general orientations and moderately effect innovation-related orientations. 
General orientation moderately effects innovation-related orientations and 
adoption directly. Only innovât Ton-related orientations strongly effect 
the ult imate dependent variable dTrectly. 
These f indings for Model I I I  reveal several relationships not dis­
covered in either Model I  and t l .  General situation important in the 
overall network of relationshTps; Models I  and I I  had suggested i t  was not. 
The f indings from Model I  and I I  indicated that the change agency-manipu­
lated situation was almost entirely ineffective; the path analysis model 
indicates i t  is moderately effective as a determinant of innovation-related 
orientations held by the individual. Personal status-roles, which had been 
only weakly to moderately important in Model I  and I I ,  were found to be 
Figure 6.7. Empirical causal network at the sub-general level in Model I I I  
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highly effective as antecedents to general orientations and moderately to 
innovation-related orientations of the individuals. Models 1, I I ,  and I I I  
agree that both categories of orientations are major causes of innovation 
adoption. And innovation-related orientations are consistently concluded 
to be stronger determinants of adoption. The path analysis framework of 
Model I I I  is judged to more accurately reflect the actual situation of 
innovation adoption than do either Model I  or Model I I .  Hence, the conclu­
sions that can be drawn from its empirical test are accepted to have com­
paratively the greatest validity. 
CHAPTER 7. 
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MODEL IV: GENERAL 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
LEVEL PATH ANALYSIS INCLUDING 
NORMING 
Introduction 
This chapter presents a general level path analysis of Innovation 
adoption when the influence of neighborhood norming îs included. The gen­
eral conceptual framework is used to suggest the causal ordering in this 
expanded general model. Hypotheses to be tested are developed. The f ind­
ings of previous model, especially Model t i l ,  are used to suggest a "f inal 
model." Conclusions are drawn from the results. 
The General Level Path Analysis Model When Neighborhood 
Norming ts included 
Litt le attention has been given in the previous three models of this 
dissertation to the Influence of other actors in the individual's situation. 
Interest in the change agency was restricted to organizational character­
ist ics. Two general orientation variables and one innovation-related or­
ientation variable included only indirect attention to other actors. Alien­
ation can be used as an indicator of the individual's att i tude as influenced 
by other actors in general. Social participation is a more direct Indica­
t ion of the actor's contact and the possible influence by others in his 
situation. And the use of CD information sources variable allows the re­
spondent to indicate i f  he has personal communication with certain other 
actors in his situation. But these measures are primari ly indicators of 
the actor's orientations toward these objects rather than measures of the 
direct influence others have on him. 
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In this model the influence one's neighbors have on his orientations 
and action wil l  be considered directly. As Figure 7-1 shows Model IV wil l  
examine al l  f i f teen of the sub-general hypotheses generated in the concep­
tual framework earl ier in Chapter 2. Thus, in addit ion to those hypotheses 
considered in alternative ways in Models I ,  I I ,  and I I I ,  three neighborhood 
norming hypotheses wil l  also be included here. Sub-General Hypothesis 4 
posits neighborhood norms directly effect innovation adoption. Neighbor­
hood norms are also thought to effect the individual's general orientations 
(Sub-General Hypothesis 14) and innovation-related orientations (Sub-General 
Hypothesis 15). 
The complete rationale for inclusion of the normîng influence of other 
actors was presented in Chapter 2 above. In brief, an individual's neigh­
bors are expected to influence his behavior and orientations through a norm­
ing process. A neighborhood is thought to form a miniture subculture which 
establishes i ts own values, beliefs, and normative behavior patterns. While 
any one individual may be very influential in sett ing the normative stand­
ards, i t  is more plausible the pattern results from the interaction of al l  
the neighbors and that the focal individual is more the recipient of this 
influence than the originator. And while most investigations of norming 
appear to examine only norms directly related to the individual behavior in 
question, this study considers norming of various kinds. For instance, 
neighborhood att i tude orientations are thought to have a normîng influence 
on individual att i tudes but also on beliefs and overt behaviors. Similarly, 
dominant belief and action patterns in a neighborhood are thought to effect 
individual att i tudes, beliefs, and actions. And neighborhood specif ic or­
ientations (e.g., innovation-related) are thought to potential ly effect the 
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Figure 7.1. Theoretical causal network at the sub-general level in Model IV 
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general orientations of the individual. Further, neighborhood averages of 
personal status-roles are also thought to have norming influence on the 
individual. The average neighborhood age, education, income and child 
rearing responsibil i ty is expected to have a normative effect on individual 
att i tudes, beliefs and actions. All of these influences of one's neighbor­
hood are included in Model IV at the theoretical level. I f  neighborhood 
average scores are found to add signif icantly to the explanation of indi­
vidual orientations or actions, i t  wil l  be concluded there is a neighbor­
hood norming effect in those cases. 
Statement of Empirical and Statist ical Hypotheses 
The f i f teen sub-general hypotheses are used to delineate 333 discrete 
relationships. These comprise a recursive set of seventeen equations to be 
solved with the least squares regression method. The partial regression 
coeff icient again is the statist ical test being used here. These equations 
are of the fol lowing form: 
Xg = b,X, + e^ (1) 
Xg = b,X, + eg (5) 
X^ I  = b^X| + byXy + .  .  .  + bjgXjg + b22*22 (6) 
.  .  .  + bgyXgy + e,, 
Xjj = b^X^ + byXy + .  .  . + b^gX^g + ^22*22 •*•••• (10) 
.  .  . + bgyXgy + ej5 
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^ + 152X2 + .  .  .  + bjgXjg + ^22X22 + • • • (11) 
.  .  .  + bjyXgy + 6^^ 
X2I ~ b^Xj + b2X2 + .  . .  + b^gX^^ + ^>22^22 (1^) 
. . . + bg^Xgy + 62, 
= b^X^ + b2X2 + .  . .  bgyXgy + Cy ( i j) 
Thus, the direct and indirect effects of al l  empirical variables in the 
study wil l  be examined in this model. 
The complexity of the relationships being tested is even greater than 
was the case for Model IN so the hypotheses wil l  be presented in an abbre­
viated form to conserve space. The direction for any indirect effects 
again wil l  not be predicted. The direction for direct effects of neighbor­
hood aggregated measures is predicted to be the same as that for the corre­
sponding individual variables. The p<05 level wil l  be used to determine i f  
the partial regression coefficients are different from zero, and, therefore 
not to be rejected. 
Sub-General Hypotheses J_, 3^, 6^, and 7_ 
There is a relationship between the general situation, the change 
agency-manipulated situation, personal status-roles, neighborhood norms, 
general orientation, and innovât ion-related orientation and the individual's 
innovation adoption action. 
E.H. 165-201 :  There is a l inear posit ive/negative relationship (as 
specif ied in Model I Î  and above) between each of the 37 
empirical concepts and public fal lout shelter adoption 
when al] other independent variables are also considered 
simultaneously. 
S.H. 165-201 ;  There is a signif icant posit ive/negative partial re­
gression coefficient (as specif ied in Model (I  and above) 
when PSA scores are regressed on each of the 21 scores and 
al l  other scores of independents simultaneously. 
Sub-General Hypothesis 2 
There is a relationship between general situation and the change 
agency-manipulated situation. 
E.H. 202-206: There is a l inear relationship between size of city and 
each of the fol lowing independent variables when al l  are 
considered simultaneously: 
FSA, PCB, Tgl, Rdl, HFPS. 
S.H. 202-206: When PSA scores are regressed simultaneously on each of 
the fol lowing scores, each has a signif icant partial re­
gression coeff icient: 
FSA scores, PCB scores, Tg! scores, Rdl scores, HFPS 
scores. 
Sub-General Hypotheses 2» 12, and 14 
There is a relationship between general situation, personal status-
roles, and neighborhood norms and the individual's general orientation. 
E.H. 207-51]: There is a l inear relationship between each of the de­
pendent variables, Sal, Alt, KWA, ScP, MNC, and each of the 
fol lowing independent variables when they are considered 
simultaneously: 
SoC, Age, Edu, tnc, CRR, Age-N, Edu-f!, fnc-N, CRR-N, Sal-N, 
Alî-N, KWA-N, ScP-N, MNC-N, PTh-N, AFS-N, WPT-N, TKn-N, 
UIS-N, HSA-N, PSA-N. 
S.H. 207-311: When the scores of Sal-Ali, KWA, ScP, and MNC are each 
regressed simultaneously on the fol lowing scores, each 
has a signif icant partial regression coeff icient: 
SoC scores, Age scores, Edu scores, Inc scores CRR scores, 
Age-N s es, Edu-N scores, Inc-N scores, CRR-N scores, 
Sal-N scores, Alî-N scores, KWA-N scores, ScP-N scores, 
MNC-N scores, PTh-N scores, AFS-N scores, WPT-N scores, 
TKn-N scores, UIS-N scores, HSA-N scores, PSA-N scores. 
Sub-General Hypotheses j_0, J_I_, J_3, and 15 
There is a relationship between general situation, change agency-
manipulated situation, personal status-roles, neighborhood norms, and gen­
eral orientation and the individual's innovation-related orientation. 
E.H. 312-497: There is a l inear relationship between each of depen­
dent variables, PTh, APS, WPT, TKn, UlS, HSA and each of 
the fol 1ov.' ingindependent variables when they are consid­
ered simultaneously: 
SoC, FSA, PCB, Tgl, Rdl, HFPS, Age, Edu, Inc, CRR, Sal, 
Ali ,  KWA, ScP, MNC, Age-N, Edu-N, Inc-N, CRR-N, Sal-N, 
Ali-N, KWA-N, ScP-N, MNC-N, PTh-N, AFS-N, WPT-N, TKn-N, 
UIS-N, HSA-N, PSA-N. 
S.H. 312-497: When the scores of PTh, AFS, WPT, TKn, UlS, and HSA are 
each regressed simultaneously on the fol lowing scores, each 
has a signif icant partial regression coeff icient: 
SoC scores, FSA scores, PCB scores, Tgl scores, Rdl scores, 
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HFPS scores, Age scores, Edu scores, Inc scores, CRR 
scores, Sal scores, Alt scores, KWA scores, ScP scores, 
MNC scores, Age-N scores, Edu-N scores, Inc-N scores, 
CRR-N scores, Sal-N scores, Ali-N scores, KWA-N scores, 
ScP-N scores, MNC-N scores, PTh-N scores, AFS-N scores, 
WPT-N scores, TKn-N scores, UlS-N scores, HSA-N scores, 
PSA-N scores. 
Tests of the Model fV Hypotheses 
Each of the seventeen equations was solved using the least squares so­
lution of l inear regression analysis. For each equation a mult iple R coef­
f icient and the value of each partial regression coefficient was determined. 
The t-test of signif icance at the p<.05 level was used for assessing the 
partial beta values. The results of these solutions are shown in Table 7.1. 
The R measure of association between the independents and dependent vari-
2 
ables in each equation is reported as is the R coeff icient, indicating the 
amount of variation explained. 
Modif ication of Model IV 
Because many of the partial regression coefficients were not found to 
be signif icant in the data set (Table 7.1), a modif ication of the init ial 
form of Model IV is needed. While one approach might be to reorder the 
variables, there is no general theoretical support for this solution nor 
do the data suggest i t .  The method used here was identical to that used for 
Model I I  and I I I .  The same causal ordering is assumed and an attempt is 
made to establish those signif icant relationships within this ordering. In 
addit ion to the theoretical notions existing about the variables, 
Table 7.1. Partial regression analysis of Init ial equations In Model !V 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta 
Number Variables Equat ion^ 
Partial Regression Standard Regression 
Coefficient t-value Coefficient (PJi) R R2 
.407 .  166 
.006 .0004 
.175 .031 
.438 .192 
.087 .008 
.124 
(0 
(2 )  
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Xg FSA 
PCB 
X. Tgl 
SoC 
SoC 
SoC 
Xg Rdl 
SoC 
HFPS 
SoC 
X, j Sal 
SoC 
Age 
Edu 
I  nc 
CRR 
Age-N 
Edu-N 
Inc-N 
CRR-N 
Siî l-N 
All-N 
21 
31 
'41 
51 
61 
M-
1,7' 
1.8-
1.9-
1.10-
1 , 2 2 -
1,23' 
1,24" 
1,25' 
1 , 2 6 -
1,27-
9.453 
.016 
•37.656 
35.652 
13.40* 
0.20 
-5.34* 
14.65* 
.407 
.006 
.175 
.438 
-.019 -2.62* -.087 
.038 0.49 .018 
.221 2.46* .098 
.676 6.00* .230 
.008 3.00* .111 
.066 0.72 .027 
-  .080 -0.34 -.014 
.042 0.14 .008 
.0004 0-06 .003 
- .256 -1.10 -.044 
.287 3.13* .125 
.278 1.71 .074 
Abbreviated form of expression. Refer to l ist of other Independents in equation for complete 
designation. 
*Slgnif leant at p<.05 level; t&l .96.  
Table 71.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number 
Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Variables Equation® Coefficient 
KWA-N b 1,28 -.140 
ScP-N b 1,29 -.I I I  
MNC-N b 1,30 .008 
PTh-N b 1,31 .076 
AFS-N b 1,32 .356 
WPT-N b 1,33 .047 
TKn-N b 1,34 
CM 0
 
UlS-N b 1,35 .208 
HSA-N b 1,36 -.200 
PSA-N b 1,37 -.222 
: " L  b 2,1 .030 
Age b 2,7 .160 
Edu b 2,8 -.440 
1  n c  b 2,9 -.007 
CRR b 2,10 - .068 
Age-N b 2,22 -.176 
Edu-N b 2,23 .117 
1 nc-N b 2,24 -.003 
CRR-N b 2,25 .042 
Sal-N b 2,26 .084 
Ali-N b 2,27 .118 
(7) 
Standard Regression 
t-value Coefficient (Pji) 
-0.46 -.021 
-0.64 -.031 
-0.54 .021 
0.66 .026 
1.99* .075 
0.13 .005 
0.09 .004 
1.21 .060 
-1.70 -.061 
-1.02 -.043 
0.62 .023 
2.90*  .110 
-6.35* -.234 
-4.27* -.151 
-1.20 -.044 
-1.22 -.048 
-0.65 .033 
-0.68 -.031 
0.29 .011 
1.49 .058 
1.17 .048 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equat lon^ Coefficient 
KWA-N B^2 28'" 125 
ScP-N "^12,'29- -.095 
MMC-N ^\z,30' .003 
PTh-N big'g,. .108 
AF-S-N ^12', 32- -.005 
Wf'T-N ' '12,* 33" -.138 
TKn-N -.035 
UlS-N bjgjgg. -.046 
HSA-N ^]z\è' -014 
PîiA-N b, '  .  -.138 
(8) X„ KWA 
SoC 
^13,1* 
.040 
A(/e 
^^3,7" 
-.038 
Edu 
^13,8" .281 
1 nc 
^^3,9" 
.004 
CUR 
' '13,10- -.121 
Age-N 
' '13,22- .007 
E(Ju-N 
' '13,23- .079 
1 nc-N 
' '13,24- .0002 
CKR-N 
' '13,25- .064 
Scil-N 
' '13,26- -.013 
A1I-N 
^13,27' .019 
Standard Regression 
t-value Coefficient (pj?) 
0.66 rÔ29 
-0.90 -.042 
0.35 .013 
1.51 .059 
-0.04 -.002 
-0.60 -.024 
-0.22 -.009 
-0.44 -.021 
-0.20 -.007 
-1.03 -.042 
i.67 .059 
-1.38 -.051 
8.17* .293 
5.21* .180 
-4.33* -.154 
0.10 .004 
0.88 .043 
0.09 .004 
0.90 .034 
-0.48 -.018 
0,39 .016 
Table 71.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta 
Number Variables EquatIon® Coefficient 
KWA-N 
^13,28. .171 
ScP-N 
' '13,29-
-.011 
MMC-N 
^13,30-
.001 
PTh-N 
^13,31- -.052 
AFS-N 
^13,32. 
.128 
WPT-N 
^13,33- -.327 
TKn-N 
^13,34. 
.008 
UlS-N 
^13,35" .031 
HSA-N 
^13,36-
- .016 
PSA-N 
^13,37-
-.002 
^14,1. -.079 
Age 
^14,7- .105 
Edu 
^14,8. .453 
1 nc 
^14,9- .006 
CflR 
^14,10. .037 
Age-N 
^14,22. .018 
Edu-N 
^14,23- -.154 
1 nc-N 
^14,24. .002 
CflR-N 
^14,25- -.056 
S{i l-N 
^14,26. -.284 
All l-N 
^14,27- -.075 
(9) 
Standard Regression 
t-value Coefficient (Pjl) 
1.82 .078 
-0 .20 - .009 
0 .30  .011  
-1.46 -.055 
2.35* .083 
-2.86* -.114 
0.10 .004 
0.59 .028 
-0.43 -.014 
-0.02 -.001 
-1.79 -.065 
2.09* .079 
7.15* .262 
4.27* .150 
0.72 .026 
0.13 .005 
-0.93 -.047 
0.56 .026 
-0.42 -.016 
-0.55 - .021 
-0.82 -.034 
Table 7«1« (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient 
(10) Xjg MNC 
KWA-N b,4 -.145 
ScP-N gg. .159 
MMC-N b^^'^Q .0001 
PTh-N b,^';,.  .013 
AFS-N -.127 
WPT-N b,4[,3. .013 
TKn-N . l i ,5 
UlS-N .261 
HSA-N b,4 26. .101 
PSA-N -.172 
SoC b^g ^ .676 
Age bj j  ^ 2.626 
Edu b^^ g 3.524 
I  ne bj^ g  .016 
CRR ' '15,10. -.322. 
Age-N ' ' l5,22. -.316 
Edu-N b^g 2^. -.432 
Inc-N b,5 24. "003 
CRR-N bjg'gg 1.531 
^15,26. 3*3 
All-N b,c - ,  1.202 15,27. 
Standard Regression 
t-value Coefficient (PJi) 
-0.84 -.037 
1.64 .076 
0.01 .0005 
0.20 .008 
-1.26 -.046 
0.06 .002 
0.99 .  .041 
2.72* .130 
1.53 .052 
-1.40 -.057 
1.43 .054 
4.87 1.94 
5.21 .200 
0.97 .036 
-0.59 -.022 
-0.22 -.009 
-0.24 -.013 
0.07 .004 
1.09 .044 
0.66 .026 
1.23 .053 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation® Coefficient 
KWA-N 
' '15,28. -1.040 
ScP-N 
' '15,29- -.020 
MNC-N 
' '15,30. .308 
PTh-N 
' '15,31- -1.46 
AFS-N 
' '15,32. .879 
WPT-N 
' '15,33- -2.705 
TKn-N 
' '15,34. .531 
UlS-N 
' '15,35- 1.554 
HSA-N 
' '15,36. -.249 
PSA-N 
' '15,37- -.372 
(11) X,6 PTh 
SoC bj^ J, -.020 
FSA kialz. 616 
PCB - '004 
Ts,l 001 
Rdl - '001 
HFPS - '184 
Age - '027 
Edu b,j  J. -. l l . l l  
Inc b,^ J. - '004 
CRR b|6,IO' 213 
Sal '*16,11' 
Standard Regression „ 
t-value Coefficient (Pji) R R 
.345 .119 
-0.56 -.026 
•0.02 -.001 
3.39 .135 
-2.09 -.085 
0.82 .031 
- 1 . 2 0  - . 0 5 1  
0.34 .015 
1.51 .076 
-0.35 -.013 & 
-0.28 - .012 
•0.27 -.011 
1.22 .077 
•0.16 -.005 
2.45* .100 
•0.92 -.056 
•0.54 -.022 
-0.32 -.013 
-1.33 -.055 
•1.64 -.062 
2.56* .100 
3.44* .124 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Atl 
KV/A 
ScP 
MMC 
Age-N 
Edu-N 
Inc-N 
CRR-N 
Sal -N 
A1 i-N 
KWA-N 
ScP-N 
MMC-N 
PTh-N 
AFS-N 
WPT-N 
TKn-N 
UlS-N 
HSA-N 
PSA-N 
(12) X,- AFS 
SoC 
Partial Beta 
EquatlonS 
' '16,12 
^16,13 
^16,14 
^16,15 
^16,22 
' '16,23 
^16,24 
^16,25 
' '16,26 
' '16,27 
' '16,28 
' '16,29 
' '16,30 
' '16,31 
' '16,32 
' '16,33 
' '16,34 
' '16,35 
' '16,36 
' '16,37 
' '17,1 
Partial Regression 
Coefficient 
.130 
-.439 
- .006 
.001 
-.307 
.230 
.004 
.091 
.178 
.150 
-.584 
.110 
-.029 
-.144 
.057 
-.127 
.282 
-.045 
-.012 
-.044 
-.008 
t-value 
Standard Regression 
Coefficient (^| i) 
2.57* .094 
-4.30* -. 162 
-0.11 -.004 
0.24 .009 
-1.46 -.061 
0.85 .047 
0.60 .029 
0.42 .018 
2.14* .087 
1.01 .045 
-2.06* -.098 
0.70 .035 
-1.97* -.085 
-1.36 -.057 
0.35 .014 
-0.37 - .016 
1 .20 .053 
-0.26 -.015 
-0.11 -.004 
-0.22 -.010 
-0.16 -.006 
Table 71.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Partial Beta 
Equation^ 
Partial Regression 
Coefficient 
FSA 
PCB 
T<)i 
Rdl 
Hf-PS 
A(|e 
Edu 
Inc 
CFIR 
Sell 
Al i  
KV/A 
ScP 
MNC 
Age-N 
Edu-N 
I  nc-N 
CRR-N 
Sîi l-N 
AH-N 
KV/A-N 
ScP-N 
1 7 , 2 "  
17,3-
17,4. 
17,5-
17,6. 
17,7-
17,8. 
17.9-
17.10-
17,11. 
17,12. 
17,13" 
17,14. 
'17,15-
' 17 ,22-
'17,23-
'17,24-
'17,25-
'17,26-
'17,27-
'17,28-
'17,29-
.006 
.060 
.0002 
-.002 
-.001 
-.127 
-.068 
-.003 
.077 
.020 
-.018 
-.144 
.038 
.006 
.310 
.037 
-.005 
.304 
.129 
.056 
.302 
-.213 
Standard Regression 
t-value Coefficient (Pji) 
1.59 .104 
3.47* .118 
1.00 .042 
-1.68 -.103 
-0.003 -.0001 
-2.24* -.095 
-0.91 -.039 
-2.01* 
-.079 
1.34 .053 
0.92 .034 
-0.53 -.020 
-2.05* -.079 
1.00 .038 
1.62 .059 
2.14* .092 
0.20 .011 
-1.29 -.064 
2.06* ..087 
2.26* .094 
0.55 .025 
1.55 .075 
-1.98* -.100 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equat lon^ Coefficient 
(13) X,g WPT 
MNC-N b,_ .003 
17,30• 
PTh-N b,_ , ,  .025 
I/»3i• 
AFS-N b,_ __ -.183 
I / $• 
WI'T-N b,_ __ .113 I/,33' 
TKn-N b ; y  2 4  .099 
UlS-N .037 
HSA-N b,_ .040 
17,36' 
PSA-N „  .178 
17,3/' 
SoC bjg ^ .033 
F!)A big'2. .001 
PCB bjsl j .  .101 
Tgl b , g  4 .  .0001 
Rdl bjg ^ -.0001 
HI--PS b,g|^. .077 
Age b|g y, -.032 
Edu bjg g .052 
I  ne b^g -.0004 
CRR b,g;,Q. .007 
Siî l  *^18,11- '021 
All b;g ,2, -.018 
KWA b,g -.022 
Standard Regression _ 
t-value Coefficient (^| l) R R 
0.29 .013 
0.35 .015 
-1.63 -.045 
0.48 .021 
0.61 .028 
0.31 .018 
0.52 .020 
1.30 .058 
1.71 .061 
1.12 .062 
16.04* .465 
0.89 .032 
-0.43 -.023 
0.90 .032 
-1.54 -.055 
1.93 .070 
-0.69 -.023 
0.36 .012 
2.59* .082 
-1.41 -.045 
-0.85 -.028 
.578 .334 ^ 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equat ion^ Coefficient 
ScP 
^18,14. .023 
MHC 
^18,15- .0004 
Age-N 
^18,22. .069 
Edu-N 
^18,23. .151 
1 nc-N 
^18,24. .001 
CRR-N 
^18,25" .017 
Sal-N 
^18,26. .030 
AI i-N 
^18,27. -.010 
KV/A-N 
^18,28. -.173 
ScP-N 
^18,29. -.002 
MNC-N 
' '18,30. -.0004 
Pïh-N b|8,3). -.008 
AF-S-N 
' '18,32. .034 
WF'T-N 
^^8,33" .020 
TKn-N 
' '18,34. .047 
UlS-N 
' '18,35- -.012 
HSA-N 
' '18,36- -.011 
PSA-N 
' '18,37- -.071 
(14) X, TKn 
^ SoC ' '19,1. .009 
FSA bjg 2. -.001 
PCB b,g 2, .010 
Standard Regression ,  
t-value Coefficient (^J i  ) R R 
1.61 .052 
0.30 .009 
1.31 .048 
2.22* .106 
0.92 .039 
0.31 .011 
1.46 .052 
-0.27 -.010 
-2.44* -.101 
-0.06 -.002 
-0.10 -.004 
-0.30 -.011 
1.05 .035 
0.24 .009 
0.80 .031 
-0.27 -.014 
-0.23 -.009 
•2.54* -.084 
0.39 .014 
•0.66 -.037 
1.22 .036 
S 
.558 .312 
Table 7.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number ) iables Equation^ Coefficient 
Tgi 
^^9,4 
-.0001 
Rdl 
' '19,5 .0002 
HFPS 
' '19,6 .061 
Age 
' '19,7 -  .088 
Edu 
' '19,8 .148 
Inc 
' '19,9 .001 
CRR 
' '19,10 .023 
Sal 
' '19,11 .0001 
A1 !  
' '19,12 -.030 
KWA 
' '19,13 .193 
ScP 
' '19,14 .031 
MMC 
' '19,15 .002 
Açie-N 
^19,22 .076 
Edu-N 
' '19,23 -.043 
1 nc-N 
' '19,24 -.002 
CRR-N 
' '19,25 -.059 
Sal-N 
' '19,26 -.010 
A1 l-N 
' '19,27 .009 
KWA-N b|9,28 -.127 
ScP-N 
' '19,29 .008 
MMC-N 
' '19,30 -.002 
PTh-N 
' '19,31 .029 
Standard Regression „ 
t-value Coefficient (^jî) R R 
-0.65 -.023 
0.47 .025 
0.56 .020 
-3.32* -.121 
4.26* .156 
1.65 .056 
0.86 .029 
0.01 .0004 
-1.87 - .060 
5.89* .  196 
1.73 .057 
1.48 .047 
1.12 .042 
-0.50 -.024 
-1.03 -.044 
-0.86 -.031 
-0.40 -.014 
0.19 .008 
-1.40 -.059 
0.15 .007 
-0.40 -.015 
0.86 .032 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation® Coefficient 
Al-S-N 
^19,32 .001 
WPT-N 
^19,33 - .036 
TKn-N k^9,34 .518 
UlS-N 
' '19,35 .038 
HSA-N 
' '19,36 .024 
PSA-N 
^^9,37 
.081 
-  " L  
''20,1 -.073 
FSA 
' '20,2 .005 
PCB 
' '20,3 .064 
Tgl .0003 
Rdl 
' '20,5 .0001 
HI-PS 
' '20,6 .914 
Age 
' '20,7 
1 0
 
Edu 
^20,8 .266 
Inc 
^20,9 -.200 
CRR 
' '20,10 -.063 
Sal 
' '20,11 -.022 
AI 1 
' '20,12 -.089 
WW 
' '20,13 .092 
ScP 
^20,14 .  141 
MNC 
' '20,15 .006 
(15) 
t-value 
Standard Regression 
Coefficient (P|i) 
0.03 .001 
-0.33 -.013 
6.86* .269 
0.68 .035 
0.67 .023 
1.26 .049 
-1.52 -.058 
0.15 .009 
4.02* .124 
1.49 .057 
0.15 .009 
4.26* .161 
-1.48 -.057 
3.90* .150 
-1 27 -.045 
-1.21 -.044 
-0.10 -.003 
-2.79* -.095 
1.44 .050 
4.00* .138 
1.90 .063 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equat lon^ Coefficient 
Age-N 
^20,22- .122 
Edu-N 
^20,23" -.070 
1 nc-N 
^20,24. .003 
CRR-N 
^20,25" .  184 
Sal-N 
^20,26. .027 
A1 l-N 
^20,27- -.036 
KV/A-N 
^20,28. -.255 
ScP-N 
^20,29- .113 
MMC-N 
^20,30. .015 
PTh-N 
^20,31- -.042 
Af'S-N 
^20,32. .042 
WPT-N 
^^0,33" .078 
TKn-N 
' '20,34. .241 
UlS-N 
' '20,35. -.053 
HSA-N 
' '20,36. -  .063 
PSA-N 
' '20,37- .104 
(16) X,, HSA 
^ '  SoC 
^21,1. .085 
FSA 
^21,2. .003 
PCB 
^21,3- .004 
Tgl 
^21,4. -.0000 
Rdl 
^21,5" -.001 
t-value 
Standard Regression 
Coefficient (^11) 
0.92 .036 
-0.41 -.021 
0.77 .034 
1.36 .052 
0.51 .019 
-0.39 - .016 
-1.43 - .063 
1.15 .053 
1.66 .066 
-0.63 -.024 
0.41 .015 
0.37 .015 
1.63 .067 
-0.48 - .026 
-0.89 -.032 
0.83 .034 
2.31* .085 
1.09 .062 
0.33 .010 
-0.30 -.011 
-1.46 -.079 
Table 71.  (Cont inued) 
Equation 
Number 
Dependent and 
Partial Beta Partial Regression 
ables Equation^ Coefficient 
HI-PS 
^21 6- .113 
A(je 
^21 7-
.014 
Edu 
^21 8- -.022 
Iric 
^21 9-
.001 
CRR 
^21 10- -.070 
Sal 
'^21 11- .020 
All 
^21 12' .019 
KV/A 
^21 13' .030 
ScP 
^21 14' .067 
MHC 
^21 15' .004 
A<je-N 
^21 22-
.048 
Edu-N 
^21 23" .044 
Inc-N 
^21 2 k '  -.001 
CRR-N 
^21 25" .050 
Sal-N 
^21 26' - .  066 
Ali-N 
^21 27" 
-.014 
KWA-N 
^21 28' -.054 
ScP-N 
^21 29' .044 
MNC-N 
^21 30' -.001 
Pïh-N 
^21 31' 
.016 
Al-S-N 
^21 32' .031 
WPT-N 
' '21, 33' 
-.166 
Standard Regression _ 
t-value Coefficient (^j i) R R 
0.69 .025 
0.34 .013 
-0.42 - .016 
0.50 .017 
-1.75 - .061 
1.32 .043 
0.79 .026 
0.61 .020 
2.48 .083 
1.58 .051 
0.48 .018 
0.34 .016 
-0.32 -.014 
0.49 .018 
-1.65 - .060 
-0.19 -.008 
-0.40 -.017 
0.58 .026 
-0.14 -.005 
0.31 .012 
0.39 .014 
-1.02 -.039 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued; 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Partial Beta 
Equation^ 
(17) 
TKn-N 
UlS-N 
HSA-N 
PSA-N 
Y, PSA 
SoC 
F SA 
PCB 
Tgi 
Rdl 
HFPS 
Age 
Edu 
Inc 
CRR 
Sal 
A1 i  
KWA 
ScP 
MMC 
PTh 
APS 
21,34' 
'21,35-
'21,36-
'21.37-
Y,1 
\ ,2 
^V,3 
^V ,4 
^.5 
'y.6 
'y,7 
\ , 8  
'y.9 
\ , 1 0  
'Y,12 
'Y,13 
'Y,14 
\15 
'y, 16 
17 
Partial Regression Standard Regression 
Coefficient t-value Coefficient 
.118 1.04 .041 
-.031 -0.36 -.019 
.712 13.20* .452 
-.069 -0.72 -.028 
.010 0.32 .030 
.002 0.84 .047 
.004 0.40 .013 
-.00003 -0.19 -.007 
.00003 0.06 .003 
.028 0.20 .007 
-.151 -4.54* -. 165 
-.014 -0.31 -.012 
-.0004 -0.42 -.014 
.004 0.14 .005 
.016 1.26 .040 
CM O
 
1 
-1.58 -.051 
.161 3.83* .130 
-.001 -0.04 -.001 
.004 2.12* .066 
.010 0.73 .022 
.108 5.37* .159 
580 .336 
Table 7.1.  (Cont inued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Partial Beta 
Equation^ 
Partial Regression 
Coefficient 
WPT 
TKn 
UlS 
HSA 
Age-N 
Edu-N 
Ir ic-N 
CRR-N 
Scil-N 
AI i-N 
KV/A-N 
ScP-N 
MHC-N 
PTh-N 
AFS-N 
WPT-N 
TKn-N 
UlS-N 
HîiA-N 
PSA-N 
Y,18 
' 'Y, 19 
^\,20 
\ ,2l 
^Y,23 
^Y.24 
^,25 
^\,26 
^,27 
^\,28 
'Y,29 
^,30 
'Y,31 
'Y,32 
'Y.33 
^^,34 
'Y.35 
'Y,36 
'Y,37 
Standard Regression 
t-value Coefficient (P|r) 
.060 
.132 
.137 
.110 
.122 
.057 
.001 
-.023 
-.031 
-.021 
-.094 
-.058 
-.002 
-.007 
.031 
-.138 
.084 
-.012 
-.119 
.394 
1.10  
3.12*  
6.18* 
3.92* 
1.44 
0.53 
0.44 
-0.27 
-0.94 
-0.36 
-0.83 
-0.94 
-0.40 
-0.17 
0.48 
-1 .02 
0.88 
-0.17 
-2.43* 
4.96* 
.038 
.  104 
,204 
.130 
.053 
.025 
.018 
.010 
-.034 
-.014 
-.034 
-.040 
-.015 
-. 006 
.016 
-.039 
.035 
-.009 
-.089 
.190 
174 
information about their substitutabi1ity gained from the tests of earl ier 
models, and the simple correlations involving the neighborhood norms (see 
Appendix A) were used to suggest the alternatives to be tested here. The 
result is a f inal model in which al l  partial regression coefficients are 
statist ically signif icant at the p<.05 level of probabil i ty. Special at­
tention was given to the neighborhood norm most directly associated with 
prediction of each of the individual orientation variables and public shel­
ter adoption in arriving at the f inal equations. 
The partial regression analysis for the f inal equations in Model IV 
are presented in Table 7.2. A major interest in Model tV is to determine 
what effect neighborhood norms have when introduced into the overall path 
model. Thus, the method of presentation chosen is to discuss the f indings 
for Model IV as they compare to those for Model I I I .  The relevent portion 
of the respective path diagrams are presented to facil i tate this comparison. 
The path coeff icients are included in these diagrams. 
Path effects in regression equations 1S 
These equations are identical to equations 1-5 in Model !  !  I .  The 
reader is referred to a discussion of the f indings found under that heading 
in the previous chapter. In brief, size of city has a strong causal effect 
on public fal lout shelter availabil i ty and the readiness index score. I t  
also has a weak effect on training inputs and occurrence of the HFPS pro­
gram, although these effects are negative. And i t  has no signif icant ef­
fect on the per capita budget of the local change agency. 
Table 7.2. Partial regression analysis of f inal equations in Model IV 
Dependent and 
Equation Indpendent Partial Beta Partial Regression Standard Regression 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient t-value Coefficient ( j i )  
( 1 )  
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Xg FSA 
Xj PCB 
X. Tgl 
Xg Rdl 
SoC 
SoC 
SoC 
SoC 
X, HFPS 
° SoC 
X,, Sal 
'  Age 
Edu 
I  nc 
Sal-N 
Ali-N 
AFS-N 
HSA-N 
All 
' 12  Age 
Edu 
Inc 
' 2 1  
'31 
'41 
'51 
'61 
'11,7-
' I I ,8-
'11,9-
'11,26-
'11,27' 
'11,32-
'11,36-
'12,7-
' 1 2 , 8 -
'12,9-
9.453 
.016 
•37.656 
35.652 
-.019 
.186 
,668 
.008 
.323 
.306 
.349 
- . 2 1 6  
.176 
-.430 
-.008 
13.40* 
0 . 2 0  
-5.34* 
14.65* 
-2.62* 
2.50* 
6.20* 
3.08* 
4.17* 
2.43* 
2.27* 
-2.02* 
3.81* 
-6.48* 
-4.69* 
.407 
.006 
.175 
.438 
.087 
.082 
.227 
. 1 1 0  
.141 
.081 
.074 
.065 
. 121  
.228 
.161 
.407 .166 
.006 .0004 
.175 .031 
.438 .192 
.087 .008 
.345 .119 
.416 .173 
designation. 
•ft 
Abbreviated form of expression. Refer to l ist of other independents in equation for complete 
atl
Signif icant at p<.05 level; t^l.96. 
Table 72. (Continued) 
Dependent  and 
Equation Independent  Part ia l  Beta Part ial  Reqress ion 
Number Variables  Equation^ Coeff ic ient  
(8)  X,2  KWA 
Ali-N b,2 27. .231 
(9)  ScP 
SoC b,_  ,  .041 13> I •  
Edu bjg  g  .299 
I ne  bjg  g  .004 
CKR - .098 
KWA-N ^13 28. .262 
Ars-N ^1332. .115 
WPT-N b, , '_ ,  -.288 
13,33* 
(10)  Xjg MNC 
SoC b^2j  ^ - .085 
Age ^14,7-  -084 
Edu b i t la .  .417 
Inc ^\k,S'  '007 
ScP-N bi t lzg .  '232 
UlS-N .179 
( 1 1 )  X , ^  P T h  
Age bjg ^ 2.758 
Edu bjg'g  3 .685 
MNC-N bislso. "390 
TijI bi6,4. .0006 
I  l i e  bj^ g  - .006 
Standard Regress ion _ 
t -value Coeff ic ient  (^j i )  R R 
-2 .23'^ - .069 
1.99* .063 
6.86* .241 
4 .57* .157 
2.86* .111 
2.31* .088 
6.17* .204 
6 .27* .209 
5.35* .171 
2.07* .069 
-2 .86* - .098 
.474 .224 
3 .02* .095 
1 .98* .060 
9.23* .312 
5.56* .185 
-4 .21* - .125 
3 .84* .120 
2 .45* .074 
•3 .23* - .100 C 
o\ 
.428 .183 
.320 .102 
.310 .096 
Table 72. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression Standard Regression 2 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient t-value Coefficient P j  |  ) R R^ 
CRR 
'^16,10* .194 2.83* .091 
Sal 
^^16,11- .091 3.09* .103 
KWA 
' '16,13- -.527 -5.64* - .194 
Sell -N 
'^16,26- .166 2.34* .081 
MMC-N 
* '16,30- - .036 -2.96* - .  106 
(12) X,_ AFS 
PCB 
.205 .042 
' '17,3- .062 3.73* .123 
Inc 
' '17,9-
-.004 -2.84* - .093 
CRR 
' '17,10- .157 3.31* .109 
Sal-N 
' '17,26- .115 2.58* .084 
(13) X,« WPT 
'  ° PCB 
.557 .310 
' '18,3- .  106 17.43* .488 
Edu 
^18,8- .069 3.01* .092 
Sat 
^18,11- .027 3.64* .105 
Edu-N 
^18,23- .120 2.85* .085 
HSA-N 
' '18,36- - .  064 -2 .70*  - .075 
(14) X TKn 
Age 
.539 .290 
' '19,7- - .097 -4.48* - .134 
Edu 
' '19,8- .146 4.56* .154 
AI 1 
' '19,12- -.040 -2 54* - .080 
KWA 
' '19,13- .191 6.17* .  194 
Sc;P 
' '19,14- .045 2.65* .082 
TKn-N 
' '19,34- .510 9.14* .266 
Table 7.2. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation 1ndependent Part ial  Beta Part ial  Regression Standard Regression 
Coeff ic ient (  J i)  2 Number Variables Equation^ Coeff ic ient t-value R 
(15) .464 .215 
*^20,3- .064 4.17* 
.  126 
HFPS b^0,6. .795 4.03* .  140 
Edu 
'^20,8- .304 5.17* .171 
A1 !  
^^0,12. - .100 -3.30* - .  106 
ScP 
' '20,1.4. .154 4.63* .151 
UlS-N 
' '20,35. .214 
2.90* .  104 
(16) X,,  HSA 
SoC 
.528 .279 
' '21,1. .061 2.14* .061 
CRR 
' '21,10. - .087 -2 .67* - .076 
ScP 
' '21,14. .084 3.60'V .103 
HSA-N 
' '21,36. 
0
 
00 
17.32* .495 
(17) Y PSA 
'  FSA 
.567 .322 
' 'Y,2. .002 2.33* .066 
Age 
' 'Y,7'  - .  156 -5.87* -.171 
KWA 
' 'Y,13- .165 4.37* .133 
MNC 
' 'Y.15'  .005 2.64* .078 
AFS 
' 'Y,17- .115 5.95* .169 
TKn 
' 'Y.19- .149 3.78* .119 
UlS 
' 'Y,20. .147 7.29* .219 
HSA 
' 'Y.21. .113 4.12* .134 
HSA-N by,36. - .110 -2.54* - .082 
PSA-N 
' 'Y,37- .371 6.13* .178 
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Path effects in regression equation £ 
Equation 6 hypothesized that general situation, personal status-roles 
and neighborhood norms effected the individual's salience of issues 
att i tude. The data supported a different pattern as shown in Figure 7.2. 
In Model I I I  salience was found to be predicted by three personal status-
roles (age, education, and income). I t  was not predicted by size of city, 
the general situation variable. Education had from two-to-three times 
greater effect on salience than did the other two variables. Together, 
they explained only 8 percent of the variance in salience scores. When 
neighborhood norms are also considered, seven variables are found to have 
signif icant effects on salience and to explain 12 percent of the total vari-
2 
ance. This is an increase of over 50 percent in the R coeff icient, but 
yet a very small portion of total explained variation. In Model fV the 
same three variables having signif icant effects in Model f l f  are again sig­
nif icant antecedents of salience and are joined by four neighborhood norms 
Model !  !  !  Mode 1 !  y 
R- = .077 = .119 
Edu 
AFS-N HSA-N 
Figure 7.2. Path effects to ^ Salience in Models I I I  and IV 
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(salience, al ienation, att i tude toward fal lout shelters, and home shelter 
adoption). Education is again the predominant variable but the salience 
att i tude of the individual's neighbors has the second greatest effect on 
his own salience att i tude. This is accepted as evidence that there is a 
neighborhood norming effect on salience. The influence of the other or­
ientation norms is only weak and largely without rationale. There is l i t­
t le reason to expect neighbors' al ienation att i tude to be posit ively relat­
ed to the individual's salience att i tude nor for the neighbor's home shel­
ter adoption to be negatively related to his salience att i tude. Neighbors' 
att i tude to fal lout shelter is also a very weak antecedent and suggests no 
strong norming on a specif ic orientation that leads to the formation of a 
general orientation by the individual. 
Path effect in regression equation !_ 
Equation 7 hypothesized that general situation, personal status-roles, 
and neighborhood norms effected the individual's al ienation att i tude. The 
data indicate there is a different pattern as shown in Figure 7.3. In 
Model I  11 Model IV 2 R 173 
Age 
Edu 
Inc 
Figure 7.3. Path effects to Alienation in Models I I I  and IV 
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Model I I I  alienation was found to be predicted by three personal status-
roles (age, education, and income). Education was the dominant predictor 
although income and age also had moderate effects. Together they explained 
16.5 percent of the total variation in alienation. In Model tV neighbor­
hood norms were also considered as causes of al ienation. However, in this 
case only one norm, the neighbors' average on al ienation, effects the indi­
vidual's att i tude. And the Model IV value is .173, only eight-thou­
sandths greater than when the norm is not considered. Alienation att i tude 
of the individual's neighbors is only a weak cause of his own al ienation 
att i tude. Again, education is the dominant variable and the other status-
roles are moderate predictors. 
Path effects in regress ion equation ^ 
Equation 8 hypothesized that general situation, personal status-roles, 
and neighborhood norms effected the individual's knowledge of world affairs. 
The data support a different pattern as shown in Figure 7.4. In Model I I I  
Figure 7.4. Path effects to X,_ Knowledge of World Affairs in Models I I I  
and IV ' j  
Model 11 I  9 Model IV •5 
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knowledge of world affairs was predicted by the size of city in which the 
individual l ived and his education, income, and child rearing responsibil­
i ty. Education was a highly dominant variable in this pattern, having two-
to-four times the influence of the other variables. Together they explained 
20 percent of the total variation in knowledge of world affairs scores. In 
Model IV three neighborhood norms are found to also be signif icant causes 
of the individual's knowledge of world affairs. The strongest of these is 
the neighbors' average knowledge of world affairs, which ranks third of al l  
seven variables having signif icant effects. Education st i l l  dominated the 
pattern of prediction. Together these seven variables explained 22.4 per­
cent of total variation In Individual KWA scores. This Is only a sl ight 
increase over Model I I I  results. The effects of size of city and att i tude 
toward fal lout shelters of neighbors is quite weak and probably spurious. 
The negative effect of neighbors' wil l ingness to partlcTpate In CD training 
Is largely unexplained. I t  may Indicate a dichotomous orientation persons 
have to be either cosmopolite (thus attending to world affairs Issues) or 
localité (thus attending to local community Issues such as civi l  defense 
may be to them). This is only a very tentative Interpretation, though. 
Path effects In regression equation 2 
Equation 9 hypothesized that general situation, personal status-roles, 
and neighborhood norms effected the Individual's social participation. The 
data support a different pattern as shown in Figure 7'5. !n Model Ml so­
cial participation was predicted by size of city, and three presonal status-
roles (age, education, and Income). Except for education these effects 
were generally only weak. Size of city appears to have a negative effect 
on social participation. Rather than promoting social Interaction larger 
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Model I I I 
= .155 
Model IV 
= .183 
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Age 
ScP 
Edu 
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Figure 7-5. Path effects to Social Participation in Models i l l  and IV 
communities may inhibit i t .  Together these antecedents explained l6 per­
cent of the total variation in social participation. In Model IV the same 
pattern is found except that neighbors' social participation has a direct 
effect on the individual's social particiaption as hypothesized and neigh­
bors' use of CD information also has a weak posit ive norming effect. Ed­
ucation yet is the dominant variable but income and ScP-N also have moderate 
effects. These six variables explain l8 percent of the variation in 
individual social participation, only 2 percent more than Model 11 I  results. 
The effects of size of city and age are quite weak, in Model IV as i ts unique 
influence is much less when neighborhood norming is considered. 
Path effects : rs regression equation 10 
Equation 10 hypothesized that general situation, personal status-roles, 
and neighborhood norms effect the individual's mass media news consumption. 
The data do not support this pattern as shown in Figure 7.6. In Model HI 
mass media news consumption was predicted only by age and educatton. Both 
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Model I I I 
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Model IV 
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Figure 7.6. Path effects to Mass Media News Consumption in Models Ml 
had strong effects; education was sl ightly stronger. Together these two 
variables explained only 7 percent of the total variation in mass media 
news consumption scores. In Model IV the neighbors' average mass media 
news consumption along with his age and education were found to influence 
the individual's news consumption. The change agency variables did not 
have signif icant effects in this model. The signif icant effects were al l  
moderate to strong and together explained 10 percent of the total variation 
in MNC scores, a relatively large percentage (43 percent) increase over 
Model I I I  results but yet a very small explanation. The individual's con­
sumption of news from mass media sources remains largely unexplained by 
either Model 111 or Model IV. 
Path effects in regress ion equation 11 
Equation 11 hypothesized that general situation, change agency-manip­
ulated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation, and neighbor­
hood norms effected the individual's perception of threat. The data support 
a very different pattern as shown in Figure 7.7. In Model I I I  perception 
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Figure 7-7. Path effects to Perception of Threat in Models I I I  and IV 
three personal status-roles (education, income, and child rearing respon­
sibi l i ty), and the individual's knowledge of world affairs. The f irst four 
variables had nearly equivalent effects while knowledge of world affairs 
had twice the influence of the others. But together they explained only 
9 percent of the total variation in the individual's perception of threat. 
In Model IV these same f ive variables were again signif icant predictors but 
two neighborhood norms were also (salience and mass media news consumption). 
These two had only weak to moderate relative effect overall, though. The 
strongest variable overall again was the individual's knowledge of world af­
fairs. Most of the other effects are only weak. Together they predict 10 
percent of the total variation in PTh scores, 1 percent more than Model I I I  
results, yet a small explanation result. There is no^evidence of a "per­
ception of threat norm" by neighborhood. 
of threat was predicted by one change agency variable (training inputs). 
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Path effects i  n regress ion equation 12 
Equation 12 hypothesized that general situation, change agency-manip-
ulated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation, and neighbor­
hood norms effected the Individual's att i tude toward fal lout shelters. The 
data support a rather different pattern as shown In Figure 7.8. In Model 
i l l  att i tude toward fal lout shelters was predîcted fay one change agency 
variable (per capita budget) and two personal status-roles (income and 
child rearing responsbl11ty). Per capita budget had the greatest effect of 
the three but together they explained only 3.5 percent of total variation 
in the individual's att i tude toward fal lout shelters scores. In Model IV 
these same three were again signif icant predictors as was the neighborhood 
norm on salience of Issues. Again per capita budget was the dominant vari­
able although the others had rather weak or sl ightly moderate effects. To­
gether these four variables explained only 4 percent of the total variation 
in AFS scores, less than 1 percent more than Model I I I  results. Per capita 
Model I  11 Model IV 
R = .055 = .0M2 
PCB 
PCB. 
inc 
CRR 
Sal-N 
Figure 7.8. Path effects to X._ Att i tude Toward Fallout Shelters in Models 
I  I  I  I \# ^ ' I I I  and IV 
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budget is yet the strongest predictor variable and the salience norm is the 
weakest. Clearly, an individual's att i tude toward fal lout shelter is not 
exp la ined by  the  var iab les  in  th is  s tudy  and there  i s  very  U t t le  e v i d e n c e  
of  the effect of neighborhood norming on this att i tude. 
Path effects in regression ecfOat-ron 13 
Equation 13 hypothesized that general situation, change agency-manipu-
lated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation, and neighbor­
hood norms effected the individual's wil l ingness to participate In CD train­
ing activit ies. The pattern supported by the data is somewhat different as 
shown in Figure 7-9. In Model I I I  wil l ingness to particiapte Tn training 
was effected by the per capita budget of the change agency, the Individual's 
education and his salience att i tude. Per capita budget had an extremely 
strong effect, salience a moderate effect, and education a very weak effect. 
These three variables explained 30 percent of the total variation In wil l­
ingness for training scores. In Model IV the same three variables and two 
Model 111 _ Model IV ,  
R = .298 = .310 
PCB 
io5 WPT 
Sal 
Edu-N 
HSA-N 
Edu ^ WPT 
Sal 
Figure 7.9 .  Path effects to X.^ Wil l ingness to Participate in CD Training 
in Models 111 and TV 
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neighborhood norms (education and home shelter adoption) also are signif i­
cant antecedents of training wil l ingness. The addit ional predictors have 
only weak effects and the f ive variables together explain 31 percent of the 
total variation in WPT scores, only 2 percentage points greater than Model 
I I I  results. There is no evidence of a neighborhood norming effect on the 
individual's wil l ingness to participate in CD training att i tude. The ed­
ucation and home shelter adoption norms are very weak and negative in the 
latter case. I t  may be noted that education has an effect both as an in­
dividual variable and as a neighborhood norm. This would suggest education 
may be more important than either of the two path coeff icients singly in­
dicates. 
Path effects in regress ion equation 14 
Equation l4 hypothesized that general situation, change agency-manipu-
lated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation, and neighbor­
hood norms effected the individual's technical knowledge of civi l  defense. 
The pattern supported by the data is very different as shown in Figure 7.10. 
In Model I I I  technical knowledge was predicted by one change agency variable 
(occurrence of HFPS), two personal status-roles (age and education), and 
two general orientations (knowledge of world affairs and social participa­
t ion). Social participation and education were the dominant variables in 
this network, having about twice the influence of the other variables. To­
gether these six variables explained 24 percent of the total variation in 
technical knowledge. In Model IV the same variables (except HFPS) and 
neighbors' average technical knowledge. There is strong evidence of a 
neighborhood norming effect on technical knowledge as that neighborhood 
score has the strongest effect in this network overall. Knowledge of world 
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Figure 7.10. Path effects to Technical Knowledge in Models I I I  and IV 
affairs is also strong while eduction and age are moderate and the other 
signif icant effects are only weak. Together these six variables explaTn 
29 percent of the total variation in technical knowledge scores, 5 percent 
greater than Model I I I  results. 
Path effects in regression equation 15 
Equation 15 hypothesized that general situation, change agency-manipu­
lated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation, and neighbor­
hood norms effect the individual's use of CD information sources. The 
data support a somewhat different pattern as shown in Figure 7.11. In 
Model I I I  use of information sources was predicted by size of city, two 
change agency variables (per capita budget and HFPS), education, and three 
general orientations (alienation, social participation, and mass media news 
consumption). HFPS and education had the strongest effects in the network 
and social particiaption and per capita budget had moderate effects. 
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Figure 7.11. Path effects to Use of CD I  formation Sources in Models 
Together these seven variables explained 21.7 percent of the total variation 
antecedents and neighbors' average use of CD information sources as signif i­
cant causes. (This alternative is shown in Figure 7.11.) Education, so­
da! participation, and HFPS are again the dominant variables. The three 
remaining antecedents have nearly equivalent amd moderate effects. There 
is evidence for some norming on the use of CD information sources behavior, 
although i t  is not strong. 
Path effects in regress ion equation 16 
Equation 16 hypothesized that general situation, change agency-manipu­
lated situation, personal status-roles, general orientation, and neighbor­
hood norms effected the individual's home shelter adoption. The data sup­
port a very different pattern as shown in Figure 7.12. tn Model I I I  home 
Ml and IV 
in UlS scores. In Model IV the same set of variables yields the highest R 
2 
value. A nearly equivalent alternative (R = .215) has f ive of these same 
2 
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Figure 7.12. Path effects to Home Shelter Adoption in Models I I I  and IV 
shelter adoption was predicted by size of city, four change agency varia­
bles, child rearing responsibil i ty, and social participation. The strongest 
effects were by public fal lout shelter availabil i ty and a negative effect 
by the readiness index. Evidence in this model was that the change agency's 
activit ies did influence the individual's home shelter adoption decision. 
But together these six variables explained only 10 percent of the total vari­
ation in HSA scores. In Model IV the f indings are very different. There 
is very strong evidence of neighborhood norming on home shelter adoption. 
And there is no evidence that the change agency influences this decision. 
The only other variables having a signif icant effect In Model IV are social 
participation, child rearing responsibil i ty and size of city. Together 
these four variables explain 28 percent of the total variation In individual 
home shelter adoption scores. This Is a huge 184 percent Increase over the 
Model I I I  results. I t  also seems highly signif icant that although other 
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orientations were considered (as neighborhood scores), which was not the 
case in Model I I I ,  these were not found to have signif icant effects. An in­
dividual's decision about adoption of home fal lout shelter appears to be 
very much determined by his neighbors' decision on the same issue, sl ightly 
determined by his social participation, and nothing else. 
Path effects in regression equation 17 
Regression equation 17 hypothesized that al l  categories of variables 
including neighborhood norms would directly and sTmultaneously effect pub­
l ic shelter adoption. The data supported a much different pattern as shown 
in Figure 7.13. In Model i l l  public shelter adoption was predicted by fal l­
out shelter availabil i ty, age, three general orientations, and four inno­
vation-related orientations. The strongest effects were by use of informa­
t ion sources, att i tude toward fal lout shelters, and the individual's age. 
These nine variables together explained 29 percent of the total variation 
Model I I I  
R^ = .294 
Model IV 2 R 322 
FSA FSA 
\ 
Figure 7.13. Path effects to Public Shelter Adoption in Models I I I  and IV 
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in public shelter adoption. In Model IV nearly the same variables were 
signif icant predictors as were two neighbors' averages; those for home shel­
ter adoption and public shelter adoption. The stronger effects in this net 
work were, in descending order; use of CD information sources, neighbors' 
public shelter adoption, age, and att i tude toward fal lout shelters. Hence, 
there is fair ly strong evidence of neighborhood norming on public shelter 
adoption. That decision appears largely to be the result of the individ­
ual 's use of CD information sources, his neighbors' adoption action, his 
age (negative effect), and his att i tude toward fal lout shelters. Together 
the ten signif icant antecedent variables in this network explain 32 percent 
of the total variation in public shelter adoption of individuals. This is 
an increase of about 10 percent over the results in Model i l l .  Equation 
17 in Model IV is thought to be the most complete and valid conception of 
the innovation adoption situation considered to this point in the disserta­
t ion. Variables are included which represent most of the conceptual cate­
gories suggested by the theory of action and strong rationales exist for 
most of the relationships found here. 
Conclusions to Model IV 
The fol lowing conclusions can be drawn from the empirical results of 
testing Model IV as shown in Fugure 714. General situation was found to 
have only one major causal effect; that was a strong direct effect to the 
change agency-manipulated situation. At the sub-general level i t  had no 
other consistent effects. The introduction of neighborhood norms did not 
change the effects of the other sub-general categories to each other. The 
change agency again had only a weak effect to the innovation-related 
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Figure 7.14. Empirical causai network at the sub-general level in Model IV 
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orientations of the individual. Personal status-roles st i l l  had a strong 
effect on the individual's general orientations and a weaker effect on his 
innovation-related orientations. 
Attempting to draw conclusions for the effects of al l  neighborhood 
norms jointly is misleading. Instead the f indings suggest that norming 
effects are a function of the sub-general type of norm being examined. 
Thus, the effects of neighborhood personal status-roles, general orienta­
t ions, and innovation-related orienations are each distinct. 
There was not found to be any neighborhood norming associated with 
personal status-roles. This is extremely different from the effects of 
individual personal status-roles. While the latter are very influential 
on the Individual's orientations, there either Is no neighborhood norming 
on the same basis, or the norming has no effect as measured here. 
Neighborhood general orientations do have norming influence. They 
have a strong effect on the individual's general orientations and a weak 
effect on his innovation-related orientations. They do not have any direct 
effect on the individual's innovation adoption behavior. 
Neighborhood innovation-related orientations have very signif icant 
influence in the network. They have a strong effect on adoption behavior 
directly. They also are moderate causes of the individual's innovation-
related orienations. And they also have a weak effect on his general orien­
tation irs soîîîe instances. However, because these are very weak effects and 
there is no strong rationale supporting their occurrence, they are judged 
to be spurious. 
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As in Model I I I  before, general orientations moderately effcct adop­
t ion directly and innovât ion-related orienations. And innovation-related 
orientations strongly effect adoption action directly. 
Overall, then innovation adoption is strongly and directly effected by 
the individual's innovation-related orientations and those of his neighbors. 
I t  is also directly but moderately effected by general orientations of the 
individual. Those general orientations are strongly effected by his own 
personal status-roles and his neighbors' general orientations. And they 
are weakly effected by his neighbors' innovation-related orientations. 
The individual's innovation-related orientations are strongly effected by 
his neighbors' innovation-related orientations. They are also caused, al­
though to a less extent, by his neighbors' general orientations, his own 
personal status-roles and general orientations, and the change agency. The 
change agency is effected strongly by the general situation. 
These sub-general conclusions are thought to be an even more repre­
sentative model of the innovation adoption situation of action than was 
Model I I I .  There is a strong support of the causal notions suggesting 
norming influence in this situation based on one's neighbors. The indi­
vidual does seem to orient and act in a manner consonant with the mode of 
his neighbors in general. In no particular case involving any variable did 
individuals act or orient contrary to their neighbors' average posit ion. 
This enhances the conclusion that when considered in a causal framework 
neighborhoods exert a conforming influence over their members. 
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CHAPTER 8. MODEL V: COMPLETE PATH ANALYSIS 
Introduct ion 
In previous models the effects on innovation adoption of various in­
dependent variables have been considered singly and directly (Model l ) ,  
simultaneously and directly (Model I I), directly and indirectly at a gen­
eral level (Model I I I), and directly and indirectly including neTghborhood 
norming effects at a general level (Model IV). While the path analyses in 
Models Ml and IV examine the effects independent variables have on each 
other, the inquiry is restricted to only the more obvious considerations of 
the technique and conclusions are drawn at a sub-general level. The sub­
t leties of the network relationships were ignored because of the very large 
number of variables (and relationships) included. In this chapter a fewer 
number of variables and their relationships wil l  be selected for a more 
complete examination of innovation adoption. Obviously, a result of the 
selection is to ignore some variables and relationships that may be mean­
ingful. An attempt has been made to l imit that danger by relying on the 
f indings in the previous models. Regardless of the success of this effort, 
i t  should be useful to make a more intensive examination of variables the 
data have already shown to be signif icant. 
The Complete Path Analysis Model 
Standard procedures for complete path analysis consist of ( l) set the 
assumptions, (2) select and order the variables, (3) test the init ial 
(theoretical) path diagram, (4) f inalize the model, and (5) determine resid­
uals and indirect effects (Land, 1969; Byerly et al., 1970). 
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Assumptions 
The relationships among the variables are assumed to be l inear, addi­
t ive and causal. The variables are assumed to be measurable on an interval 
scale. The l inearity assumption has been examined where suspect and con­
firmed in Model I  above. Causality is as assumption dependent on the the­
oretical framework. I t  was argued there that the variables do have a cau­
sal dependence that can be identif ied. Addit ivity has not been tested and 
remains an assumption here. The methodology section (Chapter 3) indicated 
al l  variables (except X^, occurrence of HFPS) were measured on an interval 
scale. was considered to be a point dichotomous variable which assumed 
the HFPS program either had or had not occurred in a locality; no continuum 
of variabil i ty was al lowed. To the extent this variable is in fact dichot­
omous and not an art i f icial ly imposed dichotomy i t  is allowable in path mo­
dels (Land, 1969:33).  
Most sociological variables are thought to be measurable somewhere be­
tween ordinal and interval scale levels. While earl ier writers have been 
strongly opposed to any modif ication of the interval measurement assumption 
(Stevens, 1946; Senders, 1953; Siegel, 1956), more recent measurement writ­
ers are wil l ing to use statist ical techniques that assume a higher level of 
measurement than may actually be the case (Burke, 1953; Lord, 1953; Savage, 
1957; Anderson, 1961; McNemar, 1962; Hays, 1963; Baker et  a l . ,  1966; 
Labovitz, 1367; Heise, 1965). These latter authors have argued and demon­
strated how "weak measurements and strong statist ics" are not only compat­
ible but, in fact, yield more useful information than the fundamentalist 
approach. E.g., Labovitz (I967) considers that very small error results 
from assigning numbers to ordinal data and treating i t  as an interval scale 
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no matter what the "true" scoring system may be. Heise (1969)-suggests one 
needs only "reasonable approximations" of interval or ratio scales. And 
Land (1969) concludes from this body of l i terature that unti l  research dem­
onstrates contrary evidence, i t  is unlikely that gross errors wil l  result 
in path models when monotone measures are used so long as they act as point 
variables; i .e., each variable acts consistently as a unit throughout the 
model being examined. 
The variables are divided into those that are exogenous and those that 
are endogenous. Exogenous variables are determined (caused) by variables 
outside the model while endogneous variables are assumed to be determined 
both by some other endogenous variable and exogenous variables being con­
sidered. When endogenous variables are found not to be completely deter-
mined by other variables in the model (as is frequently the case) then an 
unmeasured exogenous variable (residual) is introduced. That residual vari­
able is assumed to be uncorrelated with the other variables thought to de­
termine the endogenous variable in question and to have a mean value of 
zero and unit variance. 
Selecting and ordering the variables 
In a theory construction approach to sociological investigation there 
are two primary sources of guidance; theory and empirical data. Thus, when 
one constructs a model to be tested (using path analysis or any other tech­
nique) not only is the general conceptual framework consulted but the f ind­
ings of previous compatible research are used in addit ion. This has been 
the approach throughout this study. I t  is heavily rel ied upon here to con­
struct Model V. 
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The general conceptual framework has suggested thirty-seven measures 
already included in various tests. No other concepts wil l  be explicated 
here. Instead some wil l  be selected for this model based on their demon­
strated signif icance in the earl ier models. However, the relationships 
between these concepts here wil l  include some not previously considered. 
There relationships are thought to reflect valid elaboration of the concep­
tual framework. While notions of causal ordering between variables repre­
senting sub-general conceptual categories wil l  be retained, relationships 
between variables within those categories wil l  be specif ied. 
The theoretical path diagram for Model V is shown in Figure 8.1 as a 
mult istage, mult ivariate model. Eighteen variables and fouty-three rela­
tionships are included in this hypothesized network. Eight variables are 
treated as exogenous variables; they are not caused by ony of the other 
variables within the model. Two of these, X^ size of city and age\ are 
designated as the init ial variables in the network; the other six are neigh­
borhood scores introduced at various intermediate stages. 
One basis for variable selection is also high correlations with the 
ult imate dependent variable and moderate intercorrelations. This is unlike 
the criteria used for predictive regression in which variables chosen have 
high correlations with the dependent and low intercorrelations. In the 
latter case low intercorrelations yield greater prediction since each "adds 
something" to the total explanation of variance. But in a path model low 
intercorrelations would necessari ly negate any intermediate networks; there 
Note: The variables have been renumbered to coincide with their cau­
sal ordering in this model. 
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would be no shared variation. Extremely high iptercorrelatîons would also 
be detrimental. Rather than indicating different relationships, highly 
intercorrelated variables would act as a single variable or at least as 
measurements of similar characteristics. 
Ordering the variables selected can be a diff icult task due to the 
lack of theoretical or empirical precedent. Further i t  is required that 
there be only one-way causation; no feedback or mult iple causation l inks 
between the same variables can be considered. (Blalock, 1969, has outl ined 
procedures to handle these situations, however they are beyond the present 
objectives.) The ordering scheme used here is based on three considera­
t ions; (1) the causal sequence previously suggested between sub-general 
conceptual categories, (2) the results from tests of Models I ,  I I ,  i l l  and 
IV, and (3) a combination of past research and a "common sense" understand­
ing of the relationships. These are hardly suff icient to determine abso­
lutely the hypothesized network, however, i t  is the most valid means avail­
able. 
X. size of city and age are selected as completely exogenous and 
init ial antecedent variables in the model. This is consistent with their 
ordering in Models I I I  and IV. They are not expected to have any correla­
t ion with each other. Size of city, as an aspect of general situation, is 
thought to determine fal lout shelter availabil i ty in a community. Sub-
General Hypothesis 5 posited this relationship and i t  has been supported in 
other models. Size of city is also thought to effect X^q  knowledge of 
world affairs (suggested by Sub-General Hypothesis 9 and previously support­
ed) and X^g home shelter adoption (suggested by Sub-General Hypothesis 10 
and previously supported). 
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Fallout shelter availabil i ty (X2) is thought to effect public shelter 
adoption (X^g) directly (as suggested in Sub-General Hypothesis 3 and pre­
viously supported) and to also effect the per capita budget (X^) of the 
local civi l  defense change agency. Past experience with this problematic 
indicates allocation of funds is often coincident with supply of public 
shelters in an area. Larger cit ies appear to be more heavily funded since 
they have a greater population to serve. At the same t ime they usually 
have more public shelters. The causal effect may be empirically weak or 
negative (decreasing unit cost of providing shelter as number to be shel­
tered increases) since agency budget is scored on a per capita basis, how­
ever shelter availabil i ty may yet causally effect the per capita budget of 
an agency. 
Per capita budget (X^) may in turn effect the use of CD information 
sources (X^g) (as suggested in Sub-General Hypothesis 11) by making the 
innovation and i ts related promotional activies more visible and convincing. 
And, i t  may then effect the technical knowledge (X^^) individuals have 
about civi l  defense (also suggested in Sub-General Hypothesis 11 and pre­
viously supported). 
Age (X^j) is thought to have several effects in the network. I t  is 
hypothesized to effect public shelter adoption (X^g) directly (Sub-General 
Hypothesis 1 and previously supported), to effect education (Xg), income 
(X^), mass media news consumption (Xg), technical knowledge (X^^) and home 
shelter adoption (X^^). The effect to mass media news consumption is sug­
gested by Sub-General Hypothesis 12 and has been supported previously. 
Technical knowledge and home shelter adoption have been hypothesized to be 
a result of the individual's age in Sub-General Hypothesis 13. The former 
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has been supported previously while the latter has been marginal before. 
I t  is expected that highly shared covariation in those instances may have 
been responsible for i ts elimination from the f inal forms of the earl ier 
models. 
Education (X^) is also expected to have several effects in this path 
model. I t  is f irst hypothesized to effect one's tncome CXg). Past social 
science research supports this commonly held view. Education is also ex­
pected to effect an individual's mass media news consumption (Xg) and his 
knowledge of world affairs (X^q) as suggested in Sub-General Hypothesis 12 
and previously supported. Education, too. Is expected to have a causal ef­
fect on the individual's use of CD Information sources (X^2^ and technical 
knowledge (X^^). These relationships are suggested in Sub-General Hypoth­
esis 13 and have also been previously supported. 
Income (X^) Is thought to have four causal effects, i t  is expected to 
Influence the Individual's mass media news consumption (Xg) and knowledge 
of world affairs (X^q) as Sub-General Hypothesis 12 suggests, f t  is also 
expected to effect the Individual's use of CD information sources (X,^) and 
I ^  
technical knowledge (X^^) as Sub-General Hypothesis 13 suggests. 
One basis for ordering variables Xy throught Xj^ is Sub-General Hy­
pothesis 8. Therein, general orientations are thought to lead to specif ic 
innovâtion-related orientations. Thus, mass media news consumption (Xg) 
and knowledge of world affairs (X^^) are each expected to lead to use of CD 
information sources (X^g^ and to technical knowlèdge (X^g). I t  is also ex­
pected that one's news consumption from the mass media (Xg) should lead to 
greater knowledge of world affairs (X^g). Use of CD Information (X^g) 
should lead to greater technical knowledge about civi l  defense (X^^). Each 
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of these orientations is expected to directly effect public shelter adop­
t ion (Xjg) as Sub-General Hypotheses 6 and 7 suggest. And use of CD infor­
mation sources (X^g) and technical knowledge (X^^) should lead to greater 
home shelter adoption (X^^). Respective neighborhood scorss (X^, Xg, X^^, 
^13' *15) are expected to directly effect each of the individual orientation 
scores, consonant with Sub-General Hypotheses l4 and 15 and Model IV f inding 
ings. Neighborhood scores of home shelter adoption (X^g) and public shelter 
adoption (X^y) are further expected to related directly to public shelter 
adoption (suggested by Sub-General Hypothesis 4 and Model IV f indings). 
Formal statement of hypotheses for Model V wil l  not be made. Their 
form would be consistent with those used in earl ier models. Their content 
would reflect the theoretical path diagram and rationale just discussed. 
Forty-two discrete statist ical hypotheses are being tested. 
Testing the init ial (theoretical) path diagram 
The procedure for testing the theoretical model have been outl ined 
above for Models I I I  and IV. First a set of recursive equations are spec­
i f ied to represent the init ial diagram. There is an equation for each endo-
geneous variable such that al l  independents (endogenous and exogenous) vari­
ables thought to directly effect i t  are included. There are ten such equa­
t ions for Model V: 
X2 = ^21*1 ®2 ( 1 ) 
A3 = 032*2 (2) 
Xg = bg^X^ + Cg (3) 
^6 "  bggXg + eg (4) 
*8 ^84*4 ^85*5 * ^86*6 ®8 
^10 "  ^ ^0,1*1 * gXg + bjQ gXg + b,o gXg + e^Q (6) 
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^12 "  ^ ,2,3X3 + *^12,5^5 * ^^2,6*6 ^ b^2,8*8 b^2,10*10 * (?) 
' '12,11*11 ®12 
*14 = b,4 tXj + ^14 4X4 + bit gXg + b,4 ^Xg + bi4,8*8 * 
^14,10*10 ^^14,12*12 ^*14,13*13 •*• ®14 
*16 "  ^ ^16,1*1 ^^16,4*4 ' '16,12*12 *  ^ 16,14*14 + 
^16,15*15 ^ ®16 
*18 "  b,8 2*2 ^*18,4*4 ' '18,5*5 ' '18,8*8 ^18,10*10 "*• (1°)  
^18,12*12 ' '18,14*14 ' '18,15*15 ' '18,16*16 ^ 
' '18,17*17 ®18 
Using the l inear regression solution the partial regression coeff ic­
ients were determined for each equation. These and other test results are 
reported in Table 8.1. Coefficients were evaluated with the t-test at the 
p<.05 level. Standardized coefficients indicate the relative strengths of 
2 the network paths in the theoretical diagram. R and R values provide mea­
sures of overall association and explanation of variation in the dependent 
variable for each equation. Nine of the forty-two hypothesized network ef­
fects were not supported by the data. 
Finalizing the model 
The six equations in which al l  of the hypothesized variables did not 
make signif icant contributions were re-calculated using a series of alter­
native variable combinations. Typically, variables with the lowest t-values 
were el iminated f irst. The procedure was continued unti l  al l  t-values in 
the equations were signif icant. The results of the partial regression 
analysis for the f inal equations is reported in Table 8.2. The f inal set of 
recursive equations were the fol lowing: 
Table 8.1. Partial regression analysis of init ial equations in Model V 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Partial Beta 
Equation* 
Partial Regression Standard Regression 
Coefficient t-value Coefficient (^j i) 
(1 )  
( 2 )  
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6 )  
(7) 
XG FSA 
Mo 
M2 
SoC 
PCB 
FSA 
Edu 
Age 
1 nc 
Edu 
MNC 
Age 
^21 
^32 
S4 
^65 
kg,4. 
9.453 
-  .006 
- .222 
17.868 
2.786 
13.40* 
-1 .69 
-9.09* 
14.99* 
6.22* 
.407 
- .056 
- .290 
.446 
.206 
Edu 
^8,5- 3.446 5.36* .196 
1 nc 
^8,6 '  .014 0.91 .032 
MNC-N 
^"8,7" .386 5.28* .169 
KWA 
SoC 
^10,1- .026 1.30 .039 
Edu 
1 nc 
^^0,5' 
'*10,6-
.254 
.004 
7 .88* 
4 .92* 
.265 
.163 
MNC 
' '10,8- .009 5.62* .168 
KV/A-N 
UiS 
PCB 
^10,9-
^12,3-
.232 
.073 
3.39* 
4 .65* 
.106 
.143 
Edu 
^ 12,5" .354 5.57* .200 
.407 .166 
.056 .003 
.024 -.290 
.446 .199 
.321 .103 
,475 .226 
.422 .178 
^Abbreviated form of expression. Refer to l ist of other independents in equation for complete 
desIgnation. 
*Slgnlf leant at p<.05 level; t:;) .96.  
Table 8.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient 
(8) X,^ TKn 
Inc b^2 6» -.0003 
MNC b,2'g. .008 
KWA bizl iQ. 159 
UlS-N ' '12,'n- .426 
(9) HSA 
PCS b^ .010 
Age - '099 
Edu b|4 g. . '36 
Inc bj^ .001 
MNC bj^^Q. .003 
KWA b '  .186 
TKn-N b,4 ,2. .491 
(10) Xjg PSA 
SoC b,^ J. .059 
Age 4. -075 
UlS .076 
TKn .045 
HSA-N *'16,15' .784 
FSA b,g 2- .002 
Age bjg -.178 
Edu bjg g. -.025 
Standard Regression ^ 
t-value Coefficient (P; ;) R R 
-0.20 - .007 
2.43* .076 
2.52* .086 
6.57* .206 
1.29 .038 
-4.46* - .136 
4.11* .144 
1.83 .058 
1.69 .050 
5.95 .189 
3.11* .095 
8.72* .256 
2.06* .059 
2.39* .070 
3.24* .096 
I .01 .030 
17.36* 4.98 
2.38* .069 
-6.38* - .194 
-0.62* - .021 
.542 .294 
NJ 
S 
.527 .277 
.544 .295 
Table 8.1. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression Standard Regression .  
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient t-value Coefficient ( j i )  R R 
MNC b|8,8' .006 2.91* .087 
KWA 
^18,10- .144 3.62* .116 
UlS 
^18,12' .170 8.23* .252 
TKn b|8,l4' .157 3.83* .124 
HSA-N 
^18,15' .382 6.18* .183 
HSA 
^18,16' .124 4.41* .146 
PSA-N 
^18,17' -.120 -2.73* -.090 
Table 8.2. Partial regression analysis of f inal equations In Model V 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient 
( 1 )  
( 2 )  
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6)  
(7) 
FSA 
Xj PCB 
Xg Edu 
X^ I  no 
SoC 
FSA 
Age 
Edu 
Xg MNC 
10 
12 
Age 
Edu 
MNC-N 
KWA 
Edu 
I  nc 
MNC 
KWA-N 
UlS 
PCB 
Edu 
MNC 
KWA 
2 1  
32 
'54 
'65 
'8,4-
'8,5-
'8,7' 
'10,5 
' lO,6 
' lO,8 
' lO,9 
'12,3 
'12.5 
' l2,8 
1 2 , 1 0 "  
9.453 
-.006 
- . 222  
17,868 
2.758 
3.685 
.390 
.253 
.004 
.003 
.249 
.073 
.349 
.008 
.156 
t-value 
Standard Regression 
Coefficient (^Ji) R 
.407 .  166 
13.40* .407 
.056 .003 
-1.69 - .056 
.024 - .290 
-9.09" - .290 
.446 .199 
14.99* .446 
.320 .  102 
6.17* .204 
6.27* .209 
5.35* .171 
.473 .224 
7.84* .263 
4.92* .163 
5.67* .170 
3.71* .113 
.422 .178 
4.65* .143 
5.86* .197 
2.43* .076 
2.53* .085 
Abbreviated form of expression. Refer to l ist of other Independents in equation for complete 
des i  gnat ion. 
Signif icant at p .05 level; t  I.96.  
Table 8.2. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent Partial Beta Partial Regression Standard Regression 2 
Number Variables Equation^ Coefficient t-value Coefficient (^l i) R R 
UlS-N 
' '12,11' .424 6.59* 
.206 
(8) X,. TKn 
'  Age 
.536 .288 
-.099 -4.62* -. 136 
Edu 
^^4,5' 
.162 5.16* .171 
KWA 
*^14,10* .206 6.79* 
.210 
UlS 
' '14,12' .057 
3.544 .107 
TKn-N 
^14,13- .503 
8.92* .262 
.526 (9) X,, HSA 
SoC 
.277 
' '16,1- .058 
2.06* .059 
Age 
^16,4- .069 
2.24* .064 
UlS 
^16,12- .082 3.63* 
.104 
HSA-N 
' '16,15- .788 17,54* 
.501 
.543 (10) X,p PSA 
FSA 
.295 
^18,2- .002 2.42* .070 
Age 
^18,4' -.173 -6.43* -.190 
MNC 
^18,8- .006 
2.86* .085 
KWA 
' '18,10- .137 3.58* 
.110 
UlS 
' '18,12- .168 8.25* 
.249 
TKn 
' '18,14- .152 3.78* 
.121 
HSA-N 
^18,15- -.120 -2.71* 
-.090 
HSA 
' '18,16- .  124 4.43* 
.146 
PSA-N 
' '18,17- .379 6.15* 
.182 
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\ - ®2 (1) 
X3 = ®3 (2) 
X
 
V
I II
 (3) 
X
 
ON
 II 
^65*5 "  =6 (4) 
II 00 X X + b X 0
0 0) + (5) 
'10 = ^10.5*5 + ^10,6*6 
+ 
^10,8*8 + ^^0,9*9 ®10 (6) 
^12 = ^12,3*3 + 
^12,11*11 
' '12,5*5 
+ =12 
+ 
' '12,8*8 + ' '12,10*10 
(7) 
^14 "  ^ 14,4*4 + 
^14,13*13 
^^14,5*5 
^ ®14 
+ 
' '14,10*10 ' '14,12*12 
(8) 
^16 = ^16,1*1 + ' '16,4*4 
+ 
' '16,12*12 ' '16,15^15 ®16 
(9) 
X
 
00
 
= ^18,2*2 + ^^18,4*4 
+ 
' '18,8 *8 ^18,10*10 (10) 
^18,12*12 + b,8j4X 14 "*• ^18,15*15 ^18,16*16 + 
^18,17*17 ®18 
These f inal equations are represented in the path diagram in Figure 
8.2. The path coeff icients are indicated in this diagram. As standardized 
values the path coeff icients are directly comparable. Thus, for instance, 
the effect of neighbors' home shelter adoption of the individual's home 
shelter adoption is nearly f ive times the effect of his use of CD informa­
t ion sources. 
I t  can be concluded from visual Inspection of Figure 8.2 that the 
causal sequence hypothesized is generally supported. This support can be 
delineated In the fol lowing discussion. 
Size of city (X^) was found to directly and very strongly effect fal l­
out shelter availabil i ty (Xg) which in turn has a weak direct effect to 
.070 2 FSA 
X 3 PCB 
.102 17 PSA-N 
UIS-N TKn-N 
.249 UlS 
. 121  TKn 
KWA'N 
.1(0 KWA 
MNC-N 
HSA-N 
HSA 
^^2,4» MNC .005 
Age 
I nc 
Figure 8.2. Final path diagram for Model V 
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public shelter adoption (X^g). Fal lout shelter adoption does not effect 
the per capita budget of a local change agency. Size of ci ty also has a 
direct but very weak effect on the individual 's home shelter adoption (X^^) 
which moderately effects public shelter adoption. Size of ci ty does not 
effect the individual 's knowledge of world affairs as had been expected. 
The extent to which persons are knowledgable about world events and Tssues 
is not a result of the size of community in which they reside. Per capita 
budget has only one effect; a moderate direct effect on the individual 's 
use of CD information sources (X^g)- I t  does not effect his technical 
knowledge (X^^) as had been hypothesized. 
Age (X^) has f ive of the six direct effects i t  was expected to have. 
I t  is a strong (and negative) cause of one's education (X^) as younger per­
sons are found to have more formal education. Age moderately effects one's 
mass media news consumption (Xg), tehcnical knowledge (X^^), and public 
shelter adoption (X^g). Age also weakly effects one's home shelter adoption 
These effects are highly revealing of the civi l  defense innovation 
adoption situation. While increasing age causes persons to attend to more 
mass media news content i t  causes them to have less technical knowledge 
about civi l  defense and to have progressed l i t t le in the process of adopting 
public shelters. This might lead one to expect that the mass media is not 
supplying technical civi l  defense information nor other messages that pro­
mote public shelter adoption. However obvious this may appear, there is no 
relat ionship at al l  between the individual 's mass media news consumption 
and his technical knowledge, both of which are posit ively related to public 
shelter adoption. The causal sequence is more complex than this suggested 
pattern. 
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Education (Xg), l ike age, has f ive of the six direct effects i t  was 
expected to have. I t  strongly and posit ively is a causal antecedent to 
one's income (Xg), his mass media news consumption (Xg), hîs knowledge of 
world affairs (X^g), and his use of CD information sources (X^g)- I t  also 
has a moderate and posit ive effect on one's technical knowledge (X^^). Tt 
does not, however, relate directly to public shelter adoption CX^g). In­
come, in turn, is a moderate and posit ive cause of knowledge of world af­
fairs (X^q) as is mass media news consumption (Xg) and neighbors' mass 
media news consumption (X^). Thus, a part ial pattern of causal sequence 
begins to appear. One's age strongly and negatively effects his education 
which is a very strong cause of income. Age, education and neighbors' news 
consumption cause the individual 's news consumption. The individual 's news 
consumption together with his education and income and his neighbors' world 
affairs knowledge (Xg) effect his knowledge of world affairs. 
The individual 's use of CD information sources results largely from 
his neighbors similar usage, his education, and somewhat from his mass 
media news consumption, knowledge of world affairs and the local change 
agency's per capita budget. His use of information strongly and posit ively 
effects his public shelter adoption. Weaker direct effects also arise di­
rectly from his knowledge of world affairs and news consumption. 
A secondary causal f low is that in which individual use of CD informa­
t ion has some causal inf luence on the individual 's home shelter adoption. 
This inf luence is combined with weak effects by size of ci ty and age and an 
extremely strong effect by neighbors' home shelter adoption. Al l  these ef­
fects, including age's, are posit ive. The individual 's home shelter adop­
t ion then moderately and posit ively effects his publfc shelter adoption. 
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Other isolated direct effects are neighbors' public shelter adoption (a 
moderate effect) and neighbors' home shelter adoption (a weak and negative 
effect). 
i f  one thinks in terms of sub-general conceptual categories, i t  seems 
clear that the change agency agaîn îs determined to have sîgnîfîcant but 
minimal causal influence în the innovation adoptîon network. General situ­
ation is practically important only as i t  influences availabil i ty of the 
innovation. Personal status-roles, especially age and education, are hTgh-
ly signif icant in the effects they have shaping the individual's orienta­
t ions, general and innovation-related. Age is the init ial varîable here, 
but educational attainment dominates this influence. General orientations 
related to information acquisit ion and retention along with personal status-
roles determine innovation-related orientations, also related to informa­
tion acquisit ion and retention. An adoption behavior (home shelter adop-' 
t ion) similar to the focus adoption behavior is determined sl ightly by per­
sonal status-roles and innovation-related orientations. The orientations 
are al l  moderately to strongly effected by the similar orientations of 
neighbors. The individual orientations, in their various "subroutines" of 
sequence, then effect innovation adoption. 
Determining indi rect effects 
The f inal step in complete path analysis is to determine the indirect 
effects. Actually, two activit ies can be subsumed under this heading: (î) 
computation of résiduels and (2) quantifying indirect effects. 
2 As the R values in Table 8.2 indicate al l  the independent variables 
considered in each of the equations do not completely determine the depen­
dent endogenous variables. In this case, there is need to introduce 
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2 
residuals. I f  the R value, as a coeff icient of determination, is subtract­
ed from unity (complete determination) the "coeff icient of non-determina-
t ion" (1 - % ) results. This value indicates that percentage of total vari­
ation in each dependent variable that is not explained. The coeff icients 
of non-determination are reported in Table 8,3. I t  is evident from these 
values that most of the variation remains unexplained in al l  equations. 
The lowest value indicates (Eq. 10) 70 percent of the variation Is yet to 
be explained. 
The residuals can be entered into the path diagram as path coeff icients 
from exogenous sources. (See Figure 8.3.) These values are estimated by: 
^1 - (Land, 1969:12). The residuals for each endogenous variable are 
also reported in Table 8.3. As expected these path values are extremely 
large, ranging from .840 to 1.000. This is strong evidence that the endo-
geneous variables are largely explained (caused) by variables not considered 
in this study. While this is a disappointing discovery i t  is common in 
the social sciences. Such is the state of the theory, especially the 
causal relationships between phenomena. 
In addit ion to knowing what direct effects there are on the endogenous 
variables, i t  Is sometimes useful to determine the indirect effects vari­
ables have on one another. Because the Independent variables are not to­
tal ly uncorrelated they have causal influences other than the direct ef­
fects hypothesized. Thus, for instance, while age (X^) is expected to di­
rectly effect education (X^) and mass media news consumption (Xg) and ed­
ucation is expected to also directly effect news consumption, because of 
the shared correlation between these variables age also Indlrectly effects 
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news consumption through i ts effects on education. That is, these direct 
effects are not independent. 
Three effects can be distinguished between any two variables causally 
l inked in a path model. There is the total effect (the simple correlation, 
r. j), the direct effect (the path coeff icient p^.), and the indirect effect 
(r.. - p..). These three values are shown for each of the independent-
«J U' 
dependent variable combinations of the f inal version of Model V In Table 
8.3. The indirect effects indicated are tha "Total Indirect Effect" or 
"TIE" of each independent variable on another. Since there are many path 
effect sequences by which one variable may have indirect influence these 
separate indirect effects may be identif ied and calculated. Procedures 
for this inquiry are outl ined by Land (1969:16). 
Two circumstances suggest the determination of particular indirect 
effects here is not useful. First, the Total Indirect Effects are not 
large in most cases. Twenty of the TIE values are less than .100 and the 
average for al l  34 TIE's is only .08. Partial l ing this quantity to a num­
ber of specif ic indirect effects in each case would only very infrequently 
yield a coeff icient of any practical signif icance. The values would usu­
al ly be so small as to be negligible for any real-world purposes. 
Second, the residuals are very large. This suggests that the direct 
effects determined may be highly dependent on various kinds of measurement 
errors. Because computation of indirect effects uses information about the 
direct effects and simple correlations, this error may l ikely be compound­
ed. The combination of small indirect effects and large errors wil l  pre­
clude further calculations. 
Table 8.3. Residuals, total effects, direct effects and 
Dependent and Coeff icient of 
Equation Independent Non-determination Residuals 
Number Variables ( l-R^) ( 1-R ) 
(1) X_ FSA .834 R^ .913 
X, SoC ^ 
(2) X, PCB ' .1000 R. 1.000 
^ X, FSA °  
(3) Xj. Edu ^ .710 R .843 
^ X. Age 
(4) X, Inc .801 R. .895 
^ Xc Edu 
(5) X„ MNC ^ .898 R .948 
Edu 
Xy MNC-N 
(6) X,_ KWA .776 Rr .881 
Xj Edu 
X^ Inc 
Xg MNC 
Xg KWA-N 
(7) X,, UlS .822 R„ .907 
Xg PCB 9 
Xg Edu 
Xg MNC 
X-^Q KWA 
X,, UlS-N 
Indirect effects In Model V 
Total Indirect 
Total Effect 
(r,,) 
Total Direct 
Effect (pj j)  
Effect (TIE) 
'•• i i  -  »,,) 
.407 .407 .000 
.006 .000 .006 
-.290 -.290 .000 
.446 .446 .000 
.148 .204 -.056 
.175 .209 -.034 
.206 .171 .035 
.393 .263 .130 
.322 .163 .159 
.246 .170 .076 
.233 .113 .120 
.204 .143 .061 
.305 .197 .108 
.175 .076 .099 
.216 .085 .131 
.283 .206 .077 
Table 8.3. (Continued) 
Dependent and 
Equation Independent 
Number Variables 
Coeff icient of 
Non-determination (1-P/) Residuals ( 1-r2) Total Effect (r , ,)  Total Direct Effect (p..) 
Total Indirect 
Effect (TIE) 
(r.s - Pj.) 
-.213 -. 136 .077 
O
O
 
o
 
.171 .209 
.347 .210 .137 
.278 .107 .171 
.3 9 .262 .087 
.102 .059 .043 
.063 .064 -.001 
.104 .104 .000 
.511 .501 .010 
.057 .070 -.013 
-.228 -.190 .038 
.170 .085 .123 
.276 .110 .166 
.376 .249 .127 
.324 .121 .203 
-.032 -.090 .058 
.154 .146 .008 
.276 .182 .094 
(8 )  
(9) 
( 10 )  
X,; TKn 
16  
Age 
Xg Edu 
KWA 
X,2 WIS 
X,j  TKn 
HSA 
Xj SoC 
X^ Age 
Xi2 UlS 
Xj j  HSA-N 
XjQ PSA 
Xg FSA 
X^ Age 
Xg MNC 
X^Q KWA 
X,2 UlS 
)(,4 TKn 
Xj j  HSA-N 
'<16 
PSA-N 
.712 
.723 
.705 
.844 
.850 
.840 
FSA — 
PSA-N 
SoC 
UlS-N 
TKn-N 
.844 
UlS 
TKn 
PSA KWA-N 
KWA' 
MNC-N 
HSA-N 
HSA 
A 
Edu 
.850 Age 
nc 
A5 
Figure 8.3.  Residuals in f inal path diagram for Model V 
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As noted the Total Indirect Effects are general ly small .  Only in 
eight cases is the TIE value greater than the direct effect. I t  is con­
cluded that mast of the effects in this network are direct. 
Summary 
In Model V a smaller number of variables and relationships thought to 
be signif icant (statist ically and practically) in a path analysis framework 
were examined. The predominant f indings are presented in Figures 8.2 and 
8.3 and in Tables 8.2 and 8.3. The analysis here is more complete than in 
previous models; new relationships between variables are considered, direct 
and indirect effects are determined, and residuals are calculated. The 
result is a model of innovation adoption that is an extensive and intricate 
network of causal relationships. For these several reasons i t  is consid­
ered to be the most complex but also the most valid. 
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CHAPTER 9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Overview of the Dissertat ion 
This dissertat ion has examined individual innovation adoption behavior 
in a number of alternative causal frameworks. The major objectives were 
(1) to develop a conceptual framework from which concepts relevant to inno­
vation adoption can be elaborated and causal relat ionships can be posited, 
(2) to select analytical frameworks which can be combined with the concep­
tual framework as alternative models of innovation adoption, (3) to empiri­
cally test and interpret the alternative models, and (4) to compare the 
models as tested and determine a f inal model offering the most complete 
causal explanation of innovation adoption. 
A theory construction approach is used to investigate causal models 
of adoption behavior. "Models" of innovation adoption are expl icated in 
which there is both a conceptual and an analyt ical framework. The concep­
tual framework in each model remains essential ly unchanged, although fur­
ther elaboration is drawn upon as the models become increasingly complex. 
The anlaytical frameworks also represent a progression from simple to com­
plex as each successive one considers a more intr icate view of data relat ion­
ships. 
Causali ty is a property of the one conceputal framework. That frame­
work is purposively developed to reveal relat ionships which can be thought 
to be causal. I t  is also del ineated so that several units of analysis can 
be considered within the same framework. Concepts at the individual, so­
cial,  and situational levels are included. These are operational ized as 
individual, aggregate, and integral variables respectively. 
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The conceptual framework is based on four general concepts: ( l) an 
actor, (2) in a si tuation of action, (3) who has on orienta l ion In thnt 
situation, and (4) who takes some resultant action. This conceptualization 
is based on the work of Parsons and Shi Is (1965) as a general theory of 
action. Three general causal hypotheses are suggested from this scheme: 
G.H. 1: The situation of action has a direct effect on the actor's ult i­
mate action; G.H. 2: The actor's orientation has a direct effect on his 
ult imate action; G.H. 3: The situation of action has a direct effect on 
the actor's orientation to i t .  
In the course of applying this general conceptualization to the inno­
vation adoption situation of action a number of lower level concepts and 
relationships are elaborated. The actor is explicated as the personality 
system of an individual. This actor's personal status roles are major ob­
jects he brings to his own situation. Other objects in the situation are 
the problem, innovation, change agency, and other actors. Each of these 
are both objects of orientation and objects of potential direct influence 
on adoption action. 
Orientation is elaborated as a number of mental constructs which dispose 
the actor's response to objects in his situation. Categories of orienta­
tions include the actor's ski l ls, beliefs and knowledge, values and att i­
tudes, habits, and social status-roles. Each of these act as " intel lectual 
shortcuts" al lowing the actor to quickly assign meaning to objects and to 
decide what action he might take as a result. 
Action is the overt behavior the actor takes subsequent to his situa­
tion and orientation influences. In the InnovatTon adoption situation i t  
is the decision making process and actual adjustment he makes in response 
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to new si tuational objects especial ly the innovation and problem. This 
adoption process is thought to consist of stages from an unaware state to 
awareness, then through information and evaluation, and f inal ly to a deci­
sion to reject or adopt the innovation. 
Fif teen sub-general hypotheses were del ineated from this conceptual 
framework. The research situation was a civi l  defense situation of action 
in which the local community c ivi l  defense organization (the change agency) 
seeks to promote the adoption of public fal lout shelters (the innovation) 
to individual adults in that community (the actors). Data were used for 
905 respondents from a I968 national sample and a data bank containing 
information on the agencies. Thirty-eight variables were operational:zed 
for a series of f ive analyt ical tests of these hypotheses. Model I  used a 
two-variable analyt ical framework. Model 11 used a simultaneous mult iple 
variable framework. In Model I I I  a general level path analysis framework 
was used. Model IV also used a general level path analysis but included 
the concept of neighborhood norming. Model V was a complete path analysis 
using only selected variables and relat ionships. The remainder of this 
chapter considers the f indings from the empir ical tests in reference to the 
the sub-general hypotheses. This format al lows conclusions and implica­
t ions to be drawn for the entire study. 
Conclusions for the Sub-General Hypotheses of 
Direct Effects to Adoption 
Sub-general hypothes is J_ 
There is a relat ionship between personal status-roles and the individ­
ual 's innovation adoption. 
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This hypothesis was tested In al l  f ive models of the study. As a gen­
eral ization i t  is not supported in any of those tests except the f i rst one. 
In Model I  the four personal status-roles were tested for simple two-vari­
able relat ionships with adoption. Age, education, income, and chi ld rear­
ing responsibi l i ty were each found to have a signif icant and weak to moder­
ate zero-order correlat ion with public shelter adoption. However, the 
mult iple variable analyses in Models I I ,  I I I ,  IV, and V indicate personal 
status-roles do not general ly have direct effects on adoption. In the 
simultaneous consideration of al l  variables (Model I I ) ,  only the age status-
role has a signif icant (and moderate) direct effect on adoption. This 
f inding Is consistent through the three versions of path analysis (Models 
I I I ,  IV, and V). Thus i t  is concluded that personal status-roles, as a 
category, do not directly effect adoption. The part icular status-role, 
age, however, does have a moderate and negative direct effect on adoption. 
Older individuals are less l ikely to adopt the fal lout shelter innovation. 
Sub-general hypothes Î s ^  
There is a relat ionship between the general si tuation and the individ­
ual 's innovation adoption action. 
This hypothesis was tested in the f i rst four models of the study and 
not supported in any of them. Size of ci ty, as the only indication of gen­
eral si tuation, did not have a signif icant direct effect on adoption re­
gardless of the analyt ical framework used. I t  is concluded that general 
si tuation does not direct ly effect adoption behavior. 
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Sub-general hypothesîs 2 
There is a relat ionship between the change agency-manipulated situa­
t ion and the individual 's innovation adoption. 
This hypothesis was tested in al l  f ive models of the study. In general 
i t  is not supported in these tests. Only in Model I  is there even a very 
weak indication that the change agency has any direct effect an adoption. 
In that two-variable analyt ical framework three of the f ive agency varia­
bles (per capita budget, the readiness index, and occurrence of HFPS) have 
general ly weak simple correlat ions with adoption, in the other models only 
one variables (one dif ferent from the three signif icant in Model I )  is 
found to signif icantly related to adoption. Fal lout shelter avai labi l i ty 
has a weak direct effect on adoption in al l  of the mult iple variables analy­
ses. Because of the greater val idity the mult iple variable frameworks are 
judged to have, i t  is concluded the change agency-manipulated situation 
does not directly effect adoption behavior. The part icular change agency 
variable, fal lout shelter avai labi l i ty, however, t 'oes have a weak and pos­
i t ive direct effect on adoption. The greater avai labi l i ty of the innova­
t ion does weakly enhance i ts adoption. 
Sub-general hypothesis ^ 
There is a relat ionship between neighborhood norms and the individual 's 
innovation adoption. 
This hypothesis was tested only in Models IV and V. As a general iza­
t ion i t  is not supported. Model IV considered al l  sixteen empir ical rela­
t ionships del ineated from this hypothesis and found only two were supported. 
Neighbors' home shelter adoption weakly and negatively effects the individ­
ual 's public shelter adoption. And the public shelter adoption of one's 
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neighbors moderately and posit ively effects his own public shelter adoption. 
In Model V only these same two neighborhood norms were tested with equiva­
lent f indings result ing. I t  is concluded that neighborhood norms, as a 
category, do not dfrectly effect adoption behavior. The part icular neigh­
borhood norms of home shelter adoption and public shelter adoption, however, 
do have direct effects (weak and negative in the f i rst case and moderate 
and posit ive in the second case) on that behavior. The adoption of an 
innovation by one's neighbors weakly reduces his own adoption of the alter­
native innovation. Neighbor's adoption of the same innovation moderately 
increases the individual 's adoption of that innovation. 
Sub-general hypothes i  s ^ 
There is a relat ionship between general orientat ion and the individual 's 
innovation adoption. 
This relat ionship was tested in al l  f ive models of the study. As a 
general ization i t  is weakly to moderately supported by these tests. In 
Model I  each part icular general orientat ion was supported to have either 
a weak or moderate direct effect on adoption. In the mult iple variable 
models only three variables appear consistently to have direct effects. 
Knowledge of world affairs has a moderate effect on adoption in al l  models. 
Mass media news consumption has a weak effect on adoption in al l  models. 
Al ienation has a weak effect on adoption in Models I ,  I I ,  and I I I .  I t  did 
not have a direct effect on adoption in Model !  Y when neighborhood norms 
were included in the analysis and al ienation was not tested in Model V. 
I t  is concluded that the individual 's general orientat ions, as a category, 
have only weak to moderate direct effect on adoption behavior. In part ic­
ular, one's knowledge of world affairs has moderate direct effects and his 
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news consumption from mass media sources has weak direct effects on his 
adoption of fal lout shelters. His adoption may also be weakly (and nega­
t ively) effected by the individual's feeling of al ienation. Thus, the more 
one attends to and knows about news and world issues, and the less al ien­
ated he is, the more l ikely he is to adopt the fal lout shelter innovation. 
Sub-general hypothesis ]_ 
There is a relationship between the individual's Tnnovatîon-related 
orientation and his innovation adoption action. 
This hypothesis was tested in al l  f ive models of the study. In gen­
eral, i t  is moderately to strongly supported by these tests. Use of CD in­
formation sources had moderate to strong effects in al l  models. I t  is a 
highly important antecedent to public shelter adoption. Technical knowl­
edge and att i tude toward fal lout shelters each had moderate direct effects 
in four of the f ive tests. Home shelter adoption had weak to moderate ef­
fects In four tests and wil l ingness to participate in CD training had mod­
erate effects in two tests. Perception of threat had only a weak effect in 
Model i i i .  i t  is concluded that innovation-related orientations, as a 
category, have moderate to strong direct effects on adoption behavior. 
Especially important are the individual's use of information sources con­
cerned with the innovation, his level of technical knowledge about the 
innovation and his adoption of similar innovations. 
Conclusions for the Sub-General Hypotheses of 
Indirect Effects to Adoption 
Sub-general hypothesis £ 
There is a relationship between the general situation and the change 
agency-manipulated situation. 
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This hypothesis was tested in Models 111, IV, and V. In each of these 
path analyses general situation was found to be a strong antecedent to the 
change agency's activit ies. In Model I I I  and IV size of city, the sole 
general situation variable, very strongly effected fal lout shelter avail­
abil i ty and the readiness index, moderately effected training inputs, and 
weakly effected HFPS. (The last two relationships were negative, however.) 
In Model V only the effect to fal lout shelter availabil i ty was tested and 
again confirmed. I t  is concluded that general situation, as a category, 
strongly effects the change agency-manipulated situation. The availabil i ty 
of the innovation and the formal performance measure (readiness index) of 
the change agency are to a large extent a result of the size of community 
in which that agency is operating. 
Sub-general hypothes i  s ^ 
There is a relationship between the individual's general orientation 
and his innovation-related orientation. 
This relationship was tested in the three path analysis models. As a 
generalization ! t  is weakly to moderately supported by these tests. In 
Model I I I  three of the f ive general orientations (al ienation, knowledge of 
world affairs, and social participation) had moderate effects on innovation 
related orientation, a fourth (salience) had a weak effect. In Model IV 
the inclusion of neighborhood norms tended to weaken these relationships. 
The only signif icant effects were weak effects to innovation-related 
orientations by salience, knowledge of world affairs, and social partici­
pation in Model IV. In Model V only a few of these relationships were con­
sidered. Knowledge of world affairs and mass media consumption were found 
to have moderate and weak effects respectively to the more specTfic 
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orientations. I t  is concluded that general or ientat ion, as a category, 
weakly to moderately effects innovation-related orientation. In part icular, 
though, one's knowledge of world affairs enhances his orientation to the 
innovation. 
Sub-general hypothes i  s 2 
There is a relat ionship between general si tuation and the individual 's 
general orientat ion. 
This hypothesis was tested in Models I I I  and IV and is not supported in 
either. In Model I I I  size of ci ty moderately and negatively effected so­
cial part icipation and weakly and posit ively effected knowledge of world 
a f f a i r s .  I n  M o d e l  I V  t h e s e  s a m e  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  w e r e  f o u n d  e x c e p t  t h e  f i r s t  
was only weak in magnitude. No other relat ionships were supported by the 
data. I t  is concluded that general si tuation does not effect general or ien­
tat ion. There is only a very weak indication that an individual 's knowl­
e d g e  o f  w o r l d  a f f a i r s  a n d  s o c i a l  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  m a y  b e  e f f e c t e d  b y  h i s  
general si tuation. 
Sub~generai hypothes is 10 
There is a relat ionship between general si tuation and the individual 's 
innovation-related orientation. 
This hypothesis was tested in Models I I I ,  IV, and V. In general, i t  is 
not supported in these tests. In Model I I I  size of ci ty moderately and 
posit ively effected home shelter adoption and weakly and negatively effected 
use of CD information sources. In Model IV size of ci ty only weakly and 
posit ively effected home shelter adoption. This latter relat ionship was 
confirmed in Model V. Size of ci ty was not a signif icant antecedent of 
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any other innovation orientation. I t  is concluded that general orientat ion 
does not effect innovation-related orientation. 
Sub-general hypothesis 11 
There is a relat ionship between the change agency-manipulated situa­
t ion and the individual 's innovation-related orientation. 
This hypothesis was tested in the three path analyses. As a general­
izat ion, i t  is only weakly supported by those tests. In Model I I I  a few 
part icular effects are moderate to strong but most of the other relat ion­
ships are not signif icnat. Per capita budget and occurrence of HFPS ac­
counted for the majori ty of the signif icant effects. In Model IV only per 
capita budget has any consistent effect on orientations toward the innova­
t ion. In Model V two effects of per capita budget were tested and one was 
moderately supported. I t  is concluded that the change agency-manipulated 
si tuation, as a category, only weakly effects innovation-related orienta­
t ion, However, the part icluar variable, per capita budget, does moderately 
effect the individual 's use of CD information sources. The more funds the 
agency expends per individual in i ts attempt to promote the innovation the 
m o r e  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l s  a t t e n d  t o  I t s  i n f o r m a t i o n  s t i m u l i .  
Sub-general hypothes is 12 
There is a relat ionship between the individual 's personal status-roles 
and his general orientat ion. 
This hypothesis was tested in Models IN, IV, and V. As a general iza­
t ion, i t  is moderately to strongly supported. In al l  three path analyses 
education is found to have a strong effect on general orientat ions, age 
and income are founa to have moderate effects, but chi ld rearing responsi­
bi l i ty has only a few weak signif icant effects. While education clearly 
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dominates this pattern of inf luence, age and income were also very inf luen­
t ial .  Thus, i t  is concluded that personal status-roles strongly effect 
general orientat ion. An individual 's general or ientat ion to his situation 
is strongly effected by the status-roles he holds. 
Sub-general hypothes i  s 13 
There is a relat ionship between the individual 's personal status-roles 
and his innovation-related orientations. 
This hypothesis was tested in Models I I I ,  IV, and V. In general, i t  
is weakly supported by these tests. In al l  three models education has mod­
erate effects on innovation-related orientations. Age has only a weak ef­
fect in Model V. income has a weak effect only in Model IV. Child rearing 
responsibi l i ty has weak effects in Model i l l  and IV but was not tested in 
Model V. I t  is concluded that personal status-roles weakly effect innova­
t ion-related orientations. The part icular status-role, education, has 
moderate effects to these orientations, though. Thus, personal status-roles 
effect the individual 's orientat ion at both the general and the innovation-
specif ic level but the inf luence is much greater on his general orientat ions. 
Sub-general hypothesis 14 
There is a relat ionship between neighborhood norms and the individual 's 
general orientat ion. 
This hypothesis was tested only in Models IV and V. The relat ionships 
found make a general ization misleading. Neighorhood norms of status-roles 
and innovation-related orientations did not effect the individual 's general 
orientat ion. However, neighborhood norms of part icular general orientat ions 
did moderately effect the counterpart individual general orientat ions. In 
the case of  each general  or ientat ion the  indiv idual  was moderately and 
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posit ively related to the posit ion of his neighbors on the same particular 
orientation. I t  is concluded that there is a neighborhood norming effect 
on the individual's general orientations. 
Sub-general hypothes i  s 15 
There is a relationship betweeh neighborhood norms and the individual's 
innovation-related orientations. 
This hypothesis was tested in Models IV and V. Similar to the f indings 
for the previous hypothesis, i t  is misleading to attempt to generalize the 
results of the tests. Neighborhood norms on status-roles did not effect 
the individual's innovation-related orientations. Neighobors' general 
orientations did have a weak effect on the more specif ic orientations. 
Neighbors' innovation-related orientations also had a moderate effect on the 
same orientations of the individual. I t  is concluded that neighbors' in­
novation-related orientations have a moderate effect and neighbors' gen­
eral orientations have a weak effect on the individual's innovation-related 
orientations. To a moderate extent the individual forms orientations about 
the innovation in concert with his neighbors' similar orientations. 
Conclusions for General Hypotheses 
General hypothes i  s _1_ 
The situation of action has a direct effect on the actor's ult imate 
action. 
Sub-General Hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4 were explicated from General 
Hypothesis 1. I t  was concluded above that each was not supported by the 
empirical tests. General situation does not directly effect adoption 
behavior. As categories, the change agency-manipulated situation, person-
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al status-roles, and neighborhood norms also do not directly effect adop­
t ion. Only four of the twenty-six situation of action variables had 
direct effects on adoption. The actor's age consistently was found to 
have a moderate and negative effect. The adoption of an innovation be­
comes less l ikely as the actor becomes older. Availabil i ty of fal lout 
shelters was found to have a weak and posit ive effect on their adoption. 
The greater the availabil i ty of the innovation the greater is i ts adoption 
by actors. Neighbors' public shelter adoption has a moderate and posit ive 
direct effect and neighbors' home shelter adoption has a weak and negative 
direct effect on the individual's adoption of public shelters. All other 
situational variables do not directly effect that adoption behavior. 
General hypothesis 2^ 
The actor's orientation has a direct effect on his ult imate action. 
Sub-General Hypotheses 6 and 7 were explicated from General Hypoth­
esis 2. I t  was concluded above that each was supported by the empirical 
tests. General orientations of the actor weakly effect his adoption be­
havior. Especially important is the actor's knowledge of world affairs. 
This general orientation moderately and posit ively effects adoption be­
havior. Innovation-related orientations of the actor moderately to 
strongly effect his adoption action. The most influential of these 
orientations are the actor's use of technically competent information 
sources, his att i tude toward the innovation, and his technical knowledge 
about the innovation and problem. Each of these posit ively effects adop­
t ion of the innovation. 
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General hypothesis 3_ 
The situation of action has a direct effect on the actor's orienta­
tion to i t. 
Sub-General Hypotheses 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 were derived 
from General Hypothesis 3- It was concluded above that most of these 
were supported by the empirical tests. General situation was not found 
to affect general or innovation-related orientations. The change agency 
does weakly effect innovation-related orientations. Personal status-roles 
strongly effect general orientations and weakly effect the actor's orien­
tations about the innovations. Neighborhood norms on general orienta­
tions moderately effect the individual's general orientations and weakly 
effect his innovation-related orientations. Neighborhood norms on 
innovation-related orientations moderately effect the individual's same 
orientations. Together this pattern of relationships support General 
Hypothesis 3; the situation of action does effect the actor's orientation 
to i t. 
implications of Conclusions for the Civil Defense 
Situation of Action 
Implications for the civil defense situation of action follow direct­
ly from the above conclusions. Adoption of fallout shelters is largely 
the direct result of one's interpretations of innovation-related phenomena 
and the indirect result of his personal status-roles and general orienta­
tions. To a lesser extent civil defense agency activit ies, neighborhood 
norms, and general situation have some indirect influence. Thus, the 
individual responds to this innovation on the basis of his own character­
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istics and orientations. The autonomy of the individual in the civil 
defense situation is very high; he is not greatly effected by factors 
outside his control. 
Especially important in this result is the ineffectiveness of the 
change agency. A primary means for a change agency to promote an innova­
tion is the use of informational programs. The two major informational 
programs of the change agency have been the HFPS program considered in 
this study and a CSP (Community Shelter Plan) program, which had not been 
released in any of the sampling segments at the time of this study. The 
HFPS program has been found herein to be only a weak to moderate indirect 
antecedent to public shelter adoption. This may be due to its emphasis 
on home shelters rather than public shelters. However, i t  is not a strong 
antecedent of home shelter adoption either. Since i t  is concerned pri­
marily with public shelter the CSP program might be expected to have 
greater impact on the U.S. population. However, this generally has been 
rejected in two community studies where intensive examinations of the 
program's results were made (Yarbrough et ai.» 1973a, 3971b). 
Information related orientations are highly important in the civil 
defense pattern of relationships. At a general level attention to the 
mass media (X^^) and knowledge of world affairs (X^^) were very effective; 
at the specific level use of CD information sources (Xgg) and technical 
knowledge (X^g) were highly important. The civil defense agency must 
impact these kinds of orientations i f i t is also to become a major com­
ponent of the significant pattern of relationships. 
The failure of the change agency is even more striking when one con­
siders that the individuals in the study had generally favorable attitudes 
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toward the fallout shelter innovation. For that variable (X^y) the mean 
score was 8.3 on a scale of 0 to 12 where 12 represented the greatest 
favorabi1ity. The responses to one of the items in this index emphasize 
this positive attitude. Seventy-seven percent of the sample either 
strongly favored or somewhat favored public shelters (see Table 9.1). 
While the fallout shelter innovation was viewed favorably by the 
respondents, i t  and other civil defense notions are not salient to them. 
An attempt was made to construct a "salience of civil defense" variable, 
however, the variation was so skewed that the variable would not form a 
scale. For instance, in response to one proposed item only 1.3 percent 
of the sample considered "protection from nuclear attack" to be either 
the f irst or second most important domestic issue. This would indicate 
that the problem the fallout shelter innovation is designed to resolve 
is not an important problem to the public. 
Thus, while the population has a favorable attitude toward the inno 
vation, the change agency has been unable to raise its salience or to 
Table 9.1 Distribution of attitude toward public shelters in the 1968 
National Study 
Question: in general, how do you, yourself, feel about public fallout 
shelters? 
Response Categories % of 1508 
Strongly favor 40.6 
Somewhat favor 36.3 
Somewhat opposed 9.2 
Stronly opposed 4.6 
Don't know or no answer 9.3 
TOTAL 100.0 
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extensively influence its adoption. Rather, the individual responds from 
the orientations he forms of the innovation, general orientations about 
his l i fe situation, and the behavior patterns he follows as a consequence 
of his personal status-roles. 
Implications of the Conclusions for Other 
Innovation Adoption Situations 
Generalizing the conclusions of one study to other innovation adop­
tion situations is hazardous for at least two reasons: (1) measurement 
diff iculties in the present study may have resulted in misleading con­
clusions and (2) the present study may not be representative of other 
innovation adoption situations. 
The possibil ity of measurement error is always present in research. 
Thus, in addition to the problems associated with sampling a population 
this study also is exposed to a host of errors such as ambiguities in the 
questionnaire affecting both the respondents and the interviewers, unre­
l iable and invalid measures, mistakes in coding the data, errors in 
.-nachine processing the data, and erroneous tabulation of the data and 
tests reported herein. Thus, the findings and conclusions must be con­
sidered approximate and tentative. Care has been exercised to minimize 
measurement error but no i l lusions are maintained about i ts absence. 
The conclusions for this study included statements about the rela­
tive effect various categories of variables have on each other and on 
innovation adoption. These may have been effected substantially by mea­
surement error. Perhaps the civil defense change agency is more effective 
and personal status-roles are less effective than has been concluded. 
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However, there is l i tt le reason to suspect this or any other kind of 
specific bias. Rather the influence of measurement error is assumed to 
be random until evidence indicates otherwise. Notation of the values 
for all equations in the study revealed that none are very large. System­
atic bias would be expected to be reflected in greater extremes, especial­
ly in Model V where specific variables and relationships are investigated. 
Rather i t  appears that the civil defense innovation adoption situa­
tion may be a complex set of weak relationships. When the innovation is 
not salient to the actors and the change agency is promoting its adoption 
only ineffectively, the adoption related behavior may approximate random­
ness. Instead of forming a strong network of relationships, the behavior 
shows only weak consistency. In this way the study may be unrepresenta­
tive of other innovation adoption situations where the issue is salient 
and the change agency is effective. 
This study may also be unrepresentative because the adoption behavior 
examined is only a behavior intention, not overt behavior. Respondents 
or.ly indicate i f they intend tc use the innovation wher. the need arises. 
Measurement of actual use adoption might lead to different conclusions 
about the causal network. It might also yield a more reliable adoption 
measure as the major dependent variable in the study. 
It is beyond the scope of this study to determine the specific dif­
ficulties the civil defense agency as a bureaucracy may have which lead 
to its ineffectiveness. Rather the study indicates i t is an ineffective 
change agency (as a promoter of the fallout shelter innovation) and the 
implication is that for i t  to become effective i t must better plan and 
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conduct information programs that effect the orientations individuals 
form about the innovation. 
And, obviously, the civil defense agency is only one change agency, 
fallout shelters are only one innovation, 1968 was only one point in time, 
and the particular respondents are only one possible sample. Perhaps 
singly, or collectively, these may have been more unique than representa­
tive for the purposes of generalization. 
Given all the above qualif ications, i t is the author's judgment that 
the study may yet have some relevance for other innovation adoption sit­
uations. Drawing primarily from Model V in this study, some generaliza­
tions can be made to indicate this extension (see Figure 9.1). The gen­
eral notions in this conception can be outlined as follows: 
(1) General situational factors in one's social and cultural setting 
may moderately effect the activity of a change agency. The 
agency may moderately effect the availabil ity of the innovation 
which is also weakly effected by the general situation directly. 
(2) Ar. individual's personal status-roles wil l strongly effect his 
general orientations, moderately effect his innovation-related 
orientations, and weakly effect his adoption behavior directly. 
(3) The orientation norms in one's smaller social unit (e.g., his 
neighborhood) may moderately effect both his general orienta­
tions and his specific orientations related to the innovation. 
The individual wil l hold orientations consistent with other 
actors in his situation. 
n n o v a t i o n  
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Figure 9.1. Generalized causal network of innovation adoption 
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(4) One's values and attitudes may moderately effect his information 
orientations. The individual's attention to information may 
moderately effect his comprehension of issues. These relation­
ships wil l hold for both general orientations and innovation-
related orientations. 
(5) One's general orientations may moderately effect how the individ­
ual orients toward the innovation. 
(6) The change agency may moderately effect the individual's values 
and attitudes toward the innovation and strongly effect his in­
formation attention and comprehension orientations toward the 
innovation. 
(7) The individual's general orientations may moderately effect his 
innovation adoption. 
(8) The individual's innovation-related orientations may strongly 
effect his innovation adoption. 
(9) Adoption norms in one's social unit may moderately effect his 
auw^ciUM ac.ciwii* 
In essence then innovation adoption is thought to be a complex set 
of many relationships in which few factors have strong effects but many 
factors have moderate influences. This network of relationships is based 
on the findings in this study, the theoretical framework elaborated, and 
unsubstantiated speculation. It is suggested that i t  would apply to many 
kinds of innovation adoption situations; agricultural, medical, education­
al as well as ideational and material innovations being promoted by active 
change agencies for the adoption by individuals. Future research could 
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test such possibil it ies and provide the further refinements necessary for 
a general causal model of innovation adoption. 
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A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S  
I  w i s h  t o  e x p r e s s  m y  a p p r e c i a t i o n  t o  s e v e r a l  i n d i v i d u a l s  w h o  h a v e  
c o n t r i b u t e d  t o  t h i s  d i s s e r t a t i o n  a n d  m y  g r a d u a t e  s t u d i e s  p r o g r a m .  T o  
D r .  G e o r g e  B e a l ,  m y  m a j o r  p r o f e s s o r ,  I  a m  g r a t e f u l  f o r  t h e  s u g g e s t i o n s  a n d  
c r i t i c i s m s  o f  t h e  d i s s e r t a t i o n  g i v e n  t h r o u g h o u t  i t s  d e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  f o r  h i s  
c o n t i n u i n g  a d v i c e  t h r o u g h o u t  m y  g r a d u a t e  p r o g r a m .  T o  D r .  P a u l  Y a r b r o u g h  I  
e x p r e s s  m y  a p p r e c i a t i o n  f o r  t h e  g u i d a n c e  g i v e n  i n  r e s e a r c h  a c t i v i t i e s  b o t h  
r e l a t e d  a n d  s e p a r a t e  t o  t h i s  d i s s e r t a t i o n .  T o  D r .  J o e  B o h l e n  a n d  D r .  R i c h a r d  
W a r r e n  I  a m  e s p e c i a l l y  g r a t e f u l  f o r  t h e  a s s i s t a n c e  p r o v i d e d  t h r o u g h  t h e i r  
c l a s s e s  a n d  s e m i n a r s  t h a t  c o n t r i b u t e d  t o  t h i s  d i s s e r t a t i o n  a n d  m y  g r a d u a t e  
e d u c a t i o n .  A n d  t o  D r .  C h a r l e s  W i g g i n s  I  a m  a p p r e c i a t i v e  o f  t h e  b a l a n c i n g  
i n f l u e n c e  b r o u g h t  t o  t h e  e n t e r p r i s e  f r o m  h i s  p o l i t i c a l  s c i e n c e  p e r s p e c t i v e .  
F i n a l l y ,  I  e x p r e s s  m y  a p p r e c i a t i o n  t o  m y  w i f e ,  K a r e n ,  f o r  h e r  t e c h n i c a l  
a s s i s t a n c e  a n d  e n c o u r a g e m e n t  a n d  t o  m y  p a r e n t s  f o r  t h e i r  s u p p o r t  a n d  f a i t h  
g e n e r o u s l y  g i v e n .  
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A P P E N D I X  :  
Z E R O - O R D E R  I N T E R C O R R E L A T I O N S  O F  T H E  V A R I A B L E S  
Table A.l '  Zero-order intercorrelations of the variables 
SoC FSA PCB Tgi Rdl HFPS Age Edu Inc CRR Sal Ali 
F S A  .407 1.000 
PCB .006 -. 056 1.000 
Tgl -.175 -.292 .046 1.000 
Rdl .438 .766 -.040 -. 046 I  .000 
H F P S  -.089 -.211 .052 .022 
O
 
LA 1 
General Situation 
Xj SoC 1.000 
Change Agency-Manipulated Situation 
*2 
S 
"4 
*5 
-.150 1.000 
Personal Status-Roles 
Xy Age 
Xg Edu 
Xg Inc 
X,o CRR 
General 
X,| Sal 
X , 2  A l i  
X|^ KWA 
X,i, ScP 
X|^ MNC 
Innovat i  
X,6 PTh 
X,y AFS 
X|8WPT 
X,g TKn 
-.018 .022 - .194 -.004 1
 O
 
O
 
.019 1.000 
.012 -. 068 .134 -.059 .029 .056 -.290 1,000 
.028 -.031 .101 -. 064 .033 .082 -.183 .446 1.000 
.019 - .064 .148 .010 -. 048 .012 -.530 .082 .075 i  .000 
itation 
-.008 -.034 .089 .008 .002 .014 -.003 .256 .181 .006 1.000 
.015 -.002 - .130 .090 -.005 -.095 .215 -.354 -.307 -.124 -.232 1 .000 
.076 .005 .091 -.038 .069 .063 - .086 .393 .322 -.08) .221 -.289 
-.104 -.1)6 .139 -.035 -.102 .170 -.030 .332 .293 .012 .287 -.111 
.052 -.017 .017 -.118 .028 .015 .148 .175 .102 -.096 .295 - M l  
lated 
- .044 
Orientation 
-.023 - .004 .114 - .04l -.045 -.008 -.142 -.145 .097 .051 .148 
.002 .004 .132 .021 -.020 .002 -.109 -.013 - .066 .  120 .050 -.025 
.047 -.018 .514 .029 .020 .052 -.172 .216 .124 .120 .189 -.175 
-.013 -.048 .146 -.071 -.001 .157 -.213 .380 .274 .093 .146 -.279 
Table A. I. (Continued) 
SoC FSA PCB Tgl Rdl HFPS Age Edu 1 nc CRR Sal All 
*20 U'S -.088 -.112 .204 .012 -.054 .247 -.102 .305 .172 .020 .148 -.255 
X_, HSA .102 . 066 .024 -.174 -. 060 .  114 .063 .007 .046 -.077 .018 -.031 
Neighborhood Norms 
X_2 Age-N -.124 .055 -.049 -.011 -.019 .030 .123 -.034 -.024 - .088 .012 -.027 
X23 Edu-N .075 -.129 . 066 -.110 .053 .119 -.026 .360 .271 .124 .118 -.158 
Xg^ Inc-N .1!Î0 - 060 .051 -.120 .063 .169 -.021 .270 .349 .024 .067 -.178 
X25 CRR-N .066 -.157 .065 .019 -.120 .035 -.087 .020 .034 .157 -.012 .012 
Xg^ Sal-N -.018 1
 0
 
.018 .018 .004 .041 .012 .144 .082 -.009 .199 -.007 
X27 Ali-N -.073 -.003 -.067 .218 -.012 -.240 -.024 -.202 -.226 .012 -.004 .175 
Xgg KWA-N .192 .133 -.021 -.083 .151 .151 -.019 ,245 .214 .020 .050 -.120 
Xgq ScP-N -.222 -.243 .102 -.073 -.213 .360 .022 .199 .224 - .016 .045 -. 166 
X^Q MNC-N .084 -.038 -.009 -. 268 .064 .026 .028 .142 .116 .020 .088 -.075 
X^j PTh-N -.179 -. 060 .031 .291 -.105 -.112 -.076 -.076 -.093 .049 .052 .108 
X.g AFS-N -.038 .010 .015 .059 -.059 .002 .029 -.017 -. 084 .054 .098 .033 
X^^ WPT-N .110 -.033 .097 .062 
00 0
 .119 -.017 .196 .146 .033 .128 -.096 
X^^ TKn-N -.019 -.092 .175 -.141 1
 0
 
0
 
VJ
 
.310 .007 .207 .157 -.012 .041 -.140 
X^g UlS-N -.183 -.233 .125 .024 -.113 .522 .014 .206 .193 .036 .098 -.159 
X^g HSA-N .108 . 106 .024 -.274 -.093 .189 .022 -.015 .036 -.007 -.096 -.044 
X^^ PSA-N .086 .121 .035 -.139 .154 .230 .012 .169 .132 .004 .038 -.127 
PSA .046 .057 . 163 -.067 .073 .107 -.228 .249 .158 .103 .165 -.251 
Table A.I. (Continued) 
KWA ScP MNC PTh AFS 
X J 2 KWA 1.000 
ScP .272 1.000 
X|^ MNC .246 .217 1.000 
X,y AFS 
X,8 WPT 
X,9 TKn 
*20 U'S 
Xg, HSA 
Nei ghborhc 
^22 Ase-N 
X23 Edu-N 
Inc-N 
Xg^ CRR-N 
Xg^ Sal-N 
X27 Ali-N 
Xgg KWA-N 
Xgg ScP-N 
XjQ MNC-N 
X^, PTh-N 
X^2 AFS-N 
X^j WPT-N 
X^^ TKn-N 
-.222 -.077 - .  0 6 0  1 . 0 0 0  
-. 063 . 0 2 1  . 0 3 6  .134 1.000 
.099 .174 .064 . 0 8 8  . 1 8 7  
.347 . 2 6 1  . 1 5 0  -.113 .053 
. 2 1 6  .305 .  1 6 0  . 0 1 3  .179 
.074 . 1 3 6  .094 -.047 - .  0 61 
Norms. 
- . 0 2 1  . 0 2 6  . 0 2 9  - . 0 7 6  . 0 2 6  
.209 . 1 8 1  .119 -.057 - . 0 1 2  
.183 . 2 0 1  . 0 9 6  - .  0 6 8  - . 0 5 6  
. 0 2 1  - . 0 1 8  . 0 2 0  .047 .045 
.051 . 0 5 0  . 0 8 9  .047 . 0 7 8  
-.134 - . 1 8 9  -.079 .102 . 0 3 0  
.233 .  104 .120 -.124 .014 
.099 .265 .085 -.046 -.047 
.127 . 0 9 2  . 2 0 6  - . 1 2 1  .035 
-.143 - . 0 5 6  -.135 .113 .037 
.020 - . 0 6 2  .042 .042 .037 
.018 .111 .040 .019 .031 
.134 .183 .101 - . 0 5 0  .016 
WPT TKn UlS HSA Age-N Edu-N Inc-N 
.000 
. 1 7 6  1.000 
.314 . 2 7 8  1.000 
.034 . 0 8 9  .104 1 . 0 0 0  
.018 .008 .018 .037 1.000 
.164 .204 .184 - . 0 1 7  -.210 1.000 
.122 .155 . 1 7 6  .042 -.144 . 6 3 8  1.000 
. 0 3 6  -.014 .041 -.011 -.543 .058 .  . 0 8 9  
.133 .049 . 1 0 8  -.139 .044 .361 .234 
.102 -.175 -. 188 
CO vO 0 1 .077 -.499 - . 5 2 5  
.016 .150 .112 .043 - . 0 9 6  . 5 8 5  .504 
.105 .199 .252 . 1 0 6  .021 .484 . 5 0 7  
.412 .118 . 1 3 8  . 0 3 2  .155 .330 . 2 2 5  
. 0 2 5  -.067 -.064 - . 0 9 9  - . 1 8 3  -.202 - . 2 1 9  
.044 .024 . 0 2 9  -.002 - . 0 3 1  - . 0 5 6  - . 1 8 1  
. 1 7 8  .114 .149 -.106 -.155 .419 . 2 8 3  
.099 .349 .228 . 1 1 6  - . 1 1 0  . 4 9 6  .373 
Table A.1• (Continued) 
K W A  S c P  M N C  P T h  A F S  W P T  T K n  U I S  H S A  A g e - N  E d u - N  1  n c - N  
U I S - N  . 108 .250 .127 -.051 .023 , 141 .247 .283 .029 -.028 .471 .395 
^6 H S A - N  .033 .081 .023 -.061 -.001 -.077 .095 .022 .511 .061 -.021 . 0 7 8  
*37 P S A - N  .129 .086 .094 -.067 .043 .072 .228 .169 .042 -.117 .387 . 2 8 5  
Y ,  P S A  .276 .186 .170 - . 0 1 6  .244 .226 .324 .376 .154 .138 .149 .119 
Table A.l. (Continued) 
X 2 3  C R R - N  
X g g  S a l - N  
X g y  A l i - N  
X g g  K W A - N  
X g q  S c P - N  
X ^ Q  M N C - N  
X ^ j  P T h - N  
X ^ 2  A F S - N  
X _ ^  W P T - N  
X . y ^  T K n - N  
X . g  U I S - N  
X _ ^  H S A - N  
X ^ ^  P S A - I J  
1.000 
-.034 1.000 
-.037 -.165 
- . 0 1 1  
-.040 
-.022 
.182 
.192 
.151 
.021 
.082 
-.028 
.064 
1.000 
.218 -.417 
.245 -.495 
.359 -.270 
.124 .324 
.228 .050 
.366 - . 3 0 4  
. 1 4 0  - . 4 4 3  
.272 - . 4 8 0  
.182 -.111 
.167 -.411 
KWA-N ScP-N MNC-N 
1.000 
.322 1 .000 
.386 .290 1 .000 
-.410 -.134 -.315 
1 0
 
1 0
 
.  108 
.094 
CM C
M
 
. 128 
.420 .455 .281 
.310 
CO 0
 
v
û 
.354 
C
O
 <J
\ 0
 
1 
.200 .817 
00
 
.256 .279 
.189 1.000 
.121 .214 1.000 
.193 .056 .283 
.095 .158 .451 
.159 .023 -.163 
.158 .254 .276 
1.000 
.534 1.000 
.196 .081 
.531 .494 
.000 
.113 
NJ 
VO 
.000 
P S A  .006 041 -.146 .131 .086 .104 -.082 .060 .074 .212 .170 .032 .276 
